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INTRODUCTION

Barriers to Cross-Cultural
Communication in
English-as-a-Second-Language
Programs in the United States

PATRICIA BYRD
Georgia State University

When I began teaching English as a Second Language (ESL) sonw 15 tiears
ago, most ESL prtigranis were hicused urn the tea:hint; of the Enghsh language
as a set ot linguistic skills. Over the years, We kwe recogni:ed that kinguage
learning involves much more than grammar or viicabularv or pronunciation.
To bectime eltective users ot American English, students must also learn Ti
COmmunicate within the context of American culture. Thus prtigrams and
individual teachers have been making ,idiustments in the traditional curricula
and courses of ESL programs to add cultural untkrstanding to the linguisnt.
core.

ESL progtains must deal with minuet, /UN kirriers ti1 this 11l1.11 ut ultural
adoimment and nue communicame ompetent.e; maliq among these ay the

iw Ent411,1) proficiency ot most students, their tedt uit indot. timation, their
narrowlt tocused goals, and insutht lent training m Lultural ditterences
crosscultural communication on the part tit man% teachers. In addition to
tIwse barriers, the LSI_ program in i IST i ko akhieve cultural understanding and
atAeptance ithin dim mix ttigether represenidt \ es i it nun% difiereni
itilthres. rot thl List redson, 1:51. programs must have not only the limited
goal of orientation to I. States culture hut also the broader goal tit general
understanding ot ourseh es and tither. as Lultural beings and as Lultural rep
resentatives.

In I 9t44, the Regents Publishing Ci,mr,int, dis,iivered Iii 1 slave\ i it ESL_

teat.her. that onk 12 pt Rent ot them tativht ,kh.inted students. Neark 75
peRent had students who %%ere "heLZifilicts Not too many terms Agit.
I knew an ESL student w hii wanted ereal and milk tot Int:Alas!. lit wen! to
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the grocery store and bought a carton of milk and a package that he assumed
had cereal in itit was the right shape and had pictures of a happy family
playing with a cat. When he shook the box, it sounded like cereal. He thought
that the cereal was terrible, but he had not expected much from U.S. food.
After about a month, he learned the word for "cat" and realized that he had
been eating dried cat food for breakfast. For such students, abstract discussions
of cultural awareness and adjustment are not yet a possibility.

Even as we discover ways to help our ESL students better understand the
culture in which they are studying, we must accept as real their (and their
family's and their government's) fears that we will attempt to turn them into
Americans through a program of indoctrination and brainwashing. This fear
is not to be hastily put aside or rejected as naive. Political and religious
thinkers and leaders have long worried about the subversion of their young
people through the vehicle of language learning. In the late I8th century,
the imperial historiographer of the Ottoman Empire, Ahmed Asim Efendi,
had this to say on the subject (Lewis 1982: 57):

Certain sensualists, naked of the garment of loyalty, from time to time
learned politics from them. Some, desirous of learning their language,
took French teachers, acquired their idiom and prided themselves . . .

on their uncouth talk. In this way the French were able to insinuate
Frankish customs into the hearts and endear their modes of thmight to
the minds of some people of weak mind and shallow faith. The sober-
minded and farsighted and the ambassadors of the other states all saw
the danger of .he situation. Full of alarm and disapproval, they reviled
and conk], ...ed these things both implicitly and explicity, and gave
forewart.mg of the evil consequences to which their activities would give
rise. This malicimis crew and abominable band were full of cunning, first
:owing the seed of tl . ir politics in tlw soil of tlw lwarts of the great ones
of the state, then by incitement and seduction to their ways of thought,
underminMgGod preserve usthe principles of the !Lily Law,

Less than tifty years later. Sultan Mahmud II himself %yarned students at the
opening of a medica school that learning a new language was to be for strictly

purptises (Lewis 1982: 87):

You will study .cientific medicuw in French . . my purpose in having
you taught French is not to educate vim in the French language; it is to
teach yini scientific medicine and little by little to take it into air

language . therefore work hard to acquire a knowledge of medicine
from your teachers and strive by degrees to adopt ii into Turkish and
give it currency in our language. . . .

Students .md their spimsors continue to have limited and nal rkiwly
goals for language learning. While administrators and teacl,ler% see .1 need fur

cultural ormentatum, students limy not only he afraid of being Ind, mrinated
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but also wonder if their time would not be better spent in studying for the
Test of English as a Foreign Language ( TOEFL).

One irony of the TOEFLpreparation visions of ESL is that TOEFL itself
carries a heavy burden of cultural information. Even TOEFL preparation
courses must deal with United States culture as the students learn to answer
multiple choice questions that are set in United States contexts. Here are two
examples of TOEFL questions from ETS's Listening to TOEFL: Test Kit 2 that
have relatively simple language problems except for the cultural load they
carry. In the listening comprehension selection, a question seems to be about
the ability to understand directions. A voice says, "Take a right on Main
Street." The student has four choices for statements that mean the same
thinga. The writer's book is titled Main Street, b. Turn right at Main Street,
c. We're going straight to Maine, d. They took a ton of rye bread." For the
American writers of the item, the words Main Street must resonate with
typical U.S. ness. For a foreign student with little or no experience of United
States small towns or American literature of the early 20th century, it is

possible that the question is confusing at the wrong point. The second example
is from the grammar section. The student is given a sentence with four sections
underlined. The task is to decide which part of the sentence is wrong.

Edna Ferber tQlA the gurs of her life in two book.

The question is about noun plurals, but a student must plow through Edna
Ferbg before getting around to the relatively simple grammatical problem.

Since we cannot hope to familiarize our students with the entire range of
United StilteA culture and history and literature, we are left with the task of
teaching the test.taking skill of learning to guess our way around information
that we do not know. But to first decide that Edna Ferber is not important
information a student must at least be able to decide that the words represent
a given name and that they are functioning as the subject of the sentence but
are not important to the answering of the question.

TOUT is not a pure language test. Nor should it be. In fact, it cannot
possibly be devoid of cultural content. The point is that in trying to teach
students to be prepared for TOEFL and for communication in general, as well
as vcadetnic society in the United States, an ESL program has some difficult
choices to make about what needs to be done and about what it Is humanly
possible to do. Moreover, students and sponsors need to be helped to realize
that the best possible preparation for success as a student and as a sojourner
is a program of instruction that includes cultural orientation as part of the

language inst rue t ion
In addition to the barriers that are erected by students and sponsors, ESL

programs have problems that result from the cultural innocence of its faculty
members. At this point in our history, the typical ESL classroom teacher is a
woman with a degree in the Teaching ot English as a Second Language (TESL)
or linguistics who has had some experience ot living overseas. Her typical
students are Third World men who have had little experience with modern
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One of the most striking fatures of this collection taken as a whole is the

variety of solutions found by the different ESI. programs and their teachers.
Everything from academic discussions of the characteristics of cultnre shock

to having lunch with United States elementary sduiol children is beitig tried.

An important lesson to be learned from the materials is that different insti-

tutions in different settings with different students will need to find unique,

localized solutions within the bounds set by an understanding of what culture

and cross-cultural communication mean. It is the hope of the authors and

editors that this ciillection will help tither pri igrams and iither teachers as they

develop cross-culniral orientation that will benefit their students.

The authors are teachers, scholars, and adminktrators twin Institutions

large and small, private and public, troni all an mnd the tinned States. A
majiir editorial principle was tt I alit IW each Mak it his/her own voice and style

within the general framework academie puise. The volume, thus,

speaks in the many unique voices ot ESL.
Numerous members of the Nat ninal Asmiciatu in for hireign Student Affairs

(NAFSA) have helped in the creation of this volume, among them the
leadership of the .1ssociation of Teachers ot English as a Seclind Language

(ATESI.) from 198 3-Iq85. Outing these two years, the leadership Cimccived

a new direction for ATESI. pnblicanims as it designed and begim senes iii

volumes on topics of interest to the professli in. The first of these is the
Administration of Intensive English Programs, edited by Ralph Pat Barrett. Tlw

second is Formn Teadung Aststalus um 'illt-chlites, edited kithken
M. Balky, Frank Pia 111%1, and Jean ZukowskiFaust. Other topics under

insideratn in include testing and teacher training. The guiding piirpose ot

series is have a collection it dr,cussions, both diet iretIC,II and prac

that can unpnive the quality ot instruc tn in pn ivkled hir foreign students who

ate tndving ESI. or HT with the goal it entering academic pn 'grains.

Special thanks cultui NlarY Peterson, duet tor of the held Servit e Program,

and VirginiaLouise.., caret tor ot Intormation Setvit e, .it the NAI.SA Central

Office in Washington, I ).( Their Intetet in ESI as a vital pan Interim-

t h in.ul eXL hinge ,lenum.trate, t git e again the ciqic ern 111,1t NAFSA

hos tor inierdisc iplinarc tumper,itiVe. and Intetjallye approa, hes

communication and educan, in.

\Valiant P1 uell, Honda State I 'Inversit%. 11.IN h 1:40 erit id southern

Calitornia, and Mark Lancia, t. 'niversitc Minnesota, served as rc ado, in

the hn.II stages (4 editing. Their tet taiiiliendant uns helped the ak ifs III% le

t.X.It I In their preseniati, ins and ginded the editor In Making dec hit in% aboat

he ordering ot 111.1t t!rl.ds. I ),IN e Esko pr )v- Ided tlw final mit. tilt" the k ulku. n.t

Idnet l'niversitc A'comillgilld I lonlia Rh. e. sI .NY,

Pitatalo, gas u. genentioh of their mm mu. . 01(11;1. and expetien e

communication Es "cis ing !TALI, .ind adu. her hi the cdin q. hut ,,r1,ed

both in the iuiimi.ul st,wc, t And IV'igning mIii tql2.ifir,it
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of the volume and also in the final stages of reviewing the submitted papers.
While the authors are ultimately responsible for their own ideas and the editor
is responsible for the final selection and ordering of the materials, Janet and
Donna should be given major credit for helping to bring this volume to reality.



BACKGROUND DISCUSSIONS

Acculturation or Enculturation:
Foreign Students
in the United States

P B. NAYAR
University of South Carolina

No one will denV that English is the closest thing we have today to a world
language. "It is the language of diplomacy, the predominant language in
which mail is written, the principal language of aviation and of radio broad-
casting, the first language of nearly three hundred million people and an
additional language of rnhaps that many more" (Conrad and Fishman 1977).
That and the fact that native English-speaking countries are also among the
world's most developed countries have resulted in a modern version of the
"white man's burden." Most of the onus of educating tlw developing world
has also, in a way, fallen on the Englishspeaking countries. Statistics quoted
in Conrad and Fishman (1977) indicate that the United States is by far the
most popular host country for both nonimmigrint and immigrant overseas
students, and that nearly three quarters of foreign students continue to be
(nun Afro-Asia and Latin America, with students from Atro-Asia showing a
greater rate of growth. The Washingtim PI At (September 5, 1984) shows a
record enrollment of 138,894 foreign students in lJnited States colleges tor
the I 983-84 school year (altmist 3 percent of the total college enrollment),
with the biggest enrollments from Taiwan, Iran, Nigeria, and Malaysia.

Many 01 these students may have theoretically met the minimal standards
of English proficiency expected of 1toem before arrival here. However, it is

also true that quite a large number of them will also need imd/o. .cek mstruc
non in English in the various ESL institutions in this country. During the
course of their sojourn in the United States, English is not merely their
language tor academic communicatIlin. but also their main medium of social
interaction with the multicultural academic community. and the only medium
ot interaction with their hosts.
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The words conmurnication and interaction perhaps provide a vital cue for
a very important factor for the successful realization of the overseas students'
sojourn ohje"tivestheir acculturation to the ways of the host country. The
main responsiblity for this acculturation has fallen, and rightly, too, on the
language teacher. The English-teaching programs have had to incorporate a
culture compinent Ii transfigto the mijourners Inim mere "English-literate
aliens" to their rightfill role of welcome guests. In a sense, language teachers
have always taught the culture of the target language community both implic-
itly and explicitly, the emphasis perhaps being more lin Culture than on
culture, (The "C" and "c" notion has been used by Lafayette (1979). Culture
was the domain of historians, artistes, and litterateurs, while culture used to
be the concern of anthropologists.)

Although linguists, anthropologists, and sociologists may have been vaguely
aware of the complex connection between culthre and language, it was the
work of Edward Sapir and Benjamin Lee Whorl that wally made people
perceive the reciprocal implicatiowl relationship between language and cul-
tuft! (see Sapir 1949 and Whorf 195n). liowever, more recent developments

m anthropology, socinliigy, philosophy, linguistics, communicatiims, educa-
tion, and several related fields in humanities have culminated in the inclusion
of cultural competence as a part of linguistic, social, and communicative
competence, and have produced the much-needed impetus tor the language
teacher for a more purposeful teaching of culture by putting culture and its
role in the right perspective.

Belt ire going into the complex issues t if cross.cultural iHems and their
implicatilins on the nature lit the culture component, it might be useful to
look hrietly at Wit things: First, how call We have [Iliad vet concrete guidelines
as to what we mean k culture in the present context! Sect indh , how is what
we call cultlire generally seen to relaw to language teaching and learning.'

( :ulnae has [seen one of the mi.! widely used hut vaguely defined clincepts.
'<weber and Kluck hohn (1963) have probably made the most exhaustive

study itt the meaning itt clilt lire hy as %MIMIC hIsti try and lir looking
at hundred. ot ,Ictinuions ot culture, but state in their introduction ilia!
"iihleed .1 te st)cwhogIsts and even anthnvologists have already, either

expliL thy, reiek red tlw koncepr ot t.lihhIIre as so broad as to he
useless in sl lent ihk dist tslrw ti 100 MILO with valuation." The anihropii-
100,11 sense iii the term Is wen htliiii!hl out k Ilarris and Moran (1979): "hi
the Classical anthnipiliivical WOW, culture refers to the umulaiive deposn itt
k iii iwledge. Mich, relotio, Lustiims, and miles acqtared 1,
itt pet ond passed on fri MI general II io generai it in. They further stipple
mem this k addim; that is also conmumilahle k iwledge, learned Isehav
toral traits that are shared k partik Iranis in sot IA groups mid nmilitcsted iii
their institutions." But Luhure. ,s it comerns us here, should also Like Imo
.1,,ount the sik Mirt ttillit itt rhe Mies And rreslIppitsint itis it sOi

inturat thin. 1.111% tillitentioli, Int erhai Mid% kir. start

dards itt k umesit s and pn,xemi, S is %%di the !Milt idtiars poLcit e.l st.tria

2
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and role rektionships in society. This is perhaps what Brooks (1968) has in
mind when he talks about culture in the language class as "the individual's
role in the unending kaleidosct ye of life situations of every kind and the rules
and models for attitude and conduct in them."

Several factors have contributed to an increased awareness of the ways in
which culture relates to language, particularly in a crosscultural and hence
cross.linguistic situation. These faaors have a direct bearing on the rationale
and direction of the teaching of culture. Nearly half a century ago Whorf
suggested the possibility of latiguage predisposing and conditioning the user's
cognitive structure (see Whorl 19561. It would therefore follow that expert.
ence is filtered, organi:ed, and modified by one's perceptual mechanism,
conditioned by culture and its exponent, language, Brishn (1981) describes
ifl sonw detail this aspect and its implication on interaction, Somewhat similar
is the "screening function" of culture that Ilan (197() mentions. Moreover,
the last decade has seen a shift in the goal of language teaching from linguistic
onnpetence to communicative competence, ( :t)mmunicative competence can
be defined as a set it strategies or creative procedures tor realrmg the value
of linguistic elements in contexts of use, an ability to make sense as a partic
!pant in a discourse, spoken or written, by the skilli ul deployment of shared
knowledge of code resources and rules of language use (Widdowsm 1979). It
therefore presumes not merely grammatically correct but culturally acceptable
ways of using language tRobitwtt 1978) involving various kinds of socio
linguistic informanim and subsuming competence in pragmatics, stylistics,
and discourse strateg;es. As Watson (1977) explains:

Learning the structure ot language and learning how to create well.
formed phrases and sentences which violate Ili, linguist dicta is not the
same a.s kirning to use that language in mit ial interaction. In order to
communicate effectively, to interpret intelligent Is , nd to percent. the
Si c ma I prt t esses underly mug inter.ict learning a language must ilk lude
learning the rides fur speaking in a given cianmunity. The rules ot speaking
I take to be the nexus between language learning and culture learning.

Watson goes tin to state that though Singaporeans and Caluorni.ms share a
12,1-annum ik al knowledge ii, English. the inaN nt,t share the same interak lit 'nal

rules, which are not lingoistic but sok dk tared k the k ulnae. k Ite an

example 01 si ic u.iI it anpetence. mgh n Arab in,n well be aHe to pri duke
the sentence "I low is vour tamily.'" he inav have to "learn" to talk about the
wellare ol the family in public to 1..1stkil acquaintankes. There is. however,
inore than pm learning silt i.ul rules invtil ved in the understanding of disioursc.

Take tor instance the dialogue.
A: IV Sou knuss %slim das it is!
B, All under konirol. I'm taking her out to dinnei and she should have got

the present bs
o nuke sense t IV% resp, me. tust ol all the fel\ mse be deemed

tele% ant to A's question ma- the k onk ept of "tele\ ank V in language. see
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Smith and Wilson 1979) since 13 doesn't say anything like "Yes, 1 do" or "It's
Tuesday." Assuming that it is a relevant response, one still needs a lot of
non-linguistic infOrmatkin to make sense of it: that A and 13 are friends; that
A knows that it is B's wedding anniversary; that a wedding anniversary is
important; that such matters are discussed between friends; that it is customary
to give one's wife a present on the occasion; that taking her out to dinner is
a desirable way of cekbrating; that not doing anything about it would create
problems, etc. A Third World student may have passed his WIN. or GMAT
with distinction but may not have a clue as to what is going on here. Without
shared cultural information, plain linguistic information may not communi-
care at all.

Guthrie (1975) shows remarkable parallels between learning to speak a
second language and learning to live in a second culture, as a reminder that
communication and culture are inseparable and that a major component of
differences in culture is differences in communication. His nine-point table
is summarized below.

I. Both language and culture are acquired early and are relatively fixed by
the age of five.

2. New language and new culture patterns are learned more easily by
children than by adults.

3, First language structures habits of thinking and first culture determines
habits of valu...g.

4. A new language has a new set of sounds and a new culture has a new
range of space and distance relationships.

5. hiterference errors from native language (LI ) and native culture (C1
are (mind in the second language (L2) and the new culture (C2).

6. An accent remains which reveals the first language, just 5 patterns of
first culture disn4t and influence the expression of the new.

7. In instances of severe frustration or illness, one reverts to first language
and when life is difficult one reverts to patterns of first culture relationships.

S. Deepest feelings are best expressed in LI and deepest values are best
expressed in overt behavior patterns that are long standing.

9. One ponders his deepest personal values and problems in the words and
concepts of his first language, and one leds most deeply in terms of his first

learned value system.
To these nine, the following six correlations could be added.
1. There is often regressive interference from L2 on L I and from C2 an

C
2. A learner often has a restricted code in specific purpose instrumental

language learning, and one adopts only restricted aspects of (22 in limited
interaction.

3. Motivation to learn a second language flags with the attaining of a
communicative competence perceived adequate lw the leariwr, and motiva-
tion for learning a seciind culture flags with minimal acceptability in the target
culture (plateau effect).
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4. The strategies of acquisition versus learning are applicable to both LI
and L2 and CI and C2.

5. A "hidden curriculum" effect (Brislin 1977) obtains in both situations.
6. Comrastive analysis can predict a hierarchy of interference/facilitation

features cross-linguistically as well as cross-culturally.
Linguistic competence without corresponding cultural competence can

seriously impair communication. Anyone experienced in cross-cultural
encounters will have, at one time or the other, come across embarrassing
situations where the parties in an interaction will use the same linguistic code
fluently but will either not communicate at all or will miscommunicate. The
BBC once showed an interesting situation in which an Indian immigrant had
called on the British headmistress of his teenage daughter to talk about the
daughter's career. As the discussion progressed, there was more and more
language but less and less communication. The Indian's parents-know-best-
what-is-best-for-chi Wren attitude clashed with the let-the-child-be-what-she-
wants-to-be attitude of the headmistress. The Indian resented what he thought
was the school's incursion into his parental authority and family security, and
the Britisher was put out by the intransigent Indrtn's meddling with the life
of a British subject. The Indian's "No" in place of the usual British "Yes, hut

." was interpreted as uncooperative rudeness. The firm suggestion of the
Britislwr with a "Don't you think . . ." was interpreted as a yes/no question
by tb Indian. And one could see that the whole process was a non-starter as
meaningful communication. Gumperz (1978) gives a detailed analysis of a
somewhat similar conversation between a college entrant in Britain who was
a Punjabi speaker and his British female interlocutor. It thus appears that a
cultural component is not only advisable but essential in an ESL program.

In the United States, it is necessary to identify and differentiate between
at least three types of ESL situations, and ESL teachers in America might
encounter at least three types of situations with different culture instruction
iweds. The three are (1) teaching English to the ethnic minorities in the
United States, (2) teaching English to fresh immigi ants, and (3) teaching
English to sop wrners of various types. The hrst group are Americans who
happen to have a native language other than English (e.g. Hispanics) and
will have varying degrees of acculturation and assimilation (Jaramillo 1973).
These are probably the people involved to the notion ot bilingual education
in a pluralistic society. The second group consists ot the ciqitinua: waves of
immigrants from all over the world who have the avowed intention ot making
the United States their permanent home. They have virtually no acculturation
at all, but would want total assimilation into and identincation with every-
thing American. What they need is enculturation. Acculturation to them is
only a preliminary to total enculturation and assimilation.

he third group consists of sojourners, who come and reside here for varying
periods ot relatively short duration. They have specific objectives tor their
residence, most commonly higher education. Naturally their residential status
is different, as is their nu tivation tor learning English. It is with this third
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gam wloavver-c..,Azp,evayrroilincuPp....NO a 110111110

It Is linpossiNe to make any generalizations about foreign students for
obvious reasons of forbiddingly large ethnic, sociological, religitais, economic,
and develipmental diversities. The emishasis in the discussion that follows is
on foreign students from the Third World Afro-Asian countries, for the
cultures they represent are qualitatively more different than those from Euro-
pean or Latin Anterican countries. Although the cross-cultural examples and
instances cited here will thus more directly refer to Afro-Asian countries. the
general principles involved are applicable to all foreign students in the United
States. (11w concept of the Third World here is more sockoechnological
than political; see Condon and Yousef 1975.)

Even though the diversities among even the developing Afro-Asian countries
are too many to permit maw,' meaningful generalizations, there are several
common denominators. First, the relatively uniform sojourn objective of the
pursuit of higher education tends to standardize, in some measure, their
language and culture needs; second, the mtracultural differences among the
sojourners from kontechnocratic Conntiles are probably not aN large or ;it
least not functionally as Unportant as the intercultimil differences between
them and their ht ists. in other words, at the level with which we are con-
cerned, the qualitative differences between them and their hosts are more
significant than differences glinting them. Third, many ot the Third World
sojourners come froin Afro-Asian ciMlitries With composite, complex, and
multicultmal societies where an intercultural perspective is endemic And

where Mt molingualism is the exception rather than flw rule. This implies that

what they need Is Mit jnst an orientation to a scomd ctature but knowkdge

about those aspects of Artk culture that directly ciincern them and help
in coping outside the support system of their own cultUre. Fourth, the ghost
of "the white man's burden" is still alive in a more subtle and subversive way
lliochner i')77). and economically and educationally deprived people Me

Most likely to be labeled prunitive, uncivilizedind uncultured. This has the

ettect if nmkIng pet 'pk. from traditional Third World cultures tearful of
domination and of the eventual extinction of their cultures. They thus get

very prole, tiveh detensive of their t iwn culture. hually. their initial impres-
sion uf Amenta and attitudes and affective reactitins iowards American
culdire, valuesind waNs ot life are likely to be somek hat similar. A s,lourner
cities ii, it is,,ther it, seek out the "deep strut MIT" U :t,ndon and it iiiset 1q7i)

tif % tiitur.iI %
Ills initial impressions are twin surface reali:ations. For

instance, "A Mk Oon.ild's hamburger 111.1v otter its .1 rich diet ot .American
values: ettitiency, sameness, quantuntonon. inaganne has been ana
Is zed to demonstrate a c Mich' itl Atileric an themes, inchiklinU, as a tolle,wile

noted, standardration and the behet that bigger is better!" (Condtm And

Ytittset 1975). The si tjourners VICI11115 of .1 syndriane that most tilt tires

cannot help stereotVpine. There arc veil few people %chi, have heen

al! StereOtyped as the "ligh, an" push,. anpatient. superc
patn,nizing, and self -righteous. Besides, these soi,iirners' .1%% afeliCs%

Anicrk an ...ulnae is %yr% likek gmned twin Lor,r,ibber%



movies and sleazy, escapist soap operas that America generously exports
abroad. In a survey conducted by the author among students in the English
Program for Internationals at the University of South Carolina, a significant
numLr of students admitted they had thought of the United States as a crime-
riddeo country consisting of built-up city centers with skyscrapers and huge
cowboy-country ranches.

Now, for the profile of the other side. There is some truth in the fact that
Americans appear to foreigners to he overbearing, patronizing, culturally naive
and myopic, ethnocentric, and in general ignorant and unconcerned about
other cultures and ways of life. Trifonovitch (1977) talks about the uncoil-
scious attitude of Americans towards other cu:tures. He says that this attitude
reveals itself abroad in such statements as "They don't even speak English
there" or "1 know how to teach them English. I taught mentally retarded
children English in the States before I came here," Americans also often tend
to equate a foreigner's English language competence with mental and intel-
kctual development. Again, an American's evaluation of the English Ian-
guage competence of a foreigner is not compatible with his evaluation of his
own competence in a foreign language. An American who speaks some Malay,
for instance, will be rated weli, over a native Malay with fluent English. This
attitude is perhaps not e9realistic in that competence in English is more
important to the Malay than vice versa. But this is an attitude that is very
detrimental to equal status contact, which is vitally necessary for making the
sojourner feel secure. An invariable result of cultural naivety and myopia is a
belief in the universal infallibility of one's own way of life. The author was
once asked by an American colleague about the significance of the color worn
on the ftirehead of Indian women. Realizing the complications of explaining
Hindu traditions to someone used to only Judeo-Christian traditions, I tried
to simplify things by answering half-jokingly that it was something similar to
the color worn on the lips by American women. But the colleague's next
remark nearly took the wind out of my sails. Showing impatient annoyance
at my apparent stupidity, he remarked, "But that's on the hps!" Another
instance of ethnocentrism is the American reaction to Afro-Asian names.
The sojourner is made to feel embarrassed, self-conscious, and somehow
apologetic for not having a name that is euphonious to the American ear. If
it does not conform to English phonotactics it is dubbed unpronounceable
and unrememberable and is, it possible, Anglicized. Similarly, all foreigners
are expected to conform to the American nomenclature with a given name,
middle initial, and a surname constituting a full name, and are also supposed
to have a street address and a 7111 code in their countries! Even statements
that are complimentary on tl 'ace like "You speak our language beauti-
fully!" come through as patronizing in an it's-a-marvel-you-folks-can-achieve-
that attitude. Harris and Moran (1979) give a fairly exhaustive list of main,
stream cultural features ot the United States. More Interesting are Ital.. ( 969)
nine postulates. each ot whik h has several corollaries embo-,.4 ing the basic
working philosophy ot the United States. In the tinal postulate I isu implies
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that the U.S. has a mission to spread Americanism, which is the acme and

apogee of progress in the world, and that America will unconditionally help
those who accept its superiority, but will, if necessary, destroy any obstructions
to Americanization for the good of the worki.

Situations and instances of cross,cultural miscommunications along with
their etiology and theoretical explanations have been discussed by many
people, notably by Condon and Yousef (1975), See lye (1974', Harris and
Moran (1979), Hoopes and Ventura (1979), and Brislin (1981). Most of
these discussions, however, present the converse situation of what we are
concerned with here, that is, the sitiration of American sojourners abroad.
But the principles involved in them are applicable to sojourners in America,
too. Although the Third World students in America ars too diverse for a
united approach to their problems, some generalized areas of conflict can be

traced. Most of the Third World students come from hierarchically structured,
androcentric societies with extended family systems which contrast with the
highly mobile and "sexually liberated" American society with a nuclear family
system and egalitarian values. Even their priority of family loyalties are the

reverse of those in America (Trifonoviwh 1977). Another area of substantial
difference is in time and space orientation. The Fairo-American monochronic

(one thing at a time) concept of time does not correspond to the Third
World's polychronic approach to time (Hall 1976). This is illustrated in the
stereotypical coining by Euro-American expatriates of such phrases as

"Mehnesian time" in the South Pacific (meaning vague and unpunctual),
"native appiantment" (one not intended to be kept) in Ethiopm, "Indian
punctuality," etc. The difference in space orientation and ati implications on

house and home values of different cultures are clearly illustrated in (:ondon

and Ytnisef (1975). Generally, Americans find Third World societies very
"people-oriented," and they in turn are puzzled by the American obsession

with exclusiveness and privacy. Again, Third World sojourners find American
social interactitin conspicuously formal and the tradition of "polite soclid

lying" just to be nice to each other embarrassingly confusing. Because of

different set of values tor interpersonal relations, American friendliness is

mistaken for friendship, which in Third World societies involves totally

different mutual obligations. The conventions of nonverbal communication
and the relation between verbal and nonverbal commun icat it in are additional

areas that are intensely culture specihc. hnully the differences in the strategies

and processes of Lomnuinicating can lead to miscommunicavon. American

culture is a relatively low-coll vi culture. whik AfrOAs dfl cultures are

relatively high-context cultures ;: 1976). In low-context communication,

tlw majority tit. infOrmatiou ...onidined in the explicit Cide, wlwreas in high-

ct mtext communication the m t,. 'ray of information is either in the physical

.ntext or internalized in the ,.-rson (11,irris and Moran 1979). To an outsider,

Americans often seem to be stating the ,)11vioils And the% won to 11.4 t.,t

me.ming only in WIWI Is %AI

,.;
.t.
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The adjustnwnt problems of foreign students are basically of two types:
encounters with a different culture and coping with the differences. The first
has to do with the general problem of finding oiwself in a new eiwironnwnt
outside the comfortable cocoon and support system of one's own culture. This
is known as culture shock (Brein and David 1971, Harris and Moran 1979,

Casse :979, Boslin 1981). "It is analogous to the experience of sensory
deprivation, an experimental condition in which one is progressively denied
sensation (ruin his various sense organs until, sensing nothing, he becomes
frightened and disoriented" (Guthrie 1975). The shock culminates in the
"hostility stage" (McLeod 1980) of the encounter and leads to "resistance
reaction" (See lye 1968) and catatonia. The situation is aggravated by the
sojourner's sense of inferiority caused by his communicative inadequacy and
by the perceived superiority of the hosts. The cultureshocked person feds
incompetent, ignorant, and even Infantile (Hall 1070. One effective way of
dealing with and softening the cultural shock in the author's experience is to
use a host culture-competent foreigner as a culture mediator in the early stages
of contact. Tlw sojourners often feel I.ess insecure with someone they teel is
"one of us," and having himself at one time survived the ulture shock, the
mediator can establish greater empathy with new foreigners and win their
"confidence." Ultimately, the effects of cultural shock will be assuaged only
by time and perhaps by some other factors like the sojourner's intercultural
experience, cognitive and behavioral flex, interpersonal sensitivity, etc. (Red-
den 1975). It is important that the teachers should try to impart a sympatlwtic
but not a defensive view of the target culture.

The second problem of coping with and learning to live with the differences
is of more direct concern to the language teaclwr. I lere again, the cultural
class areas fall into two sub.svstems:

1. Some aspect, ot life and values are perceived lw the foreigners as different
and deviant from their owl. These aspects amuse or disturb them kit do not
involve them. Some examples of these are the obsession with physical fitness
and exercising, dieting, Anwric.m child,rearini! practices, pet mama, political
attitudes, etc. Whether the SIT turner understands them, likes them, t a adopts
them is imly marginally relevant. These arc low priority areas n tr the teacher
and twed be dealt with only it the students show or express interest in them.
These aspects, hi 'Weyer, are very useful as pi mrparlers tor cultural insi ruct
as they are fairly -neutral" and student, ian discuss them without any sent ils
affect ive involvement.

2. There are st Ime dm areas that attet t And direct Iv mit yid ye ml me soiourner s.

These aspects should tiqin the MIR gritt% ol cultural inst rm. t it '0. The teacher
has two main tasks here. Thc first task is to identity and establish the gcneral
as well a, specific giials of culture instruction and establish a pris lilt V. tak Inc;
into 0k:it 'tint the mliturn objectives and the available ninc. Seek e 119741
describes seven different goals and a super goal kir ulture instrut. w hi h

"All students will ,levelop the cultural understandings, attitude,. and
pertormance skills needed to hunt non appr, wriatel ohm sik101 ill the
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target language and to communicate with the culnire bearer." The first four
of Seelye's specific goalsthe sense, or functionality of culturally conditioned
behavior, interactim of language and social variables, conventional behavior

in common situations and cultural connotations of words and phrases--are
immediately relevant to the needs of sojourners. Lafayette (1979) lists the

following twelve cultural goals:
a. To recognize and/or interpret major geographical features of the target

country (or countries).
b. 'To recognize and/or interpret major historical events pertaining to the

target country.
c. To recognize and/or interpret major aesthetic monuments of the target

culture, including architecture, literature, and the arts.
d. To recognize and/or interpret active everyday cultural patterns (e.g.,

eating, shi wing, greeting people).
e. To recognize and/or interpret passitv everyday cultural patterns (e.g.,

marriage, customs, edticitt 1141. pditics).

1. To act appropriately in everyday sItuatums.
g. To use appropriate common gestures.
h. To evaluate the validity of generalizations about foreign cultures.

i. To develop skills needed to research (i.e., locate and organize infor-

mation about) culture.
j. To value different peoples and societies.
k. To recognize and/or interpret the culture of foreign language-related

ethnic groups in the I lnned States (e.g., Latinos, Franco-Anwricans).

I. To recOgnre and/or interpret the culture of additional countries that

speak the foreign language (e.g., Canada, Ilan!, ( hile, Nicaragua). These

are, no doubt, comprelwrisive, but g(hils 4 through 7, which Latayette says
belong to 'culture with a small "c" are the only ones thdt dre fully rdevent

tor mijourners.
Teachers can establish their own goals, but the following would provide a

start ing point:
,i. T1) )11.7it )11)C the debilitating effects ot culture shock that are detrinwn-

t al to the fulfillment of sop 'urn objectives. (A depressed and alienated student

does tu a learn well.)
b. Ti, learn to adapt to the taro culture mid 'veto otffinunicat

gaps, particularly in areas or untnedlate concern for sojourner,- education

and academic perftqmanie. (Knowledge ot tlw educational system, require-

mentsicademic role-relat R in, and interaction, cultural connotations (4

vtllabulary, and pragmatics.)
To understand, learn, nd when net essary, t titt 'rill to the ways of lite

and vallIt's 01 the host,. to be a good guest, and to be so .wiepted by them.
(Social competence the sojourner should be liked nd not just tolerated.

(:titnnitin deLencS demand, a 1;t'st ore 01 respect and gratitude tor hospitality.)

J. To have an interkultural perspe, tis e and develup ubjek twits tuwArds

and overtome the tendent to tcrutitype and prejudge; to
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cultivate attinidinal and behavioral ilex. (Personality enricluiwnt is one of
the goals of education.)

The nature, extent, and intensiveness of the culture knowledge needed
would also depend on other factors like the duration of the sojourn, the
amount of involvement in host country life, or even the particular area of
study (perhaps the maximum for American literature and the minimum for
computer science, etc.).

Having established the goals of cultural instruction, the teacher's next task
is to analyze, isolate, and evaluate the culture components in the specific
EnglisManguage needs of the students. This can be done as part of the general
needs analysis of language instruction in the intensive English program, The
EnglisManguage needs, for example, can be analyzed under three main cate .

gories:
a. Academic.
( I ) To meet the admission requirements like passing TOM. GMAT, etc.
The language component here is very important for sojourn objectives
while the culture component is minimal. But there may still be some cultural
factors in the aptitude part of the tests.
(2) To fulfill the academic requirements within the American educational
system. The language content here is the most important for the sojourn
objectives and the culture component is fairly largebeing in a class with
American peers; teaclwr-student relationships; Aristotelian logic and orga-
nization of ideas; "cheating" in classwork, etc.
b. Social.
This is the language category with the heaviest culture componentsocial

interactional presuppositions; male-lemale relationships; partying; entertain-
ment and recreational proclivities; personal relationships; nonverbal coin-
munication, ere.

C. Institutional.
This category has to di) with the students' conunumcative abilities in dealing

with the faceless bureaucracy and tedilius routine of institutions. The language
and culture components are fairly evenly matched hereshops, banks, res-
taurants, offices, etc.

Since one of the first grumps of real people in the target culture that the
students interact with are the English teat hers, the teathers have additional
non-pedagogic resptinsibilities. They have to be idealized representatives uit
the target culture as well as culture mediators. They have to be informal and
friendly enough to make the students feel secure without ppearing to be over-
si nous and patron iz mg. They have to be very careful not to make verbal
or nonverbal On pas. Nothing should be taken for granted in a cross-cultural
situation involving widely different cultures. Possible pittalls are too many.
Even conversation tillers that appear harmless to an American can be poten-
tially dangerous. A question like -Po yu Al rum!" MA' Only callse An 'moan-
prOwnding look on the tace 01 a Third World sojourner. Butt "IV you tushr
when put to a high taste Indian can bw perhaps be as offensive as -1\ I vot,
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steal?" (In India, people who fish for a living generally belong to the "fisherman
caste." To a highly casteconscious, upper-caste Hindu like a Brahmin, it can
be very offensive to be identified with a low-caste fisherman. Besides, the
Brahmins are generally very strict vegetarians, for whom fish, meat, or even
eggs are taboo and to whom association with any of these is distasteful. The
Hindu caste system, though legally outlawed, is still very much a fact of
everyday life in India even today.)

There are several realities of the Third World which may not even occur
to average Americans: that people don't get m;:rried just because they love
each other, or that they may not have a choice il the matter; that relaxation
is not necessarily on a beach, or under palm trees, or in the mountains, or at
the other end of a fishing rod; that one cinild live and die peacefully without
a social security number or without even being aware of Jesus Christ; that

People do not necessarily have to eat meat, or use toothpaste, toilet paper,

or deodorant; that one can have and retain love and affection without overt
oscillatory or other proxemic or tactile demonstration of it; that the right to
privacy may not be fundamental; that a teacher's private life may affect his/

her general credibility and acceptability; that students may not speak out even
when they have a problem; that pum it of personal material gains may only
be of very low priority; that feelings i gratitude, obligation indebtedness,
appreciation, approbation, etc., do not have to be verbally expressed, but
that such expression could even be taboo; that people do not need to have

hobbies, or be conscious of their weight and figure; that life is not necessarily
a race for achievement punctuated by weekends, holidays, retirement plans;
and SO on and so forth.

Successful IiSL teachers should themselves develop an intercultural per,
spective by taking care to learn as much about other cultures as posssible.

They shotiki free themselves from ethnocentrism, prejudice, and the tendency

to stereotype, develop sensitivity to the culturemes of other cultures and learn

to accept them as equal though different. They should believe in the funda-
mental anthropological truth that no culture is necessarily superior, eschew

any kind of c ult ural value judgement , and evolve teaching strategies, methods,
and techniques that presume, ensure, and reinforce equal status contact. An

improperly conceived culture cf impt 'nent. particularly if agressively presented

by overzealous teachers, will, regardles f the motives and attitudes of the
teacher, make the foreign student kel threatened, confused, and generally
inadequate. Instead of trying to learn and assimilate the hiist culture, he might

shy away Irian it and actively resist aiculturani)n. The ESL teachers shollid

CrIVIshM their roles as mediators and ambassadors ot culture, and not as
purvey-, frs or dissemIllators, and never as unposers.
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BACKGROUND DISCUSSIONS

A Framework for Cross-Cultural
Analysis of Teaching Methods

PATRICIA R. FUREY
University of Pittsburgh

As Savilk.-Triake (1976), Paulston (1975), and others have pointed out,
the EFL/ESL classroom is most often a culture contact setting where the
students' cultural values and expectations of the learning process may diverge
significantly from those of the teacher and curriculum designer. However, in
selecting, implementing, and evaluating teaching medaids we rarely pay
sufficient attention to whether they are suitable for students whose notions of
appropriate classroom behaviors and perceptions of student/teacher roles may
differ t'rom those providing their English training. This paper offers a frame-
work to assist in determining the cross-cultural appropriateness of our teaching
methods. Based on sources in foreign language (FL) teaching methodology,
intercultural communications, and educational anthropology, it identities and
examines those factors in our methods and classroom practices which must
be systematically compared with relevant features of our students' cultures in
assessing the suitability of our instruction and suggesting where we must
provide special orientation for those from a particular cultural background.
( ultural values, the role of the teacher, modes of learning, teacher-student

terac re m patterns, and norms of interaction must all be considered in cross-
c ult ural analysis. Examples of applications of the framework arc provided with
reference to selected cultural groups and current methodologies.

Teachers are so often concerned with teaching the body of m aerial and
series ot skills explicitly designated in an official curriculum that they forget
that students are also learning a hidden curneul,. i Jackson 1968)one

.fhtv artkle ts a revised (I'm m ol a /hi/J(7 pre wnwd at the 14th Annual TES( )1_ ( :mu enuon,

1 t)i0. The atalv a it hhe% GP thank Chnstina Paulston, Mar) finder. 111)11 Deemer 1,o
Stowe/le, and :ake pa comment% int the eadieT I Limon. aml CI e sPies% tiptoe, kuo m

to the mans students. tcat hers, and olleagues who soled as ultural utImmants
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which transmits the values, attitudes, c;nd norms of behavior of the culture
in which their education is set. But not only is the school a locus of broader
culture learning, the classroom is its own subculture. and students must learn
the highly patterned ways of thinking and behaving appropriate to it. Our
adult ESL/EFL students come to our classes with their own WO of values,
attitudes, and beliefs about the world in general and the classroom' . and learning
in particular. This fact implies that along with linguistic, psychological, and
pedagogical factors, we must also consider cultural differences as we select,
implement, and evaluate our teaching Hwthods and classroom practices and
orient our students to them.

It is not my contention that cross.cultural comparison will predict the
success or failure of particular methods, nor am I asserting that all differences
are necessarily problems. I am not suggoting that we change our instructional
strategies to conform to the ones our students are used to. As Philips (1972)
points out, this is a disservice to those students who will eventually have to
adapt to the learning patterns ot the English.speaking culture. What should
be useful is a framework specifying those features that provide a basis for cross .

cultural comparison of teaching methods and classroom practicesa cultural
checklist consisting of categories which the teacher or curriculum planner
should investigate in order to anticipate possible sources ot misunderstanding,
conflict, or difficulty in the multicultural classroom.

The categories contained in the framework are drawn from three main
sources. Many have emerged from my own experience and that ot my col.
leagues the English Language Institute, University of Pittsburgh. Others
were suggested during interviews with lift teachers having experience in
teaching both in the U.S. and other cultures. Finally, literature in socio-
linguistics, educational anthropology, and intercultural communication pri .
vided information contributing to the develipment of the frauwwork.

Some ot the catepones, by their very nature, mei live only the subculture
of the classroom; others involve both the general culture and as parallels in
the classroom subculture. The relationship between these two systems is an
interesting one and needs further comment. Very otten certain values, atti-
tudes, and behavillral patterns 1)1 the general culture are directImi retkcted in
and remtorced by the educatit trial setting. On the other hand, there are many
similarities in classrooms across societies Which ill numerous other respects
Mc quite dissmidar. This probably has to do with the pervasive influence and
leveling effect ot Western tht night t )11 education through( nit NO much Ot the
world. Also, ot cinirse, tonna! education is 41 phent nnent tn with certain
inherent and um versal features which supersede any particular cultural sett Ing.

The framework offered here is a partial and tentative one. Its intent is to
provide a scheme tor thinking lk nit cultural ditterences as they relate to what
goes on in the ESIJIA. class. What is clearly needed is more data systematic
comparative research in pedagogy and c lassrot nu practice which will enable
us to better understand cultural avec ts ot instruc t ion and eventually &wi( 1p

inore Ctimplcte and refined int del tor cri)sscultural analysis ot teaching

16
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General Culture

..MILIONI.M....=. 111.101hMi
Tabte

Cultural Values

Cu Ity.re of the Classroom

Differences in:

A. Individual competition, sense of
privacy about individual work,
striving for individual achievement

Group cot)peration, sharing among
students, desire not to stand apart
from group or lose face vis.a-vis

B. Ngritintiitciins of how much is to be
ciwere,! at what rate, miponance ot
efficiency ot procedures, punctuality,
correctness vs, speed, etc.

C, Relative emphasis on learning an
authoritative body tifknowledge, on
practical education, on political
education, on acquiring flu right
credentials, on preserving the past
vs. etwouraging change, etc.

Differences in:

A. hwhvidualism/Group orientatimi

B. Attitudes toward use of time

C. Values relating to purpose of
education in general and relative
importatice of different kinds of
education

methods. As it now stands, the framework consists of five major categories

each of which contain.s yam ais related subcategories.

Cultural Values
For purposes of illustration we can consider three cultural values in an

attempt to show how they bear on consideration ot teaching methods and

classroom practices. For a thorough, systematic investigation of differences tri

cultural values it is helpful to check value inventories such as the one tn

Condon and Yinisefs An Introduction to Interculuoal ( ommumcatum (1975).

1. Individualism/Group Orientation. Cross-cultural variation in individ-
ualism vs. group orientation is one of the most frequently discussed value

differences. The United States is regarded as a society in which the individual

is paramount while the orientation in many cultures is toward the gnaw. To

fit in harmomously with one's social group may be a dominant goal reflected

in the daily patterns ot life in some cultures, and to av,'41 losing face or being

shamed vis-a-vis group members is of utmost importance in many societies.

In exploring how broader cultural differences in individualism vs. group

orientation are evidenced in the culture of the c.assroom, we !Mist be very

careful, because each value operates differently in different cultures id ts
manipulated in various ways in the educational setting. We cannot, for
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example, conclude that a strong sense of competition doesnot exist in grout,-
oriented cultures. In Japan, a highly grouparected society, places at the
leading universities are fiercely competed for. However, as Shimahara (1978)
points out, fueling the individual competition for university admission is the
intense need to establish oneself within a group since the school one attends
often determines the company one joinsusually a lifelong and all encom .
passing commitment in Japan. A different sort of dynam ic underlines academic
competition in the U.S. where the ultimate ; oal is individual success and
where one's affiliation with social and work groups may be much more tran .
sitory and less binding than in Japan. Furthermore, while the Japanese student
may need to be highly competitive with his peers for opportunities in higher
education, competition in the classroom itself is not realized in the same way
as in U.S. schools. Indeed, many Asian students report embarrassnwnt at
being singled out for attention or praise by teaelwts,

Similarly, studies of various groups of American Indian children (e.g.
Philips 1972; Cazden and John 1971) who come from more group-directed
cultures indicate that students may enthusiastically compete against one another
in teams or work groups butt are hesitant to compete overtly on an individual
basis or to speak out in front of the entire class.

The strong tendency toward individual competition in U.S. education is

related to another phenomenon often noticed by foreign students. In this
country there is a greater sense of privacy and individual ownership about
one's work and achievement, Many students from other cultures report that
there is more openness about sharing of information in their countries. One
fellow teacher commented to me that in Korea a student once apologized for
not handing in his work because he hat', to write a report for a friend. Our
standards of cheating and plagiarism are culture bound, and the implications
for our studentsespecially those headed tor academic work at an American
institutionare clear. It must be made very explicit what constitutes cheating
and plagiarism, and procedures for citing another's w(wk, listing references,
etc., must be taught thoroughly.

An"ther pedagogical implication ot cultural ditterences in individualism
and flaw orientation is that members ot many stwngly gnnip-oriented
tures tend to keenly feel sham or ridicule vis-a-vis the group. Classwom
practices leading to undeserved loss of Luce h students arc going to be
humiliating and most likely counterpndukt we. `.+ ot the newer FL meth-
odologie! are radically ditterent fnun those (nir students are used to, and
individuals who have ditliculty with them or tail to learn twin them may
experience a strong sense of sname ,md toss t it tace. An important Nutt her-
is that methods based on gn nip dynamics are not netessarily appropriate tor
students from strong group-directed cultures, and we must keep in mind that
students Iron) many ot these tmltures .1re Used to much niore traditional
methods. Further. because ot the very nature ot the met h, ds, students are
more intensely involved with the en iup md. theretore, risk greater loss ot
tace Iii tailing.
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2. Time. Considering subcategory 13, attitudes toward use of time, ever
since Hall's publication of The Silent Latiguage (1966), we have been more
aware of culturally conditioned concepts of time and attitudes toward its use.
The United States is generally characterized as afast-paced culture emphasiz-
ing efficiency, speed, and punctuality, and we might expect to see these
features contrasting sharply in the classroom with characteristics of cultures
having different views toward time and its use. Many intensive English stu-
dents in this country remark on the extreme difficulties they experience with
timed exercises and tests and make the cotmnon observation that people here
always seem to be in a hurry. On the other hand, the informants interviewed
for this research claim that in their countries there is heavy pressure to cover
a certain amount of material in a specified sequence of time, and many state
that because of the prevalence of more deductive, lecture-type methods than
in the U.S., material is covered at a faster rate in their home countries, a
phenomenon also noted by Grove (1977) in lus study of the cross-cultural
problems of Portuguese immigrant students. Quite possibly because of the
requirements inherent in the educational domain we may not find as many
intercultural differences in use of time inside thc classroom as outside in the
broader culture. However, many of our students do need training and practice
in doing timed tests and exercises.

3. Aims of Education. Considering subcategory C, we find that different
cultures value different kinds of education t'or different reasons. In Vietnam
there is a strong veneration of book learning, for example, and several col-
leagues from certain Asian countries have reported that their education tends
to be more theoretical than practical although this seems to be changing.
Saville-Troike (1976) notes that in some cultures preservation of the existing
culture is an important aim of ebcation whereas in other societies the
educational process encinirages change. In places where there is a shortage of
qualified personnel or where getting a good job depends primarily on merely
having a credential and in im there knowing the right people or belonging to
the right political party, int 'ovation to come to class regularly and study hard
may be lower than in culture, where 1,,bs are allocated on the basis ot
accomplishments in school.

Since the perceived purpose it cheat It in attects what matt cal is presented .
how it is learned, and tlw degree and type ot student intimation, it is cruLial
k us to know- it there are strong ultural ditte....nt es between our students'
and our own conceptions ot the purpose ot educatior md the value ot daterent
kinds ot learning.

Views Toward the Teacher
The second major categor to be onsidered is that tit views toward the

teacher (Tabk. 2). Those who have studied tn.- taught in more than tine culture
are ',hen strut k by the stir cng daterent es in attitudes surrounding the te.lillet
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Table 2
Views Toward P-0 Teacher

Culture of the Classroom

Differences in:

A. Rules of deference, propriety; degree
of formality or informality between
student and teacher

B. 1. Degree of authority invested in
and expected from teacher

2. Degree to which teacher directs,
dominates classroom activities

3. Expectation of teacher as scholar,
sage

4. Expectation of teacher as
counselor, adviser

5. Expectation of teacher as
personal tutor

General Culture

Differences in:

A. Views on gatus, prestige of teadler;
MMUS of appropriate distance
between student and teacher

B. Views on rights and obligations of
teachers, i.e., waclwr role

and are surprised at the extent to which cultctrall., conditioned ideas about
the teacher role are reflected in norms of classroom ,:ehavior.

1. Social Distance Between Teacher and Student. Considering subcate-
gory A, classroom subcultures may vary widely in their norms for verbal and
nonverbal demonstration of deference and formality and, thereby, reflect
broader cultural views on the degree of status and prestige due the teacher
and the appropriate social distmce to be maintained between student and
teacher. In st ieties where teac hers have traditionally been guardians of a
sacred body of knowledge they tend to be treated with greater formality and
distance. Many Arab and Asian students reveal their surprise at the informal
ways both American students and teachers dress and sit in the classroom, and
nearly all students from other cultures are puzzled by the generally casual
manner in which American students approach and speak to their teachers.

2. Teacher Roles. However, in terms of implications for our language
teaching methods, the most important category here has to do with cultural
differences in views on the rights and obligations of the teacher, subcategory
B. In many cultures the teacher exercises greater authority and plays a highly
directive role in determining and controlling what goes on in the classroom.
Japanese and Korean students are less likely to challenge or even question the
teacher, although this may be changing somewhat with the younger genera-
tion. Egyptians have told me that the teacher in the classroom tills the role
of the father or mother in the family, and therefore students hesitate to
challenge his or her authority overtly.

In at least some Latin American countries. on the other hand, students are
free to question the teacher, to dispute the relevance of what is being taught,
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and to challenge the way instruction is being handkd. A number of Latin
Americans have mentioned to me that students there are more expressive in
the classroom and that they are surprised at what they see as the apathy and
docility of their peers in the United States.

As for subcategories R. 3, 4, and 5, we predictably find cultural variation
in the types of duties teachers are expected to perform and the cibilities they

are supposed to have. In some societies there is a greater sense of teacher as
scholar or sage, as one who knows a great deal and is highly respected for his
knowledge. The expectation of teacher as personal adviser varies, too. A
colleague who taught at a boarding school in West Africa reported that she
was frequently expected to help students with personal problems. In Thailand
and Japan, there is a much greater tendency for students to have a favorite
professor or two to whom they will return for help and guidancc, even many
years after graduation. In this country, some personal tutoring is expected of
teachers; that is, teachers have a responsibility for giving students individual
attention and extra help. The degree to which this is expected from teachers

varies across cultures.
An examination of these differences in t,,,cher roles is an enlightening

undertaking, for much of the miscommunication that occurs in the classroom
may come from different expectations regarding the teacher's rights and
obligations. I got very upset on one occasion with a group of Latin American
students for challenging my teaching methods and on another with a former
Taiwanese pupil who returned to visit me and expected an immediate and
time-consuming favor even though I was no longer his teacher. My anger and
frustration would have been spared if I had been aware of two of the cultural
patterns that I have just described.

Rut what are some of the broader implications of cultural differences in the
role of the teacher for our consideration of teaching methods? In considering
any method or classroom procedure we have to keep in mind that students
from societies where there Is a high degree of teacher authority and direction
may have a low tolerance for ambiguity and difhculty with activities requiring
student choice and initiative. Participating in group projects and problem-
solving activities and choosing a topic for and writing one's own research
paper may be very difficult tor students from micietws where schooling is
primarily a matter of "receiving" knowledge that a teacher dispenses. Students
need to understand the purpi /se of such ..ictivities and he given concrete
guidelines and support in executing them.

Brown (1977), in expressing reservat n ins :oinmun ity Language
Learning (CLL), notes that some students may need more assertive, directive
behaviors than are provided tor in CLI., and this may he especially true tor
students from cultures where the teacher is the locus of instruction. Brown
also notes the excessive and varied demands made on the teacher who uses
this method, and his point has special significance when we comider cultural

variation in student expectations ot the instructor. In a session, the
language material comes Ironi the students and the teacher is expected to
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Table 3
Modes of Learning

Culture of the Classroom

Differences in relative emphasis on:

A. Inihictive/deducrive reasoning

i. Learning by doing/observation before doing

C. Discovery learring/receptive learning

D. I. Rote learning, memorization ot tacts
2. Problem solving
3. Creative thinking
4. Critical evaluation

explain any granunar points that arise in class. There are few teachers knowl-
edgeable enough to deliver clear, accurate, and thorough grammar explana-
tions without advance prer (non. For students from a culture where wisdom
and thorough knowledge of tile subject matter are an even greater expectation
ot the instructor, faulty explanations may not only give rise to errors in
performance but also seriously undermine teacher credibility and otherwise
interfere with instruction.

Modes of Learning
Proceeding to the third category, Modes of Learning (Table 3), I Lull ( Owl)

has pointed out that people learn to !earn differently, and it is important to
consider cultural differences in relative emphases placed on various learning
strategies. For example, tilt )se used to more deductive grammar translation
methods may have problems with Mire inductive audiulmotal approaches.
Considering subcategory B. some ot the studies on the American Indian
student have revealed striking ditterence, in the area of learning lw doing,
and these hold for certain other cultures as well. Philips (19721 note, that in
the home setting many W1l;111 Spring, Indian children have die opportunity

obwrve first and tlwn rest their skills privately betore publicly trying them
init. In societies where there is greater prevalence of let wry methtds, student,
are riot so often on on the Tot h, perform iii trunt tt their peer, with little
prior preparani in. In contrast to this, the anthropologist Jule'. lenry ( 976)
refers to tlw American phenomeni ui of -ianunini.; the machuw," ot forcing
children to du. to polorm vers earls in the learning pro ess, possibly before
they are ready. Many ot tau. instructional techniques and 1.1tik;mige teaching

ids tack t thls tendency. St v.itleties it pat i Pt.k t ice, tor instance,

have student, using the pattern prior to much exi . tit it. Technique,
charak renst lc of a wide varlets of Wet hi,d, -,dent performance at
an earls- stage of instroc lion, and as teat lwrs we shin . .Mate ut minium:mg
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the anxiety-arousing effects on some students by giving clear directions and

ample models and examples.
Regarding subcategory I), a well-attested-to and frequently decried phe-

nomenon in many cultures is the emphasis on rote learning and memorization.
Smith (1977), for example, notes the emphasis on learning grammar rules
and exceptions in many Asian countries. It may be difficult for these students

to shift their energy from memorizing facts to gaining functional mastery over

patterns through practice. For students from cultures where the process of
education is seen largely as learning a traditional, authoritative body of
knowledge or where factors such as class size make problem-solving and
creative-thinking activities impossible, it is important once again to provide

clear guidance and orientation. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that
preferred problem-solving strategies, notions of creativity, and the bases for

cr;, ical :valuation may differ from one culture to another.

. .9 also be helpful to draw more on our students' preferred modes of

; a; to help them through language material, especially at the beginning
of instruction. Students who come from strong rote-learning cultures

mas .lenefit from a lot of copying work, for example.

Teacher-Student Interaction Patterns
Included in the fourth category (Table 4) are types of student/teacher

interaction patterns. The patterns of interaction that characterize a class are

partly related to cultural features such as preferred modes of learning and
attitudes toward the teacher. They also derive from language teaching goals

and methods and are closely connected to factors such as class size, time
allotted to instruction, and teacher proficiency in the target language, Thus,

differences in these features of instruction are usually associated with different

tyr., f .1 classroom interaction patterns and, especially. differences in the

natty mild amount of langt,age performance expected of the student. The
comb- inicative activates which have become such a prominent aspec.
langu....: teaching in some countries may be thoroughly unfamiliar to students

from ss stems emphasizing tfle learning, translation, and reading aloudind
to students from settings where large classes, !muted resources, and teaclwrs'
low prohciency in Engloh preclude impkmentation 01 a more communicative
appniach to language teaching. It is important to understand that mans
students have never before taken part in a role play, a group problem-solving

task, a story retelling exercise, or a class discussion, and that such activities

entail social as well linguistic challenges tor them. Teacher, can demon-
strate their sensitivity to the difficulties faced by students encountering these
tasks for the tust time by providing careful preparation, Including clear inst ruc-

it ins and mple mf dels, and by using the sorts of techniques that gilod teachers
generally do, such as calling on less shs more selt-conhdent students first, (ir

haying more self-conscious students participate initially 111 smaller ways, tor

example, assigning tlwm minor roles in role plays.
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Table 4
Teacher-Student Interaction Patterns

Culture of the Classroom

Differences in preferred teacher-student interaction patterns

A. Teacher lectures, recites; students take notes, copy

B. Thacher questions students
I. Mdividuals called on
2. individuals volunteer

C. Students ask questions

D. Students recite, read

I. l:horal
2. Individual

k Class dhcussionstudents disk lass or debate an INSIIV

(iroup work
I. Teacher works with group
2. Group works on its own to resolve a problem, prepare a presentation, etc.

H. Peer teaching

I, Students dramatize, role play material

J. Individual work
I. Self.paced instrumon, programnwd learning, ett:.
2. Student merely works by himself

k. Student gives report, speech

Amt tog the communicative activities which have become popular in recent
years are tasks which invokT the stu,',..Ilts iii group work tor the purpose ot
solving a problem, preparing a report, or considering information in order to
reach a decision. Sonic of OW students from Japan have reported to their
teachers that group tasks can be quite painful for them because of their
uncertainty about strategies in English for reaching grimp consensusa pro
cess which is highly valued in Japanese society. Watanabe (1954) suggests
that group work is 1.1cilitilted kir Japanese students when the teacher appoints
a group leader, since It is difficult for an individual to accept such a role as a
result of peer discussion. On the other hand, Philips' I I 972) research with
Warm Springs Indian children reveals that thew students participate more in
self-rim student grinips than when the teacher is dianinating the L lass in more
typical Anglo style.

It IN not only innovative activities which may cause interaction difficulties
n ited in c ru ss.cuh ul.s1 differences, but more traditional feat arcs of instruc tit in

as well. Some students who come from cultures where they re quite passive
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in the classroom find it tremendously difficult to speak unless called on by the
teacher. Instructors must be careful lot to overlook students who do not
initiate participation.

Many students have not had any experience with individualized or self-

paced instruction and find it frustrating not to he doing what the people seated

around them are doing. When using such instruction, say in reading and

writing classes, it may be helpful to explain carefully the principles and

procedures underlying it.
Today's EFL/ESL teachers have at their disposal a large array of techniques

and activities to promote accuracy and fluency in the target language, but it

is important to remember that the tasks required of learners may give rise to
interaction patterns which are unfamihar and sometimes uncomfortable and

that the requirements for self-expression are often much greater than students

have experienced at home.

Norms of Interaction
Since the work of Ilymes (1972) and other sociolinguists in the area of

communicative competence we have become inure awareof the ways in which

our students' behavior is regulated by largely unconscious and extremely
complex soc ial interaction rules. In this framework, I note several areas (Table

5) where communicative competence rules regulate interaction in the general
culture and designate the particular parallel for the classroom.

Since it is impossible to explore each category in depth, I will just mention
how a few differences in social interaction rules have a bearing on classroom

practice.
Norms regarding the sorts of topics considered appropriate for discussion

and t1.e amount and type of information to be disclosed (subcategories C and

D) are culture.specific and may also be influenced by political factors. What

seems to the teacher a simple request for factual information may be viewed

as threatening or inappropriate by Middle Eastern students, who, as Parker
(1976) notes, may be more willing to provide opinions than facts in certain

situations. Anxiety can easily be provoked when political or social views are

sought by means of seemingly harmless questions nwant to elicit speech, such

as "Describe the leader of your country" or "What Is an important social issue

in your country" And while many students may he able to engage in frank

discussion of such as birth control in an advanced speaking class of both

males and females, others may find it embarrassing. Interesting topics need

not be avoided, of course. Imtead, at the beginning of the term, the teacher
might send around a list of potential subjects for discussion, ask students to
rank them for preference, and indicate any topics they would strongly prefer

not to use.
For students going nn to academic work, the English classroom provides a

place in which to learn the conventions classrottn interaction, and the
teacher, no matter what nwthods are used, should take advantage ot oppi
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Table 5
Norms of Interaction

(Communicative Competence Rules)

General Culture Culture of the Classroom

Differences in general communicative Diffewnces in classroom communicative
competence inks in the f011owing areas: competence rules in the following areas:

A. Address forms A. How students/teaclwrs address oiw
another

B. Silence/participation B. How much silence/participation are
valued and under what cot,ditions
they should occur

C. Topics ailpropriate Int discussion C. What kinds of topws can be
discussed in class or written about in
compositions

D. Degree of self-disclosure 1). What kinds of and how much
factual information and personal
Opinion it is appropriate for students
and teachers to reveal

E. Getting attention, taking speaking E. How teaclwrs get students' attention
turns, interrupting, etc. and vice versa, how speaking turns

are taken, who mwrnipts whom and
how, etc.

F. Proxemic patterns: use of space E !low seating is arranged, w hat
approluiate distances between
student and teacher are

Kinesic patterns; hodi, postures, G. What appropriate postures gestures,
gestures, and facial expressions and e5 rcsuun t ir wilier, and

students arc and what they nwan

1. Eye.k ontac t patterns II. What eye.k moat t patterns re used
and what they signal

I. Iniching p.itrrrn I. A'hat tomb of tom hing behaviors
are appriipriate for students and
teachers

J. Paral iniuit i pit let n J. What various paralinguistic forms
and meanings are

K. Spect h aLts: greeting, lease taking, K. What norms underlie varunis
introductions, showing apprt 'val. classroom speech it ts h as

slitiwing disapproval, elk . greeting the students, starting the
Liss, dismissing the class. mak!...:

introduituals, praising 0,
reprimanding students.
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tunities to explicitly teach customary classroom behavior, such as getting the
teacher's attention and speaking in turn (subcategory O. For example, many
students need to be taught not to call out "Teacher," but to simply raise their

hands when they want to he called on. In many cultures, a student arriving

late to class must apologi:e upon entering the classroom, a behavior which is

considered intrusive in this country.
Foreign language teaching methods make use of a wide variety of nonverbal

expressions (subcategory C1), and it is important to remember that pointing

is considered impolite in many cultures, as is the typical Anwrican beckoning

gesture to call students to the front of the room, (In some places, it is used

only for animals.) We need to be aware of the intwpretations students may
be attributing to certain gestures and t understand that failure to respond to
certain nonverbal cues may mean that the students have not understood

them.
Rules underlying the formulation and interpretation of speech acts appro.

priate to the classroom also vary from one culture to another. Teachers need

to be especially careful about reprimands. A Colinent perceived as mildly

sarcastic and slightly embarrassing to an American student talking to a friend

in class might evoke profound embarrassment and loss of face im students from

other cultures. Even praise must be handled carefully, since for students from

some Asian countries it is embarrassing to stand out from one's peers, even

in a positive fashion.
Complaints are also handled differently in different cultures. In the inten-

sive program at the University of Pittsburgh in which I tt lett, there is at least

one incident a year in which teachers become upset about students, often

from countries in Latin America, going to the director to complain about

their teaching. It is not the students' dissatisfaction which bothers the teachers

so much, but the fact that the students go over their heads rather than
alempting to tirst resolve the problem with them.

There is much !wire which could be said about cultural differences in
classroom interaction rules. Further research will enable us to understand such

ditterences better and provide the information necessary to teach our students

the norms appropriate to their academic experiences in this country.

In conclusion, I think it is necessary to address the issue of where to find

the intormatiim that will allow us to examine systematically aspects of our

teaching methods and c lassn tom practices according to the sort ot framework

suggested here. Springer ( deplores the lack of comparative work in

pedagiigy and classrottm pract ice, and until this problem is remedied, we must
depend on other resources. Bun the situation is tar from bleak. Within the

fields of sok: n )11 nguist ics, anthropology, educational anthropology, applied

linguistics, and intercultural communication, there are many sources from

which we can extract cross.cultural informatlim that is readily applied to the

classroom. Indeed, with the growing concern with linguistic and cultural

issues surrounding ethnic minority children, foreign students, and our adult
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immigrants, we find an increasing amount of information directly relevant to
instruction in the HUM classroom.

Of course, the multicultural classroom itself provides a wealth of informa-
tion to the inquiring, sensitive observer. Many of us can draw on our expe-
rience and that of our colleagues, both in the United States and abroad, in
reaching conclusions about cultural differences in the classroom. As Pau lston
(1975) points out, our students can be effectively used as informants of their
Own cultures, and this requires us as teachers to behave as amateur anthro-
pologists. A crucial part of the process is knowing what questions to ask. A
framework of the sort offered here provides a guideline in the process of
exploring cultural differences as they apply to teaching methods and classroom
practices. It is a first approximation, and my hope is that further thinking and
more empirical research will provide additional categories and furnish a basis
for a sound, workable model for the cross-cultural analysis of foreign language
teaching methods and classroom practices.
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BACKGROUND DISCUSSIONS

Toward a Model for Cross-Cultural
Orientation

GREGORY A. BMNES
Drexel University

Agoal which unites all those who deal w..h the community of international
students and scholars is the acculturation of their chentele. It has not always
been this way; at one time, those of us who teach English as a second language
saw acculturation as other people's work, or as little more than a natural
concomitant of our own. The rise of .iolinguistics during the past two
decades has altered this perception and, indeed, has led some (e.g. Schumann
1978) to claim that there is a correlation between language-learning and
acculturation, if not an equation.

As a result, we increasingly incorporate cultural materials in language
training, or are urged to do so (Hughes 1984). We also attempt to hasten the
process of adjustment through a variety of extracurricular events which we
usually tit under the rubric, "cross-cultural orientation." But what, in fact, is
cross-cultural orientation, and how does it or should it rnerate? This paper
examines a wide variety of orientation events and suggests three criteria
contact, relevance, and structuring potential--by which tho may be evalu-
ated.

Current Conceptions of Cross-Cultural Orientation
It is not always clear from the literature on cross-cultural orientatwn just

what, exactly, such orientation is or accomplishes. One problem lies in the
use of overlapping terms applied to similar activities. Thus, Smith and Luce
(1979) speak of cross-cultural "communication"; Althen et al. (1981) write
of "intercultural educational activity"; Pusch (1979) has titled her book
Muhicuhural Education: A Cross Cultural Training Approach; and the terms
"trans-cultural" and "bicultural" appear here and there. Moreover, the term
"cross-cultural"---implying as it does the give and take ot values between
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culturescovers orientations which are essentially "cultural," in that they
transmit the values of the host society to the sojourner. Brislin and Pedersen
(1976:I ) offer an apposite definition: "Cross-cultural orientation programs are
designed to teach members of one culture ways of interacting effectively, with
minimal interpersonal misunderstanding, i i another culture."

Those writers who have &ale at length with the general concept of cross-
cultural orientation address principally its importance and various activities
they consider useful. The latter include highly structured training courses
whose objective is overtly (not imphcitly) intercultural understanding, best
seen in Hoopes and Ventura (1979), a:. well as ESL cInsses such as those
devoted to "intercultural conversation," proposed by Dunnett (1981:58).
More commonly, orientations are seen as extracurricular activities whose
ostensible purpose is information-sharing or conviviality rather than accul-
turation. Thus, knist et al. (1981) recommend a range of activities which
include practical (or "survival") information sessions, homestays, interna-
tional club evtilts, and culture-speeilic seminars.

Such extracurricular activities are the focus of this paper. For the purposes
tit' my study, I separate the idea of cross-cultural orientation from ESL training
i)er se, thus excluding such activities as Dunt,ett's conversation classes or the
classrolun roleplay suggested by Donahue an,i Parsons (1982). Moreover,
start from the definit km of Brislin and Pedmen and apply the term to those
activities which help foreign students ,...hust to American litethat is, to
cultural orientat'ons. Operating within these parameters, I will attempt to,
define patterns I n such orientations which lead to success or failure.

Background to the Study
The data for this study clime m,in the experiences in the Program in Teacher

Preparation for hireign Graduate Assistants at Drexel University, which I
have directed since its inception in 1981. The progriun consists ot six weeks
ot intensive English language review, teacher training, and cultural activities
held prior to the start ot Iw acadeimi year. Between 20 and 2 toreign
graduate students part it ipate annually; they are .livided into two stre.ons tor
English and teaLher training but come together I r most 01 the cross-cultural
events.

Fro an t he beginning in 1981, cross-iultural a twines have been accorded
large bloiks ot time in the promam. Figure I +bows the dimensions ot the
chisscultural i aliptawnt: In addition to pre. and post training social events,
three or tour atternoons per week are devoted to events aimed at orienting
the trainees u their new campus and urban envir, inments and to American

Each Friday, the participants evaluate the events ot that week.
At program's elk!, t hey are asked, in the course ot exit interviews, to Lominent
lorther on the crossc ultural component.

The basis tor determining the worth oi ross.Ltiltural i may and the
merlon 1 use in what tollowN 1, .1 been the trainees'
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Figure 1
Configuration of Academic and Cross-Cultural Events

Program in Teacher Preparation for Foreign Graduate Assistants

2

Academic Time

Wok x 6

CroseCulturel Time

two ways: by the trainees' actual participation in the event, and by their
evaluation of it. Participation is obligatory tor all but the few second-year

sttklents who request to pin the program (and who usually have courses or

research to see to in the aftern(hinsf. "Required attendance" is an untamihar

concept, however, to new toreign Nt udents who often tail to appear; in their
absence they have pnivided us a little c ross-c u It Ufa I education (4 ()lir (Isen,

well as insights into the worth ot out events.
Based on thew two measures, the degree It iic eNs or tailure can be

established for each event. It ould be noted that fina oncial cnstraints, thesh

needs of the academic program, and Nt: hedu mn problems have rarely been

fat tors in structuring the cross-cultural ci imponent. which runs, so ro speak,

(in a ti..e-market basis: it an activity w( rks, we have t(iund the tune and

mono tti Nthedule it. Thus, a review of I Mr f(sur sears Ot times provides a
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reasonably large sample of cross.cultural events which can be judged on their
own terms.

The Data
Table I provides a complete listing of orientation events scheduled annually

for this program since 1981. The number of repetitions does not, of course,
indicate the degree of success (although an unreptated event usually implies
failure). A nutrition lecture inaugurated in 1981 has been reasonably well
received and is, therefore, repeated annually. Peer tutorials--devoted to
cultural, not linguistic, topicsare more successful but more recent.

From the attendance figures and participant comments, three categorits of
events may be established for analysis: "Real" Successes (well attended, highly
rated event0. Modest Successes (events which were reasonably well attended
and not unfavorably evaluated), and Failures. Capsule summaries of repri
tat ive events are shown in Table 2, for reference in the analysis which follows.

The questions I have sought to answer are these: Did successful events share
certain attributes? And did the events which failed nor thaw these attributes?
The answer is "yes." in both cases.

Analysis
Four of the events summarized in fable 2 deserve elaboration here in that

they form two contrasting sets. The first has to do with a pre-program "ice-
break ing" event:

In 1983, a pre-program tour of New York City was arranged, including
visits to the United Nations and tlw Empire State Building, and a boat trip
around Manhattan. The tour was conducted by two staff members and cost
$500. It failed; only seven trainees showed up. In 1984, the New York trip
was replaced by a picnic. Four staff members came to campus in their cars to
pick up the trainees and take them to a park; two peer tutors (undergraduate
studeots) also participated. The group broiled hamburgers and threw frisbees
for two hours, then returned home. All of the trainees turned out, and they
expressed considerable appreciation for the event.

The second illustrative set contrasts the campus tour and the tour of
Philadelphia (see Table 2):

The tour of Philadelphia was intended to give the newcomers both a flavor
ot the city which was to be their home tor the next few years and nsights
into the evolution of American society. Only four trainees came along on the
tour, however, -and they showed no great enthusiasm for a in the regular
Friday program evaluations. The most favorable comment had a bittersweet
taste: "I was touched bv Dt. Barnes taking the time to give us this opportunity."
The campus tour includes an extended stop at the gymnasium, where the
athletic director leads the group on a tour of all the facilities available to
them, and considerable time is also spent in the Main Building, where the
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Table 1
Longitudinal Array of Afternoon Orientation Activities,

Program In Teacher Preparation for Foreign Graduate Assistants

Time 1981 1982 1983 1984

Pre-Prog. --- Bus trip, New York Picnic in park
1V M Campus alur Campus tour Campus tour ....
E T Nutrition talk Library tour Peel tutorials Peer tutorials
li W Walking tour, Old Phdaddphia .... Peer tutorials Peer tutorials
K Th International tiouse ....

1 F .... l'kni% in park Campus tour

W NI Library hull- Library tour labrarv hull' labrars tam
E 1- Visit hi bank Tina ot Philikklphia k..er tutorials Peer tworials
E. W !Ica Ith ( Ainic hneting Peer I lth trials

I.: Th Lumh, Indian restaurant --
2 I' ---- International House

NX' Ni 11. iit Pennsylvania Mnsetlin .... Foreign stikkrir ad% iser Foreign student adviser
F. 1 Visit to (:ivic Center Foreign student d% iser Peer tuoqials Peer tutiirials
E

K

W
1-h

Visit hi supermarket
Vlsit hi Bak h I list Itlitl

PeCr tliturlai,
....

Peer tutorials

3 E ....

a



Tabk IContinued

Time 1981 1982 1983 1984

W M Franklin Institute AV demi gist ration AV demonstration AV demonstration

E T .... Franklin Institute - Peer tutorials Peer tutonA,

E W .... -- Peer ttitiiruk Peer Mr( irials

K Th I iousing i...entani in .... --
4 1: ....

W M IA ingwi it id ( ;Arden, International I

E T Visit to tunend home .... Peer tutorials Peer tutorials

F W Visit to slit typing k enter International I louse 1.er MR qui. Peer tutiirials

K Th Vhit tt, art museum .... ..-- --
5 I. .... it. . I N..111, LIWIlleurIlliZ. AsoL . l)ean, 11112,uwering:

wading voltt les gr.iding rtilu ies

A' M ....

E -I I um 11, ( 'hiiwse restaiinint Nutrition talk
E ' 1'isit ni ..ixi

....

K .1 h Inshistr visit Nuitithin talk Nunitiiiii tall,

n I. .... I tiligNixd ( ianlens .. .

Pi ist-Priii.t. .... ad.. Banquet Atards Banquet

' 1 )ohc, ,ae caho ,01 .414 Mit t ent ru Mal In A:N
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Ta5 le 2
Representative Orientation Events

Real Successes

Preprogram Picnic. Staff anti family members, driving their own cars, take

trainees to hical tiark to grill hot tiogs and hamburgers.

2. Walking Tour, Campus. Comprehensive tour of campus: colleges and other
pertinent buildings pointed out, extended visits to gymnasium (tour 'y athletic
director) and Main (administrative) Building.

3. Peer Tutorials. The only repeating event. Ten two-hour sessions with Drexel
undergraduates on cultural/university (not ESL) topics.

4. Meeting the Foreign Student Adviser. Session devoted to ummgration

requirements and FSA services.

5. Meeting with Associate Dean, Engineering. A review of university grading

policies, open to both enizilwetinu and non-engineering students.

Modest Successes

. Visit to International House. Tour of International House by 11-1 staff member.

Introduction to 114 services (apartment rentals, international events, films, etc.)

2. Nutrition Lecture. Faculty member, Nutrition Department. briefs trainees on

nutrition needs and answers questions on finding preferred foods or substitute's.

3. Ethnic Lunches. Stall-escorted lunches at one Indian, one Clumse restaurant.

Failures

I. Pre.program Trip to New York City. All-day tour; visits to I. T.N., and limpire

State Budding, and boat trip around Manhattan. Travel to and trom New York

by university bus.

2. Tour of Philadelphia. Trolley and subway to Independenee Hall, walking tour ot
Society Hill (Oki Philadelphia). bus ride back through attractions ot center env.

Visit to Supermarket. Orientation to nearby supermarket, int luding food

sections. pricing, etc.

4. Visit to Philadelphia Art Museum. By public transportation. Students Iree to

brtiwse.

5 Visit to Student Health Clinic. Orientation to Amman medieal tare and
insurance, and to health servit es available on t. ampus.

trainees see ottwes if university .itiministrators whom they have already met

or who will soon play a part in their lives. This t, air has been well attended.
These contrasting sets yield at least two patterns tor considerato in. In both

cases, it is evident that the students chose interaction over sightseeing and

getting down to business (learning akiut the TA program, getting a feel for
the campus) over discovering America. A third pattern is at least suggested;

The students chose events which helped them organize the days and weeks

to come. It Is from these three patterns that A model for the cross-cultural

inenta t o in event enwrges.
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The Model
Analysis of the data in Tables 1 and 2 suggests that the three criteria elicited

from the contrasting sets above can be used to predict success Or failure for
an orientation event. The criteria may he stated as follows:

1. Meaningful Contact with Americans. An orientation event should
provide students the opportunity to interact with Americans, and in such a
way as to allow the students to believe they have established ongoing contacts.
The contrast between city and campus tours is instructive, for on the campus
tour the trainees encountered the athletic director and, glancingly, other
Americans who promised to be meaningful to them. The tour of Philadelphia
gave them glimpses of a larger body of Americans but people who would
forever be strangers to them.

Other real successes were conspicuous for meaningful contact. The pre-
program picnic, for example, gave the trainees a chance to meet the instruc-
tional staff with whom they would work intensively for six weeks. By contrast,
the failures reveal an emphasis on showing and telling rather than establishing
interaction. The New York trip provides a cautionary example.

2. Immediate Relevance. The relevance of an orientation event should be
apparent to the participants. Foust et al (1981:12-13) have noted that "sojour-
ners will be preoccupied with . . . immediate needs and will be unable to turn
their attention to more abstract considerations of cultural adjustment until
these needs are satisfied." The statement is supported by this research. In the
early stages of their visit, the trainees apparently saw Philadelphia merely as
a backdrop to their sojourn (and American society as an entity beyond their
immediate interest). The tour of New York City lacked direct relevance, as
did thr visit to the Philadelphia Art Museum (Table 2).

By contrast, the registrar's and comptroller's offices had immediacy for the
students, for these small entities were to impose large demanis on them. The
relevance of the other successes listed in Table 2 is both immediate and
apparent.

3. A Potential for Structure. An orientation event should provide long-
term applications. This third criterion emerging from the Drexel study is
largely inferential, yet consistem with the data: Students newly arrived in a
foreign country look for ways hy which they can structure their livesjust as
Americans would overseas. It is appropriate to note here the profile drawn by
Lee et al. (1981) of the "satisfied" (adjusted) foreign student, among whose
characteristics are three which imply a sense of foreseen structures: (1) a
student who has a job waiting for him or her at home; (2) a student who is
residing with a U.S. student; (3) a student who is on an assistantship. The
second of these relates principally to the criterion of contact but also suggests
a personal agenda, that of developing a modus vivendi with a native.

The most successful orientation efforts seemed to provide the trainees a
vision of a structure for carrying out aspects of their daily lives. Thus, the
campus tour offered them a feel for geography and considerations of agendas
(how easy will it he to get in a swim at lunchtime? how will the registration
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procedure work? where will I find my new friend Arun when he is working?
should I rent an apartment in or near those dormitories?). The tour of
Philadelphia, like most other unsuccessful events, provided them no such
visions.

Discussion
Overall, the real successes in orienting foreign teaching assistants to their

new setting shared at least two of the variables defined here. Peer tutorials
embodied the first two: the undergraduates serving as peers provided both
meaningful contact and immediate relevance to the lives of teaching assis-
tants, who would soon be instructing young Americans just like them. The
pre-program picnic gave the trainees contact with the entire staff (including
peer tutors) as well as a chance to anticipate the structure of upcoming days,
through relaxed, informal conversation. The meetings with the foreign stu-
dent adviser and the associate dean of engineering (on grading policies) dealt
with the matters of immediate relevance and set up agendas for the trainees'
immigration and academic duties respectively.

Convetsely, the unsuccessful events show only one of these variables or
none. The trip to New Yorkalthough it seems the event many of us would
most like if we were newcomers to the United Stateswas lacking in all
three. The unsuccessful visit to the health clinic stood the model on its head:
Here were contacts the trainees wished never to be meaningful, a relevance
they dared not consider immediate, and a foreseen agenda they could only
view as unpleasant. As for our visit to a funeral home, nothing need be said.

Explaining the differing fates of two similar eventsthe trip to a super-
market and the nutrition lecture (Table 2)is more difficult. Our visit to the
supermarket should have provided both inunediacy and structure (everyone
has to eat and to arrange for food), but it was not successful. The nutrition
lecture would seem to provide only structure, but has been relatively popular.
This is a gray area which needs fin cher exploration. My own inference is that
the trainees envisioned themselves finding substitutes for their preferred ft )ods,
but not at a supermarket, and that their responses do not invalidate my three
criteria.

Conclusions
The model arrived at may be stated as a working definition: Cross-cultural

orientation is an activity which helps people of one culture adjust to imother
culture by providing contact with the people of the other culture, immediately
relevant means of accommodating themselves to the other culture, and/or
opportunities for the newcomers to foresee a structure for living within the
other culture. Like most working definitions, it needs refinement. Three
problem areas may be identified:
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First, more variables are likely. Food and drink, widely shared symbols of
fellowship, may partially account for the success of our picnic. Peer tutorials
may be popular because most Drexel trainees are young men, and our tutors,
young women. In addition, such events such as "culture assimilators" anti
critical incidents training (see Hoopes anti Ventura 1979), which are not
explored here, focus on the variable of conflict resolution, The extent to
which these variables are signficant is a problem for further research and
experimentat ion,

Second, the experiences of one institution are not a sufficient basis on
which to fOrm a valid model. Drexel's foreign teaching assistants work almost
entirely in the sciences and engineering. It is possible that foreign students
in other fields will be less interested in immediately relevant experiences,
mote interestA in off-campus tours.

Third, a fUller means of evaluating the success of orientation in the accul-
niration process is needed (for a sophisticated evaluation design, see Brislin
and Pedersen 197(: 159-176). The response, physical andior verbal, of the
participants is surely a valid measurement, but it is probably not totally
reliable, in that such a measurement places paramount faith in newcomers'
instincts at a time when they are experiencing considerable confusion.

The variables of contact, immediacy, and structurir, notential nevertheless
hold promise as predictors for the success or failure th an orientation event.
Their validity also brings into question several activities which are often
considered cross-cultural orientations. "It is difficult," write Foust et al. (1981:16),
"to apply theoretical knowledge obtained through orientation, books, films
or conversations to the actual process of cross-cultural adaptation," I would
add that, indeed, a "theoretical" orientation in which some large topic is
"explained" in a presenter-audience format lacks resonance for newcomers,
and that him and text are inadequate substitutes for effective cross-cultural
orientation.

These ideas go beyond the scope ot the present study. I suggest, by way of
conclusion, that several questions remain to be raised and answered about the
phenomenon of cross-cultural orientation. The working model developed here
ft that phenomenon is IlWant as a starting point for tht)se questions.
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BACKGROUND DISCUSSIONS

Cultural Styles of Thinking and
Speaking in the Classroom

KErTH MAURICE
Horida State University

Culture supplies us with fixed ways of viewing lite, people, and the ways of
the world. We unconsciously use it as a filter to sort thmugh the complex web
of possible meanings and interpretations that we could give to the millions of
stimuli we face yearly. But the same filter that protects us from the glare of
confusion also blocks us t'rom other valid ways Of viewing. As such, culture
represents both a passageway to the world and a prison that keeps us from it.
Cultural patterns provide us with a stable foundation from which to survive
and prosper, but they also deaden our sensitivities as well. "The mental
patterns of iine's own grinip become unquestioned 'cinnini in sense' and 'human
nature.' This is very functional at home; it plays havoc abriiad" (Fisher
1979:110). No matter how sophisticated we become with regard to other
cultures, we inust constantly strive tor an ,iwareness ot the cultural baggage
that surrounds olir perceptions.

Cominunicati,in inv,ilves the exchange ot meanings between pet ple. The
intent of communication is to make meanings understood In the same way 111'
kIth the speaker and the listener. The tact ot ioinintinicatkin is that, regard-
less ot the Intent, we conununicate something even time we interact with
another human being. With a siMilar Lultural background, the perceptions
ot both parties otten concur. but with dittoing backgrounds, the perCeptiiIns
more often diverge. What is intended is missed or brushed aside while what
is not intended is considered the key point in the whole message.

In order to pursue Lro.s-ctiltural iontintinliat ettectively in the language
classroom, we need to delve into the cultural assumptions, beliefs, w,ns ot
viewmg, and communicative styles that 111.0- hinder underst.mding. Bathe!
than ignoring the challenge that conflict presents, we need hi Lit e the
conflict, dimly:e it, and then move toward making it UItII cooperation. Learii
mg a second language can give pet iple i ke ti ith %chi. h r > L'Iller ,inothcr
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world; hut whether the experience becomes mutually satisfying or merely a
nightmare in a cultural "Twilight Zone" depends on the search for and
understanding of the cultural styles of thinking and speaking that converge
at the ESL center.

Learners need to know how other cultures view such twatt.:rs as character
and credibility, how emotions are aroused and exhibited, and how logic and
perception are organized in communicative settings. We need "to identify
what might he called 'rules of meaning' that distinguish one culture from
another" (Barnlund 1975:9). These rules of meaning that are incorporated
into styles of self-presentation are the cause of much misperception and
miscommunication. One's style of thinking and the resultant style of speaking
often become as important as the message itself. McLuhan's famous dictum,
"The medium is the message," may seem a hit strong, but the implications
are quite real and far-reaching. How we think and how we express what we
think frequently determine whether our attempts at communication are sue-
cessful in getting our intended meanings across to others.

Cultural Patterns of Thinking
Americans generally view individual freedom and independence as bench-

mark values of our society. Japanese, on the other hand, tend to value the
group and being part of the group much more than individual freedom. The
respective societies reinforce those values in many different ways. Thus,
Americans exhibit their individuality in many ways, from changing jobs at
will to pulling up roots and moving elsewhere. Japanese, for various reasons,
tend to stick to the same company and devote much more of their time to
lubricating their social environment. Ouchi (1981:33) clarifies this difference:
"In the U.S. we conduct our careers between organizations but within a single
specialty. In Japan people conduct careers between specialities but within a
single organization." Each culture has deeply embedded sets of assumptions
about what is 'good' from which its particular way of thinking is derived. As
such, what may seem clearly correct and logical to an American may appear
comically flawed or illogical to someone else. Complicating any attempt we
make to overcome the assumptions is the fact that we do not freely choose
them and, in many cases, are not fully aware of their effect on us; they are
thrust upon us early in lite and we must work long and hard to overcome the
frailties of our filters.

Styles of Logic
Logic, on the surface, seems a fairly straightforward matter. One l(H)ks at

the facts presented and then proceeds to build conclusions trian the facts. Ilut
cultural value!: and assumptions mold what we perceive as relevant facts and
irrelevant trivia. In one study ot cultural styles of persuasion, which are directly
related to styles of thinking, (ilenn, Witmeyer, and Stevenson (1977) ana
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lyzed meetings of the U.N. Sc,urity Council concerning the Arab-Israeli
War. They identified three general styles of presenting information:

1. Factual-inductive: facts Ire studied first and conclusions are then drawn
from those facts,

2. Aximnatic-deductive: a general theory is first advanced and then facts are
studied within that framework,

3. Imuitive-affective: positions are expressed through appeals and emotions.
Their findings point to very pronounced differences between cultures. Amer-
ican delegates used the first approach, factual-inductive, twice as much as the
second and did not use the intuitive-affective mode at all. Soviet delegates,
on the other hand, used the axiomatic-deductive approach five times as much
as the other two approaches, while the Arab delegates were four times as
likely to use the intuitive-affective approach as the others.

Where cultural styles of persuasion, and thinking, differ this much, the
amount of effective communication will be greatly reduced. Each style is
wrapped in a framework that demands a sharing of assumptions and values by
all parties. When this sharing does not occur, the context for interaction
becomes very jumbled indeed.

Another way of viewing the three styles listed above is in terms of the
orientations involved. The predominant Soviet style is geared toward an idea
from which everything flows; the American style is much more action-ori-
ented; and the Arab style is more oriented toward the person. For idea-
oriented thinkers, compromise is often seen as alien, but for actim-oriented
pr. .natists, it is generally viewed as the key to getting things done (Wedge
and Muromcew 1965). One group centers on a vision while the other strives
for movement. The people-orientation of the Arabs pushes them in another
direction. "Thought and verbal expression can be relatively uncorrelated with
what circumstances actually allow" (Glenn and Glenn 1981:255). Patai states
that the Arab mind contains a "psychologically conditioned substitution of
words for action" (1983:65). Words thus focus on feelings and appearance
rather than on an elaboration of an idea or as a source of action.

Where the style can be adapted to take into account the dominant tenden-
cies of a particular audience, the possibilities for more effective communica-
tion increase. Wedge (1968) studied the way Brazilian students handkd
information about the assassination of John F. Kennedy. For the most part,
the Brazilians were inclined to refute the Warren Commission's report and to
accept the conspiracy theory instead. The approach used by the Americans
was:

to gather, examine, and test the evidence in laborious detail. I laving
concluded on the basis ol facts . . . , we tried to communicate tair
conclusions. We failed completely with these students, for we expected
them to give the same weight to the evidence as we did (Wedge 1968:32).

The facts were countered with other, sometimes tar-tetched "facts," and then
the Brazilians went on to argue rationally from their own theories. "Amen-
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cans, in their frustration, tended to resent the Brazilians' stubborn suspicion
of evidence. Brazilian students, for their part, did not find American styles of
hvic credible" (Wedge 1968:33). But by altering his style of presentation
without changing his basic position, Wedge found more success. One approach
iiwolved confronting the conspiracy theory with another theory and then
discussing the evidence in that framework. The second approach involved
talking of Earl Warren as a man, building up his credibility as a fair and
reasonable seeker of truth. Both were successftil in overcoming the Brazilians'
initial disbelief of the evidence.

The Abstract Versus the Associative
Using a different vantage point, Glenn and Glenn (1981) suggest that

there are two fun.lanwntal ways that lead to commonly shared experiences.
On one end of the continuum is the abstractive way, in which concepts Me
given ever more precise definitions so as to avoid misperception, At the other
end lies the associative way in which people who share the same habits and
experiences develop meanings in a non-rigorous pattern of association. Amer.
ican academic culture gencrally follows the abstractive way, while the asso-
dative way is usually found 'n relatively small communities or in large.
traditional societies or those exposed to charismatic experiences. Most Arab
societies tit into the second mode. In those societies, "the most important
role of speech within the culture is to provide the participants with a mech-
anism for the sharing of affect" (Glenn and Glenn 1981:2611.

A case that took place in the United Nations illustrates the complexity
involved when differing sets of thinking interact. American and Soviet experts
gave advice to Third World diplotnats on a housing problem. While the
Soviets strongly d,1vocated an approach they had previously used successfully
in th- U.S.S.R., the American called for more eillIthin, stating that each
case had to evaluated before any specific solutions ct gild be successfully
implemented. Though the American's posit ft aì seems quite reasonable. the
majority of the Third World diplianats considered:

Lhe Soviet 1, nt of view as being friendly toward them, and the American
piunt (it view AN being inimical. (One stated that) "The Russ:ans want
us to ad.i. he solution which has worked for them; this Mins that
they consider us as brothers. The Americans say that what they do
themwlVes may ma be applicable ft, (IN; this means that they lotik at us
with contempt." (cilenti and (11eim 1981:287)

The intent ot the Ainerk an was to give the best advie possible; the perceived
content of the .American s message was a display of arnigame and apathy
niward their problems. The Aniencan looked at the situation as a problem to
be investigated. while the Rliss1,111 already had a solution in mind. The people
from the Third World resj,Thled in terms of who showed a sense ot common
expel-a:me with them. Quite clearly, a is not entaigh in such cases t( , look at
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the problem at hand; we must also look at our audience and try to gauge how
they perceive both the issue and the interaction.

This brings up the whole matter of expertise and trustworthiness. In much
of the developing world, trustworthiness is seen as more important than
expertise, while that is often reversed in the Western world. The American
above was possibly more knowledgeable than the Soviet on the ,:omplexities
of housing, but was naive in assuming that the audience would appreciate
that as much as Americans do. For many foreign people in an American
setting, the reverse may also be true; people readily show their good character
only to find that Americans downgrade it while wanting something else in its
place.

Implications
"The tricky task is to gain an objective perspective. How can one place

oneself emotionally and intellectually outside the entire international come
munication system to make impartial judgements!" (Fisher 1979:111. Such a
task may he impossible, but attempts must be made to strategically replace
our cultural filters with the filter of one who tries to bridge the differences in
ways of viewing. As the 1:tst U.N. example has shown. people attribute
motives to the words and actions of others based on their own cultural norms
and values. Hut those attributions are too often in error. In intensive English
programs, it is very easy for teaclwrs and administrators to look at the stated
goals of the students and then to develop programs geared to those narrowly
detined goals, with the resulting alienation ..nd withdrawal of some of the
students and the confusion and apathy of others. OW' task is not simply to
become objective in the American sense, but to become as fully aware as we
can of the twin contexts of culture and communication.

Students and teachers alike need to be able to anticipate culturally divergent
styles of thinking and to develop cross-culturally appropnate ways of handling
the triniblesiime situations that inevitably arise. If, for instance, two students
from an Arab culture take part in a program and one is held hack while the
other is pnmioted, we can generally anticipate that some kind of pnitest will
be forthcoming. In such situations. It IS not erlinigh for administrators to
explain rationally the test scores and the program's pi ilic les. That may sati...tv
n American, bot probably not the Arab who has been held back. A strategy
needs to be developed in which the adminisnauir, and perhaps the teachers
as well, can saow emot lonal supptirt and a wnse ut emphathy with the student
while still adhering to "logical" criteria tor dealing with the matter.

Students need to he instructed in the datering ways of thinking; they also
need to he given chances to reall:e the ramincatitins ot not adhering to
American standards before the crunch of tailing hits them. Case studies,
SIMUlations, and general disilisshills in Liss 6111 he used etteinVely tor chow
purposes. All parties involved need to take extra steps early on and then
repeatedly down the road to ensure a sianewhat more smoothly runnini2
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system. Too oftm ESL professionals brief students on American ways and
then proceed to deal with them as we would deal with other Americans. But
our students need more than just a briefing, and we need more as well. We
operate in a cross.cultural context and are at the forefront of providing links
to understanding between cultures. The conflicts we face will never go away
completely, but if we use our opportunities well, we can turn the conflict into
mutually satisfying growth experiences and heightened awareness of ourselves
and of others.

Cultural Patterns of Speaking Language
"Language is as it is because of what it has to do" (Hailidiq 1978:19). That

is to say, we cannot look at Ipliguage without also looking at the functions it
must perform; we cannot merely view it in the abstract, but must also view it
in terms of how it is actually used. As Orimshaw has noted, "observers of
human social behavior see that behavior as persistent, patterned, non.nm .
dom, and rulegoverned" (1981:2041. If human behavior can be characterized
by habitual actions, which are lwavily influenced by cultural patterns, we
might also expect that the language used in that behavior would also contain
some habitual elements. Recent research suggests that this is the case (Coul,
mas 1981; ()rice 1975; Richards 1980; Yorio 1980).

Language in the abstract may be a vast and only partially charted wilderness,
but language in society is not. Although we have tht capacity to create
completely novel utterances forever, the reality of human existence molds us
into using routines and ritualized ways of communicating far more than we
would like to think. In the greetings we use, the compliments and apologies
we give, the stories we tell, and the opinions we state, what is often striking
is the repetitiveness of the words and phrases used. Our well.worn phrases
help to domesticate the linguistic wilderness. Routinized language enables us
to create a foundation of understanding between speaker and listener, to
comfort one another, and to prepare each other for the communication to
follow.

Culture In Conversation
Because each culture places emphasis on different types of communicative

skills and strategies, those concerned with language need to !ook at culture's
role in conversation as a crucial component of the total picture. Once people
become accustomed to the ways their culture handles communicative inter-
acuon, they also become entrenched in the habits and cloak them with
"natural" and even "moral" overtones. The whole area of intercultural com-
munication then becomes a scene of ever-present challenges to one's deepest,
felt sense of identity. As Coulmas states, "conversational routines are tacit
agreements which the members of a community presume to be shared by every
reasonable co-member" (1981:41. Thus, a departure from the accepted roue
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tines of any speech community may result in the speaker being perceived as
unreasonable, undesirable, or abnormal.

Culture's role in conversation takes many forms. Conventionalized lan-
guage is used quite distinctly and with various levels of frequency from culture
to culture. How language is used to express directness in communication also
differs greatly. Aggressiveness in conversation is very much a culture-bound
characteristic as well. Culture's pervasive influence in language use extends
into many areas, but these three will be briefly outlined below.

1. Routines. In the U.S., heavy use of conventionalized language some-
times signals a lack of intelligence or sincerity, even though we make frequent
use of it. However, in some cultures, notably that of the Japanese, such stigma
is not attached to conversational conventions. What is important is to say
the right thing at the right time. "Linguistic etiquette requires the speaker to
make extensive use of routines, often leaving little room for variation" (Coul-
mas 1981:90).

2. Directness. Americans often open ctinversations with riunments about
the weather, but Loveday (1982) notes that some German observers regard
such behavior as mentally deficient. Whether a situation calls for a complaint
or request or some other way of dealing with conflict, Germans tend to be
more direct and to the point than Americans. In citing differences between
Lithuanians and Americans, Drazdauskiene reports that:

English is verbally more courteous and less straightforward than Lithu-
anian. It is mainly because of the neglect of this feature in learning
English as a foreign language that some Lithuanian speakers of English
are said to sound rude to native speakers of English (1981:60-61).

Japanese, on the other hand, emphasizes indirectness to a much greater extent
than American English. Elaborate care is taken not to be straightforward when
communicat ing.

3. Aggressiveness. This feature, which is related to but distinct from
directness, also varies a great deal from culture to culture. French and German
speakers seem to use an argumentative type of discussion where the goal is
"not just to ventilate ideas, but to clarify controversial points as they come
up" (Kramsch 1981a:19). The American style is more akin to an informal
debate, with somewhat fewer interruptions exbibited. But, regardless of whether
the style is one of argument or of informal debate, Japanese sometimes see
the behavior as insincere and the conversation as an artificial game. As
Loveday notes, they "prefer to stress mutuality and the emotive in social
interaction. 'No' almost constitutes a term of abuse" (1982:68). These rep-
resent three quite different ways of conversing, and there are many other
variations among peoples who must converse a great deal with one another.
It is often at this intersection of language and culture that communication
fa i Is.
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Conversation
"The process of conversation displays a continual tension between two

general communicative needsthe need to communicate as efficiently as
possible and the need to be polite" (Laver 1981:290). Efficient communication
is not always the highest priority. Politeness concerns, defined by each culture,
become imposed on the communicative act. With that influence, a whole set
of conventions, routines, figmulae, and ciaiversational strategks become an
important and indispensable part of the language. The how of our speech can
thus become as important as the what. Hence a seeming paradox exists:
Efficient c(mmunicatitni is often ilieffective while effective ontununication is often
inefficiem.

Conversation has a structure apart from the words spoken. The rules are
ritualized to sonic extent and yet remain flexible, leaving them slippery to
analyze. Conversational structure relates to such matters as taking and holding
the floor, continuing and expanding previous points, digressing, taking leave,
and so on. Knowing the appropriate structure allows the listener to become
comfortable with the whole context of the interaction. Without understand-
ing this structure, the speaker will be doomed to offend and be offended by
those who follow the rules of a different structure.

Conversational Management Strategies
In our interactions with others, we use various strategies, both consciously

and unconsciously, to guide the interaction in ways pleasing to us. In con-
versations, these strategies are used often; from rather standardized and spe-
cialized formulae, such as "It's nice to see you" to more complicated signals,
such as "by the way" or "what I meant to say," th,...se strategies inundate our
speaking patterns. Names given to such strategies range from conventions to
routines to prefabricated phrases and formulae to gambits. For the sake of
simplicity, this article will focus on what Kramsch (1981a) has called con-
versational management strategies, also called gambits by Keller (1980a) and
Beneke (1981). Generally speaking, the simpk.r convent u ins are used in rather
obvious situations and are recognized tor their automaticity. Conversational
management strategies, ai the other hand, are less obvious and more com-
plicated. A particular strategy can be used to push a conversation in one
direction, or not used, which will push the conversation in another direction.
So, although there is structuring, there is also ambiguity as to which strategies
will be used in any specific conversation.

These strategies are used to move the ling' ang gme uf ciinversation along.
What makes them interesting to language educators is that "they are habitually
used and perceived but rarely ciinsciously noted and almost never talked about
directly" (( iumper: 1982:1 il). Where second language learners have diffi-
culties in this arena, they will feel imomi irtable and yet pn ihably not know
why or what they Lan do to solve the problem. As lieneke has observed, these
strategies:
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are phrases used mainly for the regulation of social relationships and the
structuring of discourse. They "take the edge or what is being said,
"soften the blow" of critical remarks, or "lubricate" the conversation. A
typical example . . .is to say "You may have a point there, but . . ."
instead of "You arc wrong" or even "Rubbish!" (1981:82-83)

Mistakes in this kind of game: cause the speaker and listener to lose precious
opportunities to come to common understanding. Perhaps even more impor-
tant is that these mistake-ridden interactions can damage cross-cultural rela
tionships when they are most vulnerable, i.e., when people are just beginning
to get to know each other.

Conversation is a temporary partnership in which the precise roles of each
partner are negotiated throughout the interaction. Conversational manages
ment strategies are the tools with which we can smoothly guide and influence
that communicative negotiation. A few types of strategies, along with exam .
ples, are as follows:

I. Announcing/taking the floor: "Did you hear akim. . ."
2. Redirecting the conversation: "By the way" or "Anyway"
3. Hesitating: "Well," "You know," or "Let me see"
4. Interrupting: "Excuse me" or "Hold it a minute"
5. Retaking the floor: "What I meant to say is . "
6. Rephrasing: "In other words" or "What you're saying is .

7. Generalizing: "On the whole" and "All things considered"
8. Persuading: "Wouldn't you agree" and "Don't you think. .

9. Disagreeing: from "Not necessarily" to "On the contrary"
10. Piggy-backing: "And another thing" or "And what's more"
11. Ending discussion on a topic: "Well, all I can say is . . ."
12. (losing a conversation: "Well. I'll let you go now"

(See the Keller and Warner series, 1976-1979, for a much more complete
listing.) Those who can use these strategies well can succeed in commimicat
mg smoothly and effectively, but those who ignore or use them badly will tind
themselves stimibling painfully, or blindly alienating their partners, while
failing to communicate their true intent.

Each strategy can serve several functions at any given moment and can at
times balance conflicting tunctii ins. Laver (1 981) has indicated that polite
openers generalh have three key functions. First, they "defuse the potential
hostility ot silence in situations where speech is conventionally anticipated"
(Liver 1981: /01). Second, mmcl nit tI wersial words serve to ) se t up a comfiirtahle

context for further interaction. Third, polite openers allow the persons involved

to move toward common ground as topics and roles are negotiated. "The
greater degree ot risk to face, the more constrained the options tor nut iganiry
riolue behavior bee( ane. . In other words. maximum rhk leads to maximum
routine, and c(inversels , maximum to )11t file reflects maximum risk" (Liver
1981;2901.
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Relevant Studies
The rules of conversation seem to be a part of, and perhaps at the center

of, language development from its very beginning. Hakuta (1976) indicates
that a child learning a second language may use routines frequently because
of a greater need to communicate. The child may use them as conversational
crutches to help until greater language ability is achieved. A study by Hatch
(1978) notes that adults use a discourse model as much as possible. That is,
they learn to predict what will be said and to move a topic along by using
questions. When the topic is fixed, they then have a listening gri,-! to better
focus on the conversational possibilities.

Perceived fluency is also pertinent to managing conversations. Sajavaara
and Lehtonen (1978) found that native speakers spoke with more false starts,
extraneous words, rephrasings, and imprecise, incomplete sentences but were
perceived as being more fluent than nonnatives. Native speakers also used
more fillers and other strategies to give themselves time to think. Nonnatives,
On the other hand, simply used pauses or repetition, as these were the only
two ways they had learned to cope with such situations. Another study by
Sorhus, cited in Coulmas (1981), looked at spontaneous Canadian speech
and found that a fixed expression occurred, on average, once every five words,
or 20 percent of the time. The special emphasis of that study was on hesitation
words, e.g., "you know" and so forth, that seemed to help speakers buy time
in order to better articulate their thoughts as well as filling up the uncom-
fortable silence.

These studies reflect the realities of spoken communication and bring us to
the heart of the matter: Conversational management strategies can aid second
language learners in overcoming various hurdles they face in acquiring the
language and can aid greatly in altering the perceptions of native speakers
about the learners' fluency and general communication ability. The implicit-
tions for the classroom are profound.

The Classroom
If the task of second language educators is to help people better commu-

nicate with one another through language, it would seem imperative ro include
instruction in cultural patterns of perception and thinking as well as increased
emphasis on cultural styles of speaking. If that is true, then much more
attention may have to be given to the flow of communication that takes place
in the classroom. As Kramsch has ivinted out, "although formed of gram-
matically correct sentences, most of the exchanges in language classes are
highly unnatural in terms of discourse rules" (1981a:1). Traditionally, the
communicative cards have all been stacked in the teacher's favor. The teacher
controls the selection of speakers and topics, can interrupt at will, and is the
conversational boss who decides who will speak about what, when, and in
what way. Students are left with the rather reactive role of repeating what
has already been said or in responding to patterns or requests for information.
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The learners are sometimes put into no-win situations; once they have learned
how to create new sentences, they are made to realize that they lack the
conversational power to speak those sentences.

Learners need at least three abilities in order to achieve conversational
power. They are the ability to view conversation as a partnership, the ability
to use English as a way of getting things done, and the ability to take risks in
communicative situations. A conversation without a partner is merely a
monologue or a double monologue. amversational management strategies
can help to build the li .ics that lead to a communicative working together.
As Loveday has put it;

The signalling of these roles (speaker/hearer) is essential because it
provides the supporting framework for talk and carries meaning in so far
as its absence can be taken as indicating lack of interest, coldness, etc.
(1982;117).

The second point simply states that language learners need to be able to
initiate and remain actively engaged in communicative situations that are
meaningful to them. They need to use the tools of language to make things
happen. For this to come about, of course, means that the teacher must give
the students some opportunities to do more than merely respond to directions.
The third point hints at a difficulty prevalent among ESL learners. As Kramsch
has noted:

Students of a foreign language are often intimidated by the competitive-
ness of the conversational context. Each speaker speaks without really
responding or reacting to the other's statement; each takes care not to
interrupt and not to repeat. In fact, neither one is able to listen atten-
tively, for they are formulating their own future statements (198111:95).

Our role as educators in this regard is to get the learners involved in a very
active way in acquiring and using the conversational management strategies
they are deficient in and in utilizing English as a lively tool for communicating.

Language learners need to know that conversation contains elements of
both cooperation and competition. To be effective, one must be able to give
one's partner proper cues and yet, at the same time, be ready to diplomatically
take the floor and maintain a hold on it. Since most intensive English programs
have students from a plethora of cultural backgrounds, considerable juggling
may be required. Students from East Asia, for example, will probably need
much work in making their speech patterns more direct and assertive, while
those from the Middle East will probably need some help in toning down their
argumentat. styles, from 1'N:teasing the number of strategies used to soft-
ening those tilt . .to e. pm. v. are many ways to work toward these goals.

Those reluctant to !, discussions can be given responsibility for
advocating or r, zen ion. Those inclined to argue and inter-
rupt at every ., responsibility for reducing conflict and
finding ways fir come together. Simulations of United
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Nations gatherings or debates on controversial topics can help learners focus
on communicating effectively, both verbally and nonverbally, in English.
The use of conversational management cards, with each student having a
card with six or seven different strategies, can be helpful in getting them to
focus on how they say what they say. The use of such cards also helps learners
to listen more attentively to the cues given from the other participaists. (Each
card would have one way of expressing each of the Wowing: opinion, per.
suasive attempt, redirecting the conversation, tentative disasreement, sharp
disagreement, concession, and/or any of a number of others. Each person
would then he committed to using the specific strategies on his or her card
and would be hearing slightly different phrases from the other people. )

Pursuing these kinds of changes in conversational styles puts the teacher,
and the program, at the forefront of cross-cultural communication mid conflict
resolution. Conversational patterns share the same deep roots of cultural
patterns of thinking. The goal is not to make everyone American, but to give
our learners the conversational and conceptual tools with which to commu-
nicate more smoothly and effectively in the United States. Fin the ultimate
benefit of our students, then, these strategies might be combined with dis-
cussions on cultural patterns. This would give the students opportunities to
explore their ever-widening cultural horizons in a relatively non-threatening
environment. It would also help them to enhance their observational skills
in finding out what is happening around them. If we, as teachers and admin-
istrators, can help learners to go beyond their culture-hound ways of thinking
and speaking (as we at the same time try to stretch our culture.bound patterns),
and give the language skills needed to adapt to the new language and culture,
we will have progressed a long way on the path of better cross-cultural
communication.
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BACKGROUND DISCUSSIONS

Cultural Conflicts in the Classroom:
Major Issues and
Strategies for Coping

KRISTINE L. FITCH
University of Washington

mri
raclers u ESL h we unique experiences with and perspectives on cultural

dk ,Jstry Lii!rural differences are pet of the learning situation itself; students
brine with them silks of learning and expectations of classrooms in general,
whic h be quite different than those of the teacher. Within any class
there may also he vastly disparate styles and expectations. This variety is at
once a challenge and, often, a fnistration. It is frequently seen as one of the
most significant rewards of the profession: Cultural differences may add to,
and become an important part of, interation between students and their
teachers. On the other hand, when they do appear, cultural conflicts can
rarely be ignored. They may pose a serious threat to a teacher's objectivity
toward particular students. They may disrupt the learning process altogether
when students of different cultures are unable to work together because of
conflicts in values and behavioral norms.

A common exhortation of language teachers is that language does not exist
in a vacuum; it may only be meaningfully studied in the context of a culture
which uses it to communicate. Additionally, when English is taught as a
second, rather than a foreign language, there are necessarily cultural differ-
ences between the teacher and his/her students. Surely it would be ethnocen-
tricand almost certainly ineffectivefor a teacher to insist upon students'
learning culture along with language and yet refuse to open herself to learning
about theirs.

74" hke iii aiolsni ledge the ii.551%Lince 14 Martikt Manami
anJ Carnl An her in the Jet ebonent i4 tho dotiosion
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This discussion will outline pressure points which may cause cultural con-
flicts, discuss strategies for dealing with conflicts, and propose a range of
solutions, focusing on appropriate levels of teacher involvement in the pro-
cess. All of this is with the hope and conviction that cultural differences and

conflicts may become productive learning experiences in an ESL classroom.
First, however, it may be helpful to posit more specifically the possible effects

of such conflicts on classroom interaction.

Effects of Cultural Conflict
With the premise that cultural differences are part of ESL classroom envi-

ronmems, it is important to stress that they are potentially a very positive
part. Students are often fascinated to have classmates from all over the world.

Part of the reward of teaching culturally diverse groups is seeing students form

strong friendships regardless of language barriers, exchanging insights from

widely different perspectives, and, as a teacher, expanding one's own world
view on the basis of those insights and perspectives. The ESL teacher con-
stantly views herself in terms of contrast; there aie continuing opportunities
to understand one's own identity as an individual within a particular cultural

context (Irving 1984).
Thus, positive effects of analyzing and exploring culniral differences in the

context of an ESL class include creative tension and stimulation. Since

cultural differences seem to cause breakdowns in communication as often as
do linguistic ones, teachers are rarely at a loss for touching, sad, or funny
anecodotes at gatherings when the usual opening presents itself: "OH, you
teach FOREIGN students. That must be very (choose one): trying, interest-
ing, difficult." It is all of those; it is never boring, and cultural differences are
much of the fuel for the fascination.

When dealt with ineffectively or ignored, however, cultural conflicts can
have drastic consequences. Learning may be disrupted by continual negotia-
tion of personal banks, for example. Students may refuse to work together
or withdraw from class interaction; and the tension created by such polariza-

tion may severely limit cohesion within the rest of the group. Teachers burn

out when class after class becomes a battle of wills. Stereotypes may be
maintained or strengthened by personal contact, rather than modified. New
stereotypes and negative expectations for the future may become crippling

self-fulfilling prophec ies.
Through careful analysis of a problem situation, thc teacher can direct

efforts toward resolving it that, hopefully, will pmduce the positive, strength-
ening effects described first, rather than the destructive effects described later.

It is important to begin this discussion of cultural conflicts, and the classroom
disruptions they may create, with the assumption that negative repercussions
of cultural differences will be rare occurrences.
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Some Causes of Conflict
Two general themes emerge when discussing cultural conflicts with expe-

rienced teachers. One is the difficulty of separating such conflicts from those
based on personal incompatibility; the other is reconciliation of different
expectations of classroom behavior and interactions between teachers and
students whose previous educational experiences have taken place in culturally
different settings.

In the former area, when someone annoys or disturbs us, or does something
which seems incomprehensibk, a natural reaction is to observe that that person
has done something suange or unacceptable. Further analysis of the situation
may lead to the conclusion that the action in question was irritating due to a
cultural difference rather than personal pique. Yet, scholars have never defined
precisely what constitutes a culture and what is idiosyncrasy (Oudykunst and
Kim 1984). Unsurprisingly, then, the line divOing the two is narrow indeed.
If a Texan becomes irritated when a friend raised Ohio addresses the Texan's
parents by their first names, is the irritation due to violation of a Southern
customa family normthat no one addresses Nople of an older generation
by their first names unless specifically invited to do so? When a teacher adores
a sweet Chinese student who always does her homework and never argues, is
he/she reacting to a cultural trait or discovering his/her own need not to have
his/her authority questioned?

The effects of both personality and cultural conflicts are enhanced by the
amount of contact between teachers and students, which in ESL contexts is
often considerably more than it would he otherwise. It is difficult to like or
dislike anyone very strongly if you are seeing them only a few hours a week;
yet ESL students may spend five or six hours a day together, and an hour or
two with each of their teachers, so that relatively minor interpersonal tensions
may become greatly exaggerated.

In general, expectations for beb wior may be seen as a template formed by
previous experience. Individuals vary in the complexity and flexibility of their
expectations. Their reactions when expectations are violated, and the degree
to which they are consciously aware of them, are also extremely varied and
affect the extent to which subsequent behavior is influenced by previous
expectations (Brophy ani Good 1974). An inescapable point of difference in
ESL classrooms is the range of expectations, based in diverse cultural back-
grounds and previous experiences in educational settings, which teachers and
students bring to their interactions. It seems most fruitful to first examine
students' expectations and their ptissible ramifications, then to explore the
area of teachers' expectations and the conctmutantly greater influence they

may have on c!;!ssroom interaction.
Students have definite expectations I their classmates and teachers' behav-

ior. Even those who have intellectually prepared themselves for dealing with
a totally unfamiliar environment may be floored by the behavioral realities of
the ESL experience. They may lack the perspective and tolerance for violation
which comes from repeated exposure to different expectations. They may also
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feel powerless to change the situation, a constraint not often placed on the
teacher. A student may be horrified by a peer's shouted disagreement with
the point he is trying to make, for example, and wait helplessly for the teacher
to control the outburst. If the teacher is accustomed to the volume and
intensity of particular cultural groups verbal behavior, he/she may never
characterize the situation as out of control and, in fact, may be pleased at
having created such a stimulating discussion. Alienation of the offended
student and hostility toward the teacher for his/her apparent lack of authority
may well result from such a situation.

An expectation which many international students apparently bring to the
United States is one of freedom from the authoritarian educational systems
in their countries; they believe that American democracy carries into the
classrot an. North American values of relative informality and seeming disre-
gard for status differences may appear to confirm such assumptions. Yet numer-
ous confrontations in ESL programs result from this belief. Students have on
occasion voted not to use the assigned textbook, to have their lab instructor
replaced, or not to attend an unpopular conversation class, and then calmly
notified their teacher of their decision with the apparent expectation that this
was all that was required to effect a change. While few teachers wish to be
dictators, even North Americans must assume that they know more than
their students in most areas of curriculum decisions,

Considerable evidence exists as to the influence teachers' expectations of
individual students' behavior may have on the students' learning (see Brophy
and Good 1974 for an extensive review). Unfortunately, such research tends
to concentrate solely on children, perhaps with the assumption that adult
learners' self-concepts are already well-formed, so that their performance is
not greatly affected by teacher expectations. I would argue, however, that
self-fulfilling prophecies can have impacts on interactions at any age level,
and that second language learners' self-concepts are challenged in new ways
by culture shock, and by language learning itself. The effects of teacher
expectations on their adult students' performance are worth examination.

One type of expectation which may be especially influential in ESL class-
rooms is that of stereotypes. Many teachers, with perhaps considerable over-

seas experience and continuous contact with individuals very different from
themselves, may feel immune to the blinding limitations of stereotypes. If
defined only as unquestioned assumptions, this is probably true: faced with
numerous situations during daily activity which violate previous expectations,
teachers learn that any and all stereotypes are fallible. They may become
accustomed to questioning assumptions and readjusting them in light of new
information and experience. Yet, a stereotype may be formed in several ays:

through previous experiences and contact or colleagues' information, as well
as through lack of first-hand information (Garcia 1984). It is unlikely that
human beings ever stop attempting to predict events based on their past
experience; and expectations bawd on cultural membership amount to ste-
reotypes. ESL teachers should assume that they will always have stereotypes
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present in their belief strucnire, try as they may to view each student as an

indivklual. If contimuusly modified by ongoing experience, stereotypes will
at least be complex dusters of cultural characteristics informed by a multitude

of exceptions, rather than unidimensional, rigid expectations.
In terms of more general classrmni norms, ESL teachers rapidly become

aware of differences between the ESL classes they teach and the university
classes in which they were students. Yet , if punctuality, silence when someone
else is talking, and only tactful, genteel disagreenwnt of students were norms
in those cal ly classrooms, those will be expectations carried into the classes

they teach, no matter how many times this fails to occur. Such expectations
will he modified by experience; like stereotypes, however, it is unrealistic to
assume that they ever completely disappear.

When analyzing classroom conflicts or tensions, it may be helpful to narrow
down their causes in terms of the pressure points outlined above. Beyond the
two very broad categories of cultural/personality differences and expectations
for behavior, the following ',tants may provide useful steps in analysis of
conflict situations.

1. Know Thyself. The process of becoming aware of one's own stereotypes
Ind expectations is similar to a fish attempting to minutely examine the
chemical composition of its pond. Sources such as Stewart (1972), Freeman
and Kurtz (1969), Kaplan (1970), bony (1983), and Louis Harris and Asso.
ciates (1975) offer insightful starting places for inquiry into American cultural
characteristics. Descriptions abound of particular cultures backgrounds and
norms, as well as contrasts of those cultures with lin,ted States culture. Some

are little more than travelogues; otlwrs offer extensive descriptions based on
rigorous research. A few examples oi the latter type are Wolff (19(i8), 1)as

and Bardis (1978), Barzini (1971), and Condon and Saito (1974). Addition-
ally, former students often prove excellent informants when encouraged to
reflect on their experiences and interpretations from a more removed per-
spective, and rehes'ed Ot the necessity of maintaining a peaetul relationslup

with their teacher.
Thus, teachers shinild seek to be as consc ii tusk- aware as pOsslhle 01 their

OWn stereOtypes and expectations. Similarly, a .1 student has made a bad first

Impression during the first few days of class. it .nav be difficult to readjust that

image in light of subsequent events. I )efinita ai or description ill what at t Ions
caused the rwgat we reaction and citnsetous contrast tit later, unproved behav
tor, can help to realign expectations. It is important to be specinc ah,tut

actions that trigger negative teat. tions. A few students, for example, have
seemed to me to look bored during the first few days or weeks 01 .1 new term:

they slouched in their c ha mrs Ii iked Mut sighed hear i lv and fre-

quently, talked to their neiglik in general seemed completely uncapti-
vated by my efforts to teach them. My instiotst was to write them oft as

unmotivated or kllowIt..ilis. whey% iii st gnu i . them later on, many
said they were overwhelmed k the newness in thu Las and the school. To

hide the terror they feh, they devoted ettorts to smiting film. h,d,inr, 1 hid
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assumed they would be scared; what put me off was the apparent ease of their
adjustment.

If unsure whether a student's behavior is irritating because of a personality
conflict or a cultural difference, check with colleagues. Do they have the same
problem with that student! How do they react to it? Does the student's
behavior seem to them typical of someone from that culture, or does it strike
other teachers as unusual? Compare your reactions to that individual with
others from the same culture. Is there somethng about Germans in general
that you find aggravating? If there is, and you have contact with Germans
term after term, it may be necessary to explore your own reactions more
deeply, either with a colleague or a professional counselor, and plan construe
tive ways to deal with them. A helpful resource for beginning this self .
exploration is Curwin and Fuhrman (1975).

As mentioned previously, a key consideration regarding stereotypes is to
be clear about which ones influence one's own belief system. Once aware of
stereotypes, it is helpful to remind oneself constantly of the exceptions: the
assertive, talkative Chinese female; the flirtatious, lazy Japanese; the timid,
hardworking Italian.

To minimize conflicts based on taken.for-granted expectations, teachers
and program administrators must be careful to make their own expectations
explicit as early as possible. The North American value placed upon indirect
expressions of authority (Stewart 1972) is a frequent barrier to communication
in this respect, both linguistically and culturally. When an F.SI. student is
told "Why don't you move your chair over here closer to me so you won't be
tempted to talk to Jose," the message to stop talking to Jose is rarely received.
Orders should be worded as orders, not requests; not only is the grammatical
structure more comprehensible, the statement is recognized as one requiring
a specific response rather than truly offering a choice. This became clear to
me when urged a group working on a project to stop gossiping and get down
to business with the observation that "if you don't liuit visiting and get down
to work, you won't get anything done before class is over." They smiled
politely and nodded at me, the gossip continued, and sure enough, nothing
got done that day. I was furious; the students were puzzled by my anger. They
had understood the words completely; what had not been communicated was
the speech act of demanding that they do something different from what they
were doing. The students honestly felt I was offering a suggestion, which they
were free to act upon or ignore as they saw tit. Make expectations clear at the
beginning of the term or assignment, even if they seem obvious, such as "I
expect you to get in your groups and work on this project. Do not spend time
visiting." or "Take out a pen and paper and take notes on what I am about
to say." Transgressions should be corrected gently, but directly. "Juan, put
that away." "Get to work now, please. Do not talk about ;thing but this
assignment."

2. Be Aware of Students' Relationships. It is often tempting, especially
when teaching adults, to ignore tensions building between students, even
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when they are obvious. Because they are adults, we may assume that they
can, and should, resolve their own differences. Too often, however, they
make no such assumption. In many cultures, outside arbitrators are such a
part of argument that without them conflicts may never be resolved. Similarly,
if the tension is due to home country hostility, the parties may be convinced
that they were never meant to exist harmoniously in any context and that
anything less than continuous aggression would be disloyal to their parents
and country. In such cases, the wise teacher will ask questions and pay
attention to all he or she hears and sees going on between students. Many
times, only intervention from the teacher will defuse the situation enough to
keep it from disrupting class.

A teacher told, for example, of an instance in which two male students
were roommates--a softspoken Chinese and a flamboyant South American.
They hated each other and were desperately trying to get reassigned to other
dorm rooms, but in the meantime carried their feud into class: taunting each
other, making veiled threats of after-school violence, refusing to work in the
same group. As time went on the situation got worse; other members of the
class began to take sides, and the barbs got increasingly vicious between the
two principals. "I ignored it for too long," the teacher now reflects. "When I
finally did talk to the Chinese about the situation, he told me he was so tense
he hadn't been able to eat. I knew the Latin's work had really suffered, but I
thought he was just partying a lot-1 never made the connection with this
conflict the two of them were having. You know, you figure it's none of your
business, and taking them aside and telling them to keep it out of class doesn't
usually work. Finally, I had one of them transferred to another class. Each of
them could then make friends who didn't know each other, they could move
in different circles, they didn't have so much contact, and things got better.
At least my class could go on without that distraction."

Age differences and the role expectations incumbent upon them in different
cultures may also cause friction, as with a student who interrupted everyone,
including a middle-aged Indonesian woman who then considered it her duty
to correct this bad habit. Students seeking romance or friendship, while
endearing, may unwittingly step on cultural taboos surrounding relationships
and he puzzled and hurt about why they are unpopular. Again, such interper-
sonal concerns should nor carry over into the classroom; nonetheless, they
often do. Teachers should be aware that relationships between students can
enter the domain of their responsibility, and not let fears of being a "busybody"

keep them silent until the situation has begun to interfere with learning.
Similarly, when stereotypes among students become evident, they should be
examined openly and countered with accurate information.

The exception, however, is that differences which surface in the first few
days of the term are best kft alone. If politics or personal antagonism come
up that early in class, change the subject or squelch the discussionlet it
resurface when students know each other better.
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3. Remember the First Priority: Language Learning. In spite of the close
relationships often formed in an ESL class setting, no self-respecting teacher
should ever allow class to become an encounter group. Teachers are not meant
to be therapists; any who fancy themselves as such are both deluding them-
selves and cheating the students of the learning they paid for. Teaching and
learning language should always he of primary importance; cultural conflicts
slunild be dealt with in the classroom only when they threaten to interfere
with that process.

Yet the line at which an annoyance becomes interference is often a difficult
one to draw. There are many students who will irritate a teacher, for example;
hut surely all do not hamper teaching effectiveness. Some signs of when

ritation has become disruption are the following:
a. The teacher dreads class time, even though well-prepared, because it

has become a struggle to maintain order.
b. The teacher restructures gri ip exercises into individual ones because of

relational tensions.
c. One or a group of students is ostraci:ed by the rest.
d. Correction of behavior patterns becomes a daily part of class interaction,

and the corrections involve the same behaviors evety day (e.g., homework
not done; constant chatter or giggles; barbed remarks or obvious slights;
unexplained tension; constant, unexplained lateness).

I-laving discussed common pressure points of cultural differences and given
the guidelines for analysis of conflicts (isolation/definition of problems), we
arc ready to take the next step of outlining solutions to cultural conflicts.

Solutions to Cultural Conflict
The problem-solving strategies described below are arranged along a con-

tinuum of teacher involvement, from little or no overt attention to the conflict
by the teacher to active, introsp:ctive, carefully planned intervention.

I. Defuse/Avoid the Problem. This can frequently be the most construc-
tive approach, especially, as mentioned above, in the early stages of a class's
interaction. When a personality conflict, rather than a cultural difference,
seems to be the underlying agenda, it should usually he dealt with in this
manner.

Yet avoidance refers here only to classroom interaction. In many such
instances, it is helpful to ,Jeal with the individualfs) involved outside the
class. Begin with some kind of praise, and then describe your perceptions of
the situation. For example: "Jose, you really are such a smart guy. I know you
must have been a very good student in Peru. But sometimes, it seems like you
!Iv to answer every question that comes up. Sometimes I haven't finished the
question before you've started on the answer." Have data to support your
observat ions; describe specific, recent behaviors tb.,t :1' otrate the point. Then
talk abom the effect this has on you and/or the res t the class. "I start to
feel angry that I can't linish my sententes, and I'm concerned about the rest
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of the class; they never get a chance to show me what they know." Finish the
discussion with a direct statement of the change you have in mind: "Let me
finish my questions and let the other students answer sometimes, please."

If two students seem to be on touchy terms, follow the same steps. Talk to
them privately; state your observations that lead you to believe they are having
difficulties; express your feelings (concern for them, distraction or anger when
it comes up in class). Encouraging both students to describe their perceptions
of the issues involved may bring out productive discussion of their cultural
expectations and their feelings about seeing those expectations violated. If it
seems to be a personality conflict (these two people wouldn't like each other
regardless of each one's cultural background) how deeply you encourage them
to describe their versions of the conflict and their feelings about it will depend
on your relationship with them and how comfortable you feel doing so.
Usually, some spleenventing is a good idea, but you shouldn't have to break
up a fistfight. Be clear about the effects their quarrel has on you and the class,

and about your expectations for their future behavior. As a last resort, separate
them into different classes or call on an administrator to lay down the law.

2. Confront/Express. When cultural differences between the teacher and
students or between groups of students have reached a point where tension is
present in every class period, a simple ventilation of the feelings may L:.)
wonders to smooth the way for the rest of the term. Unfortunately, this can
be a very threatening situation for a teaclwr and sometimes the students as
well, and great care must be taken that such an interaction does not damage
relationships beyond repair.

One very experienced teacher told of a class she had that seemed strangely
frustrated by tlw textbook they were using. "I had used that book for that
level before, and I really didn't see what the problem was. I tried different
explanations; I gave them extra practice exercises. They always seemed to
understand in class, but then almost no one did the homework. Or one person
would do the homework and l'.' see them all out in the hall frantically copying
just before class. They started to seem real lacy to me, or dumb, maybe.

"Finally, one day when I tried to collect homework as usual, there wasn't
any. I just stood in front of my desk and looked at them. You could feel the
tension. I said something like 'Okay, what's the deal here,' and they exploded.

They all started saying at once that this book was too hard, that they weren't
able to do the work, that I never explained anything, never helped them at
all, that they couldn't do it by themselves. They felt like they hadn't learned
anything during the whole semester--and on and on. I sat there and nodded,
my heart racing, of course, wondering what would I do now! Would I get a
new book ? Would I assign less homework ? Would I become a cocktail waitress!
Since I had no idea, I just nodded and agreed and paraphrased'l can see
that makes you very angry.' 'I'm sure it's very frustrating to feel you've wasted
your tune so fat.'

"This went on for, oh, five minutes, which seemed like a lifetime, of course.
Finally they talked themselves out. Then I told them I felt sad that they were
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so frustrated and angry, but that they were very smart, hardworking students
and I thought they could learn a lot from this particular book. I didn't respond
to the truth value of anything they had said about me; I just said, 'Well, let's
back up a little and try again another way.'. I put them in groups of two or
three to do the homework assignment that had caused all the trouble, and
sure enough, they could do it. I walked around and helped a lot, patting
backs, touching every person that I felt it was safe to touchall the females,
the Latins. Things got a lot better after that. Instead of just explaining
something and throwing homework at them, I started putting them in groups
every day and encouraging them to work together. What I figured out was, I
felt like they ought to be able to do it all by themselves, like it was cheating
somehow if they worked together. They were used to being able to study with
classmates; but here, they couldn't get together in the evenings. I learned a

lot about group cultures and individualism that day."
A confrontation situation should always be controlled and briel". Screaming,

violence, or personal attacks should not be tolerated, and venting of feelings
should never become a regular facet of classroom interaction. Once in a

semester may be enough; regularity will decrease the impact of such comm
nication. The teacher should be prepared for anger and hostility, even directed
at her or him, and must resolve to be calm and not take comments personally.
As the teacher did in the situation described above, it helps to react to
feelings, not to whether specific charges leveled are true or false. Finally,
there will not be a solution to every problem. If Asians are insulted and put
off by the dress and malefemale interaction patterns of Latins, they will
almost certainly continue to be so, even after an opportunity to voice their
opinions. Yet the act of venting emotions, even negative ones, can increase
each group's sensitivity to the other. It may even open the way to further
exploration and sharing of perspectives, The teacher may or may not choose
to become involved in that stage of resolution; if he does, cultural learning
may become part of ianguage acquisition.

3. Increase kvareness Through Learning. In this stage of teacher involve-
ment, cultural differences are used as resources to teach. This requires a certain
amolint of clas: time and advance planning, as well as familiarity of the
teacher with ine cultural values and characteristics involved. While the
students should be the infoimants, the teacher cannot be asking wide-eyed
questions ailout a particular holiday or custom at this juncture. The idea is
for the class to explore a culture's belief systems as bases for behavior; in short,
to understand and appreciate as fully as possible why this custom or behavior
makes sense to the members of that culture.

This is not meant to imply extensive effort toward development of a shiny
new "culture unit" to work into) the semester at some point. In fact, the more
smoothly a cultural learning experience can be integrated into classroom
activities, the more realistic it will be. Culture is a part of human beings, as
well as language; if cultural learning starts out lot 'king like a writing, reading,
or grammar exercise, so much the better.
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For example, a gifted conversation leader told of a class he had taught
which included a Middle Easterner with unusually strong body odor. The man
had become a class joke and was increasingly isolated from his classmates,
who tried to avoid working in groups with him. They grew less cautious, as
time went on, about hiding their snickers and remarks about his odor. The
leader chose a class activity which involved selecting items from a list one
would keep if marooned on Mars; and one of the possible choices was soap.
The Middle Easterner left that off his list, to a louder.than-usual chorus of
giggles. When the leader asked why, the man said that in his religion cleaning
one's body or clothes with chemicals was a sin against God. He said that
cleansing himself with oniy natural substances like water and sand made him
feel closer to God, and that using soap would make hint feel as guilty as would
drinking alcohol. His classmates lapsed into shamefaced silence, recognizing
his odor as a sign of a devoutly religous person, not just a filthy slob as some
of them had thought. The leader thanked the man sincerely and went on.
Nothing more was said, and though the man was not instantly loved by all

his fellows, they stopped making fun of him and included him more often in
their conversations.

In another instance, a teacher counted on a reading about marriage customs
in different cultures to develop into discussion of nonverbal norms for males
and females. He talked some about areas of behaviorhow close one stands
when talking to someone of the same or opposite sex, whether touching
people of the opposite sex was acceptable and under what circumstances, eye
contact, and so forth. Then he asked the students to give examples from their
cultures. One semester, as two Thai women acted out a conversation to
demonstrate how far apart they stood, one halt-jokingly turned to a Latin

man and said, "See? That's why I can't stand to talk to you. You stand on top
of me and you always touch my arms. No man ever touched me before but

my father." The Latins in the class were, of course, astonished and became
much more circumspect in their touching behavior.

For culture learning to work so smoothly into class, however, the teachers

in both cases had to plan ahead. They knew what points needed to be made,
and they scheduled exercises or subjects which would make such topics seem
like natural digressions. One teacher says she especially counts on vocabulary

with 1st, -ity endings because they flow so easily into naming religions:

I lindinsm, Buddhist, Christianity, etc. "From religion you can go anywhere,"
she points out, "and I tailor that discussion to whatever differences are most
pronounced, or are causing friction, in each class." It is crucial not to settle

tor simply a description of a custom; probing for the belief behind it can be a
valuable source of insight for both cultural insiders nd outsiders. It should

he reiterated at this point, however, that teachers must be sufficiently familiar

with the cultural characteristics and values likely to surface to ensure that the

discussion will proceed in productive directions. Great caution must be exer-

cised so tha teachers do not open a Pandora's box of negative evaluation and
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perhaps ethnocentrism in the attempt merely to generate a stimulating dis
elusion.

This paper has explored the general issue of conthcts occurring in ESL
classrooms which are related to cultural differences existing both between
teachers and their students and among the students themselves. Two pressure
points were suggested that complicate the environment in such classes: per-
sonality conflicts, which are at times difficult to distinguish from cultural ones;
and differences in expectations for various facets of classroom interaction.
Three guidelines were offered for teachers to focus their analysis of cultural
conflicts: be aware of their own biases, stereotypes, and expectations; he aware
of students' relationships; and deal with cultural conflicts with the goal of
;daking them part of language learning. A con!inuum of acher involvement
served as a basis for discussing the range (At- solutions available: from ignoring
a conflict with the goal ot' defusing or avoiding it; to confronting the problem
and encouraging the principals to express their perceptions and feelings about
the matter; to actively incorporating cultural differences and even conflicts
as part of language instruction.

While no discussion of issues or set of guidelines can cover every possibility
of classroom interaction, it is hoped that this essay will provide at least some
basic tools for analysis of cultural conflict. Perhaps the most crucial aspect of
effectively dealing with cultural differences in ESL classes is constant attention
to the "spice" they can add to students' and teachers' experiences. Someone
once observed that life would be awfully boring if everything went right all
the time; surely ESL teachers should feel safe from the possibility.

t.
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INSTITUTIONAL APPROACHLS

Macalester College:
The American Language and
Culture Program

ELLEN D. COMER
Macs !ester College

The following essay describes the American La now:L. and Culture Provrain
at Macalester College, which was developed with a grant trom the Exxon
Educational Finindation. The Exxon grant has enabled Macaksher ft dee,:ior,
a unique ESL program that successfully prepares foreign students tor dmt life
and work at the colkge. According to students evaluations, the extensive
attention paid to all aspects of their adiustriwnt pro, Hs resulted in a more
successful overseas college experience than occurred when at tenth in was paid
only to language instruction. Moreover, tilt to-"n students have not been
the ()lily pet ple to benefit in )1I1 this program. eat lie college community
has deepened its involvement in and understanding of the torewn student
population at Macalester, thereby strengthening the college's international
perspectite.

Background Information
Macester College, a to"r.ve.ir Iiher1il al:, Lone*: located in

Mu. . ota. ha, it ng been known tor its emph,,,as op intermit ion,dr.m. This

emph is Is retleced in the larve numher ot internationally orienlvd courses
in tlw curriculum /II e,eneral arid, specitically, in the loternational
matiir, the extensive t u h abroad program, ard :lw presel 'CC t appros ;,aateb;
2(X) (12 percent) foreign ...tudent, representing A wide %mien. ot
these 200 tudents nnighly halt enter the college la edini: mist foci It it. in English

a Second Language. In t.rdt ,. to meet du, need, Ma, alestt r has dot:Lived
.pechilred curn i. i.lum in I :4,1 ..l.esigned mit t 41k' ft U pi.' e students' fluency

iii EngliN11, I'M Alm lo rti)vitie hq their sin t !sslimi

the tihuirod and L. titt!tular lilihicli ot the hhei.t1 arts k avec.
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The overall goal of the American Language and Culture Program, which
was first instituted in 1981, is to combine ESL instruction with cultural/
curricular orientation. This is accomplished by providing classroom instruc-
tion on the American character in addition to providing a variety of supple-
mentary programs and activities designed to contribute to the students' under-
standing of life in the United States. The total American Language and
Cu ltkre Program consists of the ESL Program, including two seminars focusing
on life in the United States; a four-week field experience when students travel
to a specific area of the United States; a team experience paiting three foreign
students with one American student; special faculty advisers for each student;
and a variety of supplementary activities. All of these components, with the
exception of the ESL program, which has its own coordinator, are supervised
by a prog-am coordinator.

1. ESL Program/Culture Seminars. Macalester's ESL Program offers inten-
sive lanrage struction on the intermediate and advanced levels. These
levels correspond to the following scores on the Michigan Test of Aural
Comprehension (AC) and the Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency

Intermediate: AC = 45-65
ELP = 50-65

i',,ivanced; AC = 65-90
ELP = 65-90

All ESL courses are credit-bearing courses. On the Mtermediate level students
are required to take the following courses: Development of Reading Skills,
Conversation and Comprehension, Intermediate Composition, and Cultures
in Contrast Seminar. On the advanced level students take: Advanced Com-

rr,tical Reading, Seminar Techniques, and the American Language
arid Culture Seminar.

The oven a;l goal of the two culture semman. is to provide, concurrently,
:five involvement in the exploration of cultural issues and meaningful prac-

ti,..,: in all langaage skills. Whereas the language practice in the other ESL
courses eoncentiates on a particular skill area, the culture seminars provide
multi-skill language practice. The content of the seminars is integrated into
,he other ESL courses, thus providing reinforcement and a unifying thread
for the total pr, %gram. The language-learning experience is approached as a
wh( 'le process rather than as the acquisition ot series ot difkrent and
sometimes seemingly unrelated skills.

Cultures in Contrast Seminar.
a. Objectivo. Cultures in Contrast, the intermediate-level seminar, operates

with two principal objectives in mind. The first of these is that each student
should .aiderstand the mo..t important cultural factors underlying American
behavior in a variety ot common social situations. Students examine the broad
range ot linguistic and soCial options Americans choose from to satisfy their
everydly needs. They also examine the vanabk s such as ,Ige, sex, edliCation,
sochil Class, and tultural background which determine an individual's behav-
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students simultaneously compare and contrast the various ways of behaving
in their own cultures. Of primary concern in meeting this first objective is to
help the foreign students understand why Americans act in certain ways but
not to communicate a message that the American approach is in any way
better than that of other cultures.

The second objective is to develop in the students the practical skills
necessary to function appropriately, both socially and linguistically, in com-
mon social and academic situations. The social adjustments necessary for

foreign students to succeed in the United States are often given only cursory
attention during orientation sessions; after that, students are kft more or less
on their own. By paying specific attention to these problems and providing
actual practice in appropriate verbal and nonverbal behavior for an entire
semester, students' adjustments have proven to be far smoother, of shorter
duration, and less painful.

b. Description of Course. The content of the Cultures in Contrast Seminar
is organized around the following topics and focuses on the readings and
exercises in two textbooks, f3eytmd Language by Levine and Adelman (1982),
and Cmimumication and Culture by Gregg (1981).

(1) Culture, Reality, Stereotypes, and Expectations
Gregg, Chapters 1 and 2

(2) Verbal and Nonverbal Transmission of Culture
Levine, Chapters 2 and 3

(3) Personal Relationships, Gender Roles, Dating
Levine, Chapter 4

(4) Cultural Conflict and Cultural Adjustment
Levine, Chapters 9 and 10

(5) The Family
Levine, Chapter 5

(6) Education
Levme, Chapter 6

(7) Work Values
Levine, Chapter 7

(8) Intra-Cultural Variety, Food
Gregg, Chapter 6

(9) Time and Space
Levine, Chapter 8
Gregg, Chapters 3 and 4

c. Suggestums. It is extremely important tor students to understand that the
objective ot this course is not to Americanize them but rather to facilitate
their adjustment to the United States, thereby enabling them to have a richer,
smoother overseas experience. The following quotation from James Michener
(1975), which summarizes the basic phili)sophy ot the course, provides a useful
introductory exercise leadint; into the course objectives.

t you reject the f,,od, ignore the customs, tear the relwon, and avoid
the people, you might better stay home: you are like a pebble thrown
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into the water; you beconw wet on the surface, but you are never part of
the water."

Also critical to the success of the course is the concept that no culture is
better than another. The continued emphasis on a cross-cultural, non-judg-
mental examination of behavim is extremely important.

It is also useful to remind students frequently that this course is not just a
content course but a language practice course. The activities designed to
supplement the course content outside of class are usefu in enabling students
to use the skills taught in class. The following list of in-class activities suggests
ways that the various language skills can be practiced:

(1) listening to lectures from guest speakers (video-taped for added rein-
forcement), taking notes, and summarizing lecture notes,

(2) taking objective and subjective exams,
(3) interviewing,
(4) giving individual oral presentations.
d. Aloathms. At the beginning of the semester, students are shown the

following paradigm, outlining the four areas they will be exploring:
( I ) What you think about Americans
(2) What Americans think about themselves
(3) What you think about yourself and your cotmtry
(4) What Americans think about your country
If it is not possible to devote an entire class to teacInng culture, the use of

this paradigm as a focus for the work done in other courses can aid in the
studems' adjustment and personal growth. Frr example. in a reading class
select ii ins could be chosen which would focus on areas 2 and 4 of the paradigm,

whereas in conversation or composition coursework could address areas I and
3. The unifying thread provided by the content f the culture course has
proved iiwaluable in developing a tighter ESL program. This same thread
could concdvably be woven through other skill courses without having the
separate CtIltlire course.

3. American Languar and Culture Seminar.
a. Objectives. The advanced level culture seminar entitled The American

Language and Culture Seminar, is also designed to explore cultural issues
while proviLling meaningful language practice. It forms a bridge course between

the ESL program and other academic courses. w specTI itic goals of this course

arc to acquaint students with the historical, social, and political which
comprise the "American character"; to enable students to explore how these

tenets are reflected in various institutions here in the Umted State.., and co
enable students to synthesize knowledge of the American charxter from
various primary and secondary sources in original essays. oral reports, and
c lass discussions.

Desenpuon f the cutest! The content of this seminar provide, a more
in-depth analysis ot historical and cultural ISSLICS. The following topics provid,:
the general focus for the cour,c.
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( I ) American Diversity
(2) Immigration and Ethnicity
(3) Basic American Values
(4) Social and Political Change
(5) Government
(6) Education
(7) Sports
(8) The American Family
(9) American Business
The textbook, The American Way by Kearny, Kearny, and Crandall (1984),

provides a useful focus for the course; however, it must be supplemented with
additional readings in order to provide a more varied perspective on the issues
being explored.

Of central importance to this course is the student research project that
comprises a major portion of the final grade. Students are required to write a
ten-page report of some aspect of American culture which they wish to explore
in great depth, They are required to gather data both from library sources and
from research conducted in the community, specifically from observation or
interviews. The three main purposes of this project are to validate or debunk
the cultural information taught in class; to develop the skilk needed to locate,
organize, and synthesize information from library sources, the mass media,
personal observation, and interviews with people in the community; and to
become better acquainted with the Minneapolis-St. Paul area.

This project enables students to become mole familiar with American
culture and to establish useful contacts with Americans in the community. It
also provides practice in writing a paper similar to regular academic papers,
and it provides an opportunity for the practice and improvement of all tan-
guage sk ills,

Also important to the success of this bridge course is the inclusion of guest
lectures, most of which are given by faculty members. The students benefit
from exposure to differing lecture styles and also hear a variety of expert
opinions on various issues.

c. Suggestions. Again, it is important to remind the students that this is a
language course wherein the development of their English is equal to if not
more important than the acquisition of cultural information. This course is
not necessarily as cross-cultural in its orientation as the tirst seminar is;
therefige, it is necessary to provide a balance of positive and negative facts
and opinions in order to avoid a one-sided chauvinistic presentation of this
culture.

d. Adaptations. In order to provide a multi-skill language practice course
which could serve as a bridge course between ESL and academic courses for
those students who resist studying more about American culture beyond the
first semester, we devised a course with a difierent content focus but with
similar goals. The title of this course was the Current Affairs Senunar.
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4. Interim Term Program. Macakster operates on an academic calendar
which includes a one-month Interim Term during January. During Interim
students choose from a range of on- and off-campus courses and independent
projects. As part of the Exxon American Language and Culture Program,
students at Macalester may elect to travel on a 25-day bus trip to a selected
region of the United States

a. Objectives. The objectives of this cross-cultural journey are to
experience the diversity of United States cultural and economic life by visiting
various institutions and landmarks typical of a specific geographical region,
to continue developing language skills, and to develop an awareness and
understanding of all the cultures represented in the traveling group,

b. Description. The trip, which is designed for approximately two-thirds
international students and one-third United States students, provides an
opportunity to visit historical and cultural sites, to experience American
family life via homestays, and to share insights with fellow travelers from
different cultures. The students participate in group activities during the daV
and are free in the evenings to become acqtminted with families.

Students arc required to keep daily journals in which they comment on
their homestays, sites visited, and other experiences. They are also required
to complete a final report designed to increase their knowledge of each other's
countries and to promote general interaction among the group members.
Students select a topic of interest (i.e. political structure, women's roles,
etc.), and then interview other students on the trip about the topic. The
information gathered is written up and submitted upon return. In addition to
the project, tirst and second year students are assigned intercultural essays to
read and summarize. Third year students read relevant passages about areas
visited (from Garreau's Nme Nations of North America (1982)) and then
respond to the readings.

The group stays with host famihes whenever possible and this aspect of the
experience has proven to be a very important part of the trip. Families provide
meals (breakfast and dinner) and transportation to and from the central
meeting place in the mornings and afternoons. Attempts are made to locate
families of varying socio-economic and cultural backgrounds. Some of the
more interesting family experiences have included a stay with Amish/Men-
nonite families on farms in Pennsylvania-Dutch country, lower income black
families (mostly single parent) in Memphis, Mexican-American families
throughout Texas, and some Native American (Pueblo Indian) families in
Santa Fe. In some cases, food stipends are arranged to help the families with
expenses; however, most families are happy to volunteer. Families are not
expected to enterzain their students since the students' goal is to experience
everyday life, but many times families do plan outings with their students and/
or social events with other families. Generally two students stay with each
family. Information is sent to each city so families can choose the students
whom they want to host.
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Typically, the group meets in the mornings at a central meeting place and
then buses to the activity for the day. Free time is worked into the schedules.
The bus driver drops the group off at a meeting place in the afternoon, (usually
5 p.m. to accommodate working host families). In each city, the group is
provided with an overview of some sort (general city tour, film, etc.) during
the beginning of the stay so that students can explore specific areas of interest.

The trip is completely self-supporting; the student price includes transpor-
tation, accommodations, breakfast and dinner in most places, a textbook,
and all group activities. Students pay their own incidental expenses. In the
cities where the group doo not stay with families, students receive a per diem
food stipend. Some aid awards are given based on financial need.

A student assistant is chosen to accompany the kader. This student has
received a larger aid award in exchange for his/her help in initiating activities
to promote interaction in the bus while on the road.

c. Suggestions.
( ) Itinerary. As nuich information as possible should be gathered prior to

determining the itinerary. Travel agents and Chambers of Comnwrce
are useful resources.

(2) Transportation. Transportatitm arrangements must be made early in
order to determine the cost per student. The cost for a 40-passenger
bus with driver has varied from $7000 to $13,000. It is important to
find a driver who will remain for tlw entire month, be flexible about
the schedule, and deal well with the unexpected,

(3) Locating Host Families. International organizations are goixl starting
places for names of possible families. Chambers of Commerce, AI'S
International Intercultural Programs, Rotary, NAFSA volunteers, the
National (A)uncil for International Visitors, college alumni, and churches

are also useful sources. Arrangements should be begun at least four to

five months before the trip.
(4) A pre-departure orientation session is important for setting ground

rules, going over the itinerary, and getting acquainted. A debriefing

experience upon return allows students to evaluate their experiences.
(5) It is important to obtain liability waivers tor the group leader and for

the colleg and to make certain that students have adequate health

insurance coverage.
d. Adaptations. This trip can be adapted for any region of the country. By

having a faculty member sponsor the trip, it could have a specific focus based

on the faculty member's held of interest (historical focus, sociological, etc.).
A student worker could be hired to do much of the correspondence but should

be supervised closely by a staff member.
5. American Assistants.
a. Objectives. The main purpose of this component of the program is to

enhance the integration of the foreign students with American students. Each

semester a small group of American students is chosen based on their interest

in working with foreign students and their desire to expand their cross-cultural
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communication skills. Each American is assigned to work with a group of
three or four foreign students from the Cultures in CtIntrast Seminar, The
Americans' role in this group is to Serve as tutors, peer counselors, and resource
people. In the eyes of the foreign students, these American assistants can
seem more accessible and non-threatening than the academic advisers or
teachers. For that reason, the assistants are able to play a valuable role in the
foreign students' adjustment process. The assistants are also an important
agent in introducing the foreign students into the social milieu of the campus.

b. Descriptitm. As part of the credit the assistains receive for this practical
experience, they are required to meet a minimum of once a week with their
group. At these meetings the assistants conduct exercises designed to stipple-
ment the material ctwered in the seminar that week. They are required to
keep a summary in lesson plan form of the activitiLs for each week as well as
a journal of their personal reactions to the fOrmal meetings and to any informal
or spontaneous interactions they have with the members of their group. To
plan for their group meetings, each assistant must attend a weekly meeting
with the other assistants, the supervising faculty member, and the Exxon
Program Coordinator.

In addition, the assistants are required to write a mid-term and final eval-
nation of each of their students, commenting on the progress, level of panic-
ipation, attitude, etc., of each. These evaluations serve to alert the svininar
teachers and the program coordinator to any serious problems.

Lastly, the assistants are required to write a final paper on a topic of their
choice. This project involves interviewing students in order to gain insights
on a specific aspect of internationalism. Topics have included adjustment
problems of a specific culture, customs t if various culzures, attitudes of U.S.
students to foreign students, evaluations of the pn)gram, etc. Emphasis tor
the projects is on the practical applicatkin of the infommtion gathered.

c. tiligt!esuons. Spec Ml Ihstructit in provided by the pn wain coordmator and
the faculty supervisor on how to structure a sinaH group learning session is
very important. Without knowledge of the necessity for some overall gtials
and structure in small group sessIons, the American assistants tend to design
only "rap'' sessions which are generally less pr, due tire.

J. Adaptathms. In lieu of baying a program coordinator or taculty sponsor
supervise the American assistants, a student intern can L. used. This person
should have experleme in deVelopillg implement ing small grunip act ivit les
and in working in a erOss-etiltultal en vi ronnwnt . ( See Appendix for a job
descriptitai used to recruit student interns at Macalester.)

0. Classroom Supplements.
filjecut-es A primary factor it intributing to the sUlceSs of this program

is the large number of activitws designed to supplement the classrottin learmng
experience. These activities, which support and ll:MIMI the coursework,
serve to integrate language instruction, academic content. and practical expe-
rience. Thruiugh these t t mit me,. the students are provitkd tTptintinity to
practice their language Skill% taitside the Llassn Ha)). :onverseh , they are able
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to use the ESL courses as a place for interpretation of and feedback on the
ideas gathered outside the classroom. All of these aspects of the program have
been organized and implemented by the program coordinator.

h. Description.
(1) Speakers. At the advanced level, the seminar is supplemented with

faculty and community speakers. This is an aspect of the program that
has been extremely popular with both the students and the guest
lecturers. Students respond well to exposure to a variety of teaching
styles, and the lecturers have been enthusiastic about the chance to
interact with international students. Many faculty members have
developed a new appreciation for the amount of energy a nonnative
speaker of English must expend in order to compete in an English-
speaking classroom.

(2) Field Trips. In addition to the weekly activities with their American
assistants, the ESL students are offered a variety of field trips. Whenever
possible these trips are planned to coincide with the content of the
seminar (i.e., a tour of the capital during the government unit, visits
to various schools during the education unit). Students have enjoyed
visits to various churches, museums, theaters, historic landmarks, busi-

nesses, and other areas of the city. The goal of these visits is to provide
an opportunity for students to explore as many facets of the culture as
possible. Some trips are required for class; others are made optional.

( 3) Host Families. Upon arrival, students are able to request a host family.

chese families often include their students in family functions and
serve as general resource people. Attempts are made to match student
and family interests, and family professions with student majors.

C. Sugestions.
(I) Community Activities. It is useful to be on the mailing lists for local

museums. theaters, etc., in order to be wdl-thformed of conummity
events. Many organizations will provide guest speakers at no charge.
Local media will often provide video tapes of special programs which
can be used in tit,. classroom.

(2) Recruiting Host Families. Local churches. newspapers, schools and
orgamzations can all be used as resources for possible host families. An
inft mnation form completed for both families and students is a great
aid in matching compatibie pairs.

d. Adaptutuins. The coordioat u in of all ot these supplementary activities is
it titiw-consianing task requirlog special staffing. in the e% ent that such staftiag
is impossible, one suggestion is to crcate a student internship (fun credit) or
work-study position to organize and supervise these ac t wales.

7. Faculty Advisers. The advanced level ESL students enAled in the
Anwrican Langui.ige and Culture Seminar are eah assigned to a acuity adyisLr

in their intended major departments. The priman, purpose 1.1 this special
advising system b to familiarize each student st ith his or her ijor as it is

practiced in the United States, as well as to provide an earl lim. between
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the ESL student and the academic department. The advisers provide accurate
information about the general course of study for that particular major and
about general academic policies, procedures, requirements, and options at
Macalester. By providing this necessary information, the advising system
contributes greatly to the successful integration of the foreign students into
the American liberal arts education system.

a. Description. Throughout the semester, the advisers meet with their small
groups of ESL students on a bimonthly basis for the purpose of orienting them
to academic life in the United Sta.,:s. Students greatly appreciate the oppor-
tunity to become acquainted with an authority in their academic discipline.
Since ESL students are sometimes very eager to begin their studies in their
major, this contact has proven to he very satisfying for them while they must
still take ESL courses. The advisers gain insights into the foreign student
adjustment process and into the difficulties of overcoming language harriers.

b. Suggestions. This advising system has been most effective when instituted
in conjunction with the advanced level seminar since the students' English
proficiency is higher and they are more likely to have determined their majors.
It is useful for the program coordinator to conduct periodic meetings with the
advisers to brief them on effective advising techniques and to plan education-
ally and socially valuable student activities. Advisers are encouraged to inv Ite
their advisees to visit some of their courses. This often satisfies the ESL
stvdents' curiosity while exposing them to a variety of teaching styles and
often reinforces the need for further English instruction.

C. Adaptations. Faculty members already serving as advisers might volunteer
their tmw for periodic small group meetings with the ESL students. These
advisers could perhaps speak r:) the seminar class as a whole.

The author ii nhes to a, n, ledge the p uIbitt mg people pff then ,ontributions ui du! onuntung

stu Less of ihe pwgram Lrnne Ackerberg, Km Brown. John Knapp. Pat Mown, Tom
Karl Sandberg, IkuiuJ Sanford. firth Willman-Van dry W'erc,'
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Appendix
internship Description

I. Title: Prograin Coordinator.
II. Department: International Center/Linguistics
III. Qualifications:

1. Upperclassman preferred.
2. Experience in developing and implementing a variety of group activ-

ities and programs preferred.
3. Cross-cultural awareness and sensitivity required.
4. Ability to work well with students, faculty, staff, and community

resources required.
5. Demonstrated responsibility, iiiitiative, and independence required.

IV. Duties:
1. Meet weekly with small group of student assistants and instructor for

the "Cultures in Contrast" intermediate-level English as a Second
Language (ESL) course. Provide leadership in planning out.oklass
activities to supplement coursework.

2. Cinnmunicate reguiarly with instructor of "Cultures in Contrast:'
3. Attend "Cultures in Contrast" at least twice a week.
4. Arrange and participate in out-of-class trips. (Arrange transportation,

times, places, contacts, etc.)
5. Arrange occasional guest lectures for class. (btablish contacts, arrange

videotaping, place, etc.)
6. Plan occasional social events for group of international students in

"Cultures in Contrast" and for their American student assistants.
7. Participate in international student orientation and placement process

of international students into English as a Second Language courses.
This takes place the last week of August.

8. Assist in evaluating American student assistants' work tor the "Cul-
tures in Contras!" cinirse.

(These assistants register for a ttinIrlid thn nigh t ht. Linguistics I )epart ment

and receive credit tor their work.)
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INSTITUTIONAL APPROACHES

_

Ohio State University:
The American Language Program
Cross-Cultural Training Project
111111Mill

TIMOTHY TODD DIEMER
Ohio State University

Most teachers agree that language learners are not likely to do well if they
are shocked, fazed, or stunned by the demands of cultural adjustment. The
close relationship between skill in cultural adjustment and second-language
development is obvious from the point of view of many language teachers.
Experience in the classroom tends to show that when someone is adjusting
well to a foreign culture the task of the teacher is easier and evidence of
language growth is clear,

Staff at the Ohio State University's American Language Program have
organized materials and conducted training activities that are intended to
speed language acquisition by supporting cross-cultural awareness. The pur-
pose is ro enhance the learning of those students who lack previous interna-
tional experience and face both the task of adapting to life in a foreign country
and the task of reaching language proficiency requirements. These cross-
cultural training activities have been carried out during four successive aca-
demic quarters. This paper describes the methods and activities of the current
training design.

1. Methods of Cross-Cultural Training. We began to organize materials
for cross-c ultural training by studying methods. 1-loopes (1979; 3-5) has drawn
the range of cross-cultural training methods on a line from a university model
on one end to a human relations/sensitivity training model on the other.
Information transfer :b most important on one end, while introspection and
group interaction is emphasized on the opposite end. In the middle of those
two approaches is an integrated cognitive/experiential model. Cross-cultural
training within our intensive English program is an effort to implement a
middle approach by drawing from both experiential and cognitive learning
reSOUrCes.
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Gochenour (1977:33) provides a definition of the experiential part of cross-
cultural training that can be used with this model:

That avenue to awareness and knowledge derived from the perception
of existential wholes, effecting a change in the one experiencing, expres-
sible primarily in processes of the appositional, and secondary to the
propositional mode of consciousness.

Gochenour suggests that there are two distinct but complementary types of
mental processes involved in learning about a foreign culture (1977). One is
promoted through information transfer and the other is promoted through
experiential learning. Our use of the cognitive/experiential model is aimed at
developing two types of learning through training activities that combine
selected reference information about adjustment to American culture with
insights and skills students have gained from their own experience.

Promotion of learning through experience is an essential feature of the
cognitive/experiential model. Students in our intensive English program are
adults or mature adolescents who are likely to bring with them a pm ''o of
successful life experiences. The fact that these students are preparing for
academic study in America implies in some cases an outstanding position
within their own community. To assume that members of a learning group of
this type have gained skill and awareness from their experience is consistent
with a general principle ot adult education (see Srinivasan 1977: 58), as well
as a specific feature of the experiential/cognitive model of cross-culniral train-
ing. One advantage to our program of the cognitive/experiential model is the
potential to train students to adapt their skills and perceptive abilities for use
in new environments.

As Hoopes (1979: 3-5) pointed out, however, strict reliance on trainees'
experience to develop cross-cultural awareness and skills may produce unsat-
isfactory results. Experiential methodology can limit the amount of content
that can be presented. Sometimes it really is not possible to guarantee that
plans to present certain content can be fulfilled. There is an expectation that
a number of key concepts will be produced by the trainees themselves. The
cognitive aspect of Hoopes' integrated cognitive/experiential model is meant
to nuninme limitations that might occur with a strictly experiential design.

2. Content of Cross-Cultural Training. Anotlwr advantage to our pro.
grain of the cognitive/experiential model is the potential to balance content
that the trainers consider important with that derived from asking participants
to rely on their own insights and experience. As we planned a curriculum to
reach this balance. we selected three content areas to include in the training
design: a detinitum ot culture, models of cross.cultural adjustment, and a
cimdensed description of cultural values thar inthience Amenc in behavior.
Our goal was to intersperse these three content presentations among related
expe Tient 'al activities.

The first ciintent area, presentation ot a definition ot culture, was important
in establishing hi w. the term woukl be uwd througiumt the Course ot training
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activities. Definitions of culture that have been used in the past within
language programs range from "small c culture . . . the way people live . ."

to "large C culture . the major products and contributions of a society
I " (Chastain 1976: 388). Further ambiguity may have resulted if our
students translated the word into another language without an equivalent
meaning. Since attendance at the sessions was voluntary, we attempted to
announce each session in a way that would be clear and attractive. As we
invited participation in the activities, we avoided even using the word "cul-

ture" until we could define how the term would be used within the context
of the training, We found that a greater number of students readily understood

the value of a session if it were announced as "English through drama" than

if the same session were announced as "cross-cultural role play." Likewise, we

found that a topic presented as "family relationships in your country/family

relationships in the United States" produced more discussion than the same

topic presented as "family relationships: cross-cultural comparison." When
there was an opportunity to attach a specific meaning to the word culture, we

asked the students to consider the following definition; "Culture is a way a

group of people go about meeting life's basic needs."
To define life's basic needs, we turned ro the work of Abraham Maslow

(1954) and charted the needs in the following way: self-fulfillment, self-

esteem, sense of love and belonging, safety, and physiological needs.
Although a definition of culv.te along these lines has its limitations (Con-

don and Yousef 1975), it became a useful standard during discussions of cross-

cultural topics.
In addition to the presentation of a definition of culture, a second content

area included as part of the training design was the presentation of two models

of cross-cultural adjustment. The first model, which we caIled "Hills and
Valleys," was developed from the idea that life in an unfamiliar cultural

setting is characterized by more emotional highs and lows than life in a familiar

cultural setting. Similar models using up and down or high and low metaphors

have often been constructed for cross-cultural training, according to reports

of former Peace Corps volunteers and AI'S International Intercultural Pro-

grams returnees. In the model of this idea that we developed, an early peak

called "happy daze" is followed by a deep valley called "me against them."

The ups and downs of the model then get priigressively less steep hut never

level out to the emotional equilibrium that can be found in the home culture.

The second model of cultural adjustment that we presented, called "Seven

Steps in Cross-cultural Adiustment," is based on a sunmiary of the model
built by Gochenour and Jamway (1977) which describes a path of progressive

accomplishment in adjust ing to a new culture. We decided to present the two

models in order to describe cross-cultural adjustment as a process of continuous

learning about and growth within a culture ditierent from one's own. We
wanted to show students that by studying the experience of others in similar

situations it would be possible to recogni:e patterns or cycles or steps that

could be expected as part of life in an unfamiliar cultural setting. This would
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provide our students with a standard to compare the individual experience of
cross-cultural adjustment with what others had gone through.

An opportunity to present a third area of content arose when, as a reaction
to training activities, participants suggested comparisons between America
and another culture. With the topic set by discussion, we presented the third
content area, a summary of descript ions of Anfet ican culture by Stewart (1972)
and also Condon and Yousef (1975). This presentation consisted of a short
lecture and handout. In addition, students were encouraged to study about
their own culture by interviewing compatriots or through research in the
university library.

3. Skills of Cross.Cukural Adjustment. In addition to a goal to include
three areas of content, we set objectives to build three cultural-adjustment
skills. The three skills were identified as observation, willingness to take risks,
and willingness to suspend judgment.

Our first objective was to develop observation skills. Although most of our
students come to America with broad experience in learning through obser-
vation, the new culturil setting probably makes it difficult to !mow what to
observe. According to the Gochenour and janeway imidd of adjusunem to a

new culture (1977:17), the early stages lack 4depth of perception"; it takes
some time and effort for newcomers to reach a stage from which they can
"observe what is going on and sort out meaning." At least a few of thiise who
experience this early stage have stories to laugh about later, having had to
wait for someone else to go in before being sure of the correct restrotim door,
for example. It is common for newly-arrived students to face cross-cultural
challenges that no one has told them how to handle; in many of these
situations observation is the most useful skill. One objective of our program
was to develty this skill through training activities.

Another objective was to develop skill in choosing worthwhile risks and a
willingness to take them. As for a child learning to walk or a teenager learning
to drive, it is difficult for anyone living in a foreign culture to avoid taking
risks. However, within a familiar cultural setting many of hte's risks are
predictable and it is possible to prepare tor the consequences. Risks become
cornplicated for tht)se who have chosen to live and study in an unfamiliar
Lultural setting. Lite's risks in the new setting may or may not be greater, but
they are likely to be different and partially unknown. Whether ;I student is
lost among strangers or confronted with love at hrst sight, new skill is needed
to know which risks are worth taking. This was a second skill that we expected
NI develop through training activities.

A third objective was to develop a willingness to suspend Judgment. The
hills and valleys model of crt)ss-cultural adjustment that we had presented
charts an early period of "happy daze" in a new cultural setting followed by
an yposite pert( ot equally srrOnv negat we feelings. The students who
experience this negat we stage may perceive cr )ss-cultural encounters as "me
against them" and make frequent critical judgments. At a later stage will-
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ingness to suspend judgment overcomes this negative perkxi. Stewart (1972:79)

describes the turning point;

The individual is not likely to suspend judgment and action until be fully
understands the strange ways (of life in a foreign country), since his Own
assumptions, values and habits are seen as normal, while he is likely to
regard those of another culture as strange, undesirable, unnatural or
immoral.

We included the objective of developing willingness to suspend judgnwnt in
an effort to bring students past this turning point,

4. Implementation. To impkment the cognitive/experiential nuidel with
the content and skills chosen, we first considered the physical setting. We
wanted students to think of these sessions as something different from regular
classroom session To do this, we looked for nxims with daylight instead of
fluorescent tubes and upholstered furniture or seating on the floor instead of
conunon classroom desks. When possible, we added (mid or drink. Several of
the activities encouraged students to take different roles than normally occur
in the traditional classroom, and we wanted the setting to suggest this.

Eleven sessions were scheduled during the course of an academic quarter.
Here is a list of the topics used;

a. Needs assessment; nonverbal communication: cross-cultural gestures
b. Values that influence American behavior (short lecture with handout)
c. Role play: student/professor relationships
d. Definition of culture
e. Models 0; cross-cultural adjustment
f. Role play: balancing leisure time with stuuy tune

Folk wisdom: cross-cultural discussion
h. Attitudes toward time: discussion

Family relationships: discussk ni

j. Panel discussion with former students: insights on aLademic snicess in
an American university

k. Simulation gatne: Mountain People/Valles, People
Dates were announced a tew days in advance, and invitations were sent

init. Since participation %1 Is voluntary, attendance varied from only five
students at one session tt ffl te than twenty at Another. The schedule w;IS set

lir to weave in ilnd oUt ot busy periods ot other academic activities: formal
language study, undergraduate or graduaw school admissitins pnwedures, and
preparation for language proficiency tests.

This list ot eleven topics is a revisit ,n that was prepared atter we ciinsidered

the results of the needs assessment conducted during the first session. We had

asked the students to write down any expectations tor the training and

anything in particular that they hoped to learn. In tact, it was ii&essary to
nlake substantial changes when we disc, ivered that the most likely reason tor

a student to participate voluntarily in Lross-CUltUral training was an expecta-
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tion of practicing English. We changed most of the activities to make language
practice a prominent feature.

Experiential training includes not only creating and enhancing new expe-
riences but also making use of the learners' past experiences. Therefore, we
began many activities with a technique to find out what the students already
knew about the topic. For example, we assumed that the students came to
the training with some knowledge of nonverbal communication and familiar-
ity with a range of gestures. Rather than give students a description of
American gestures for ordinary nonverbal tasks, we asked them to try out
their own style within the group to see whether communication was effective
(see exercise I in Appendix). In this way, some truly bicultural gestures were
discovered. Some trainees had already learned a few typically American
gestures, and so the accomplishment got recognition. Those who were used
to quite different gestures learned from the experience how a cross-cultural
in isunderstanding could occur through a mix-up in nonverbal communication.

In addition to making use of what students already knew about the topic,
the activities encouraged them to adapt their skills and experience for use in
the new culture. For example, when dealing with government or university
officials in familiar settings, most students said that they were confident that
they knew how to he polite and tactful and still combine that with enough
force and directness to get what they wanted. Through role play of student/
professor exchanges and other likely situations, students practiced using those
skills in an American context (see exercise 2 in Appendix). Discussion
followed to gain opinions from the group about whether the same combina-
tions of tact and force that were familiar in their own culture were appropriate
in the new context.

The activities also provided practice with the specific skills of cultural
adjustment written into the objectives. The simulation g .e, Mountain
People/Valley People (adapted with new content from Experiment in Inter-
national Living's East/West (Jame ( The Emperor's Pin) cited in Hoopes and
Ventura 1979), was intended to develop observation skill and demonstrate
its imp( mance in cross-cultural interaction. To set up the simulatwn, one
group of students was given a task and a set of behavior rules (see exercise 3
in Appendix). A second group was given a different set of rules and an
opposite task. To complete its task, each group had to hnd out through
interacrioa and observation the rules that the other group was using. One
student's comment after the game summed up the point: "When we go into
a new culture, we have to pay attention."

We made it a point to notice in simulation games and also in what was said
about everyday experience whether students were practicing observation and
other skills of cross-cultural adjustment that were stated as objectives. One
skill we noticed was a willingness to suspend judgment which developed during
discussion of cross-cultural issues. Students accepted our guidelines for com-
paring cultures and discussed issues of similarities and differences rather than
positive and negative aspects. One student described his own decision to
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suspend judgment this wly; "There ate things I don't like and don't agree
with, but when I came here I knew things would be different and I have to
accept that."

Participation in role play and simulation developed another skill of Cross
cultural adjustment, willingness to take risks. Participation in itself repre-
sented a risk to most of our students because they were new to America and
the American academic setting, and they were unsure of their English. We
encouraged participation in the activities as an initial step, with the expec-
tation that practice with cross-cultural role play and simulation would make
it easier in the future to identify and take worthwhile risks.

One thing that became apparent about the cross-cultural training activities
that we used was that they were effective in getting students to discuss the
experience of life and study in America. A range of topics came up as points
of cross-cultural comparison. An example of a concrete discussion topic was
habits of eating; a more abstract topic was the existence and methods of the
training itself as an expression of American culture. During the discussiol
it was sometimes possible to illustrate concepts fmm the content areas we had
presented. For example, when questions came tip about why Americans do
things a certain way, we referred again to the definition of culture and asked
students to think of the behavior as a method for meeting one of the basic
needs.

5. Evaluation of the Training. At the end of the training, participants
were given a questionnaire asking what they learned, in what ways it was
useful, and which activities ought to he repeated for other students.
Experiential activities such as Mountain People/Valley People and the role
plays rated highest. Students told us that the activities were thought of as
something different within a week of intensive language study, and that was
rated a positive feature. Many students reported that the activities were
effective in providing practice in both the language and the cross-cultural
skills needed in certain situations.

Other ways to evaluate the training are still being planned. At a later date,
language teachers can be asked whether participants seem to have adjusted
better to life and study in America than those who declined opportunity for
cross-cultural training. For a more formal measure, improvement in scores on
standardized language tests could be examined against a control group to
determine whether there is a correlation between participation in this cross-
cultural training al..) progress in language learning.

6. Development. Immediate plans for program development focus on locat-
ing and adapting additional training activities that will introduce content and
provide practice with the skills that we have identified. Our process of finding
and adapting training activities can be compared to international cooking:
although Thai curry is made in Bangkok with bamboo and coconut milk,
Thai-style curry can be made in Ohio with potatoes and cow's milk. The
process is the same, but the content is changed a hit to fit the local situation.
The ideas and materials presented here were us;ful at a certain time with one
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of our student groups. Additions and revisions continue. Cross.cultural trains
ing within other intensive English programs can be set up by identifying
appropriate training materials and adapting them to fit the needs of each
particular learning group.
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Appendix
Exercise 1.

Nonverbal Communication

Directions: Your assignment is to communicate the messages below without
using any words. Choose a few of the messages below. Think of ways to
communicate using gestures, or any nonverbal form. You will then be asked
to communicate the message to the larger group.

Situation Message
(You see someone you know on the "Come here, quickly!"
other side of a busy street. You have
some important news for him/her.)

(You are watching TV with a friend.) "This is really boring!"

(A stranger has asked you for direc- "I have no idea where it is."
tion to Highbanks Park.)

(A teacher is waiting for you to "Just a moment, please. I'm still

answer.) thinking."

(You are skiing in the mountains.) "It's really cold today, isn't itr'

(While driving your car, you have "Calm down. Don't get upset."
caused an accident. The driver of the
other car is approaching you. He is
very angry.)

( You are telling a friend some private "This is a secret. Be quiet about this."

infmmation.)

(A teacher has given you an extra "Thanks very much. I am grateful."
book to help you learn a foreign Ian.
guage. )

Exercise 2.
Role Play

First RoleGraduate Student

You are a graduate student majoring in You are a good student.

You get good grades and usually finish your work on nme. Recently, however,
there have been some problems. Your car is broken and you must get it fixed.

Friends from are visiting for a week, and you must spend time

with them. You have a part.time job and are working extra hours this week.
The workload in your other classes has been unusually heavy. There Is one

assignment you will not be able to finish on time. You want to complete this
project, but it will be about one week late. If you have an extra week, you
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will be able to do all th necessary research, and your project will be a gotxl
one. It will be impossible to finish the project by the deadline, which is
tomorrow. You have decided to talk to the professor, explain your situation,
and ask for a one-week extension of the deadline.

Second RoleProfessor

You are an associate professor in the College of . First of all,
however, you are an educator. You believe in the benefits of the old established
system of education. There is a body of knowledge that is important to the
profession. Your students must prove that they can master this body of know!.
edge. Part of their education is learning to he punctual and precise in their
work. Sometimes students come to you and ask for special favors. Sometimes
they ask you to extend deadlines or make exceptions to established policy.
You seldom allow any exceptions or favors. If you allow one exception, it
seems everyone asks for something. Deadlines, standards, and policies are an
important part of education. You expect students to meet deadlines and follow
policies. This will be required when they get a professional job. Once in a
great while, you will extend a deadline or allow some other favor. But you
will do this only for a good student who persuades you that this is necessary.
In any case, you will certainly emphasize the importance of professional
standards.

Exercise 3.

Mountain PeopleNalley People

Valley Society Instructions
Background: Your group is an adv:mced society from the valley. The moun-

tain people have a valuable art treasure that is needed by your natiord
museum. This piece of art is important to the mountain people, so they will
probably want to keep it. However, the mounwn people are poor and your
society is rich. Your superiors in the government have instructed you to get
the art treasure from the mountain people, and they will accept no excuses
for failure. Your government has allowed a large budget, so you can otter the
mountain people as much money as they want. Down in the valley where you
live, little is known of the mountain people. You will have to learn how to
deal with them, so that you can persuade them to give you the art treasure.
Although the mountain people are poor, they are clever at trading, so you
will have to he careful. However, you can assume that if enough money is
offered, anything can be bought.

Procedure: The behavior rules ot your valley society are described below.
All your actions should follow those rules. Plan how to persuade the mountain
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people to give up the art treasure. Part of your group should climb the mountain
and visit the people there. The other part should stay in the valley and receive
the foreigners who are coming down from the mountain to visit you.

Description of valley behavior: I) Greet by placing your hands on your
shoulders and looking briefly towards the sky. 2) Stand far from those you are
talking to, but face them directly, and look directly into their eyes. Hold your
head high. 3) When you want to explain something, you can touch members
of the opposite sex lightly on the arm or shoulder. Contact between members
of the same sex is rude and must be avoided. Show anger or displeasure by
clapping your hands loudly. 4) Be businesslike and serious. It is rude to laugh
or make jokes during business meetings. It is also rude to eat or drink during
a serious meeting. Be careful not to waste time. You can remind people of
the time by frequently pointing to your watch. 5) Do not accept any decisions
that are made by only one person. Others may have a different opinion.
Everyone's Opinion is equal. Find out what everyone thinks. Men and women
are equal. Both must be asked for their opinions. 6) Hold up some money, a
coin or a bill, as a symbol of your sincerity. You can emphasize the importance
of anything by giving it a high price.

Mountain Society instructions
Background: Your group is an ancient society from the mountain. Your

people have a priceless art treasure that has been handed down from generation
to generation. Protection of the art treasure is essential to the happiness and
security of the people. You have learned that the people ID the valley want

to take the treasure from the mountain. There is no risk of war, but the
treasure must stay on the mountain. Your people have always avoided war by
establishing friendships with foreigners. Therefore, you must now establish
friendship with the valley people so that they will give up the idea of taking
the art treasure away. Up on the mountain where you live, little is known of
the people in the valley. The elders say that the valley people are rich in
material things but poor in knowledge of the more important things in life.
For this reason, they may he confused ab, aft the meaning of friendship.

Procedure: The oldest male in your group is the leader. He will appoint a
grcmp to go to the valley and establish friendship. Others will stay on the
mountain and receive a group ot visitors from the valley. Rehavior rules tor
ytair mountain societ y are described below. All your actiom should follow
these tides.

Description ot mountain behavior: I ) (Ireet by shaking hands. Men should

greet all other men; women should greet all the other women. 2) When
talking to foreigners, avoid looking directly into their eyes. Stand close to
them, but look down or to the side. Direct eye contact is rode. i) Show
friendship and good will immediately after greetings Men can do this by

smiling and placing a hand on antaher's shoulder. Wtmien can also touch

other women in this way. hut men and women should never timch each other
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in public. Be friendly and lighthearted. Show happiness by laughing, smiling,
and clapping your hands. 4) Before any business in discussed, make sure
everyone is comfortable. Everyone should be invited to take a comfortable
seat on the floor, and food or drink should be offered. Humor is the key to
good relationships. Laugh and make jokes, and encourage everyone to join
in. Business can wait. Friendship comes first. 5) Avoid any arguments with
the valley people. Of course, you must not give them the treasure, but you
should try to agree with everything they say. Do not give any direct yes or no
answers. What they ask might be possible, perhaps some years in the future.
For the present, friendship is most important. In any case, final decisions can
be made only by the oldest male in the group. 6) Do not discuss financial
matters. It is rude on the mountain to discuss money or politics. In fact,
everyone ;ises checks or credit cards because the sight of money is offensive.
Popular conversation topics are history, art, and philosophy.
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INSTITUTIONAL APPROACHES

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee:
Cross-Cultural Component in an
Intensive ESL Program

LAWRENCE BELL, PETER LEE, DIANE NELSON, AND RITA RUTKOWSKI
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

The new English as a Second Language student encounters many adjustment
difficulties which may retard his/her devdopment in learning a language and
possibly jeopardize the SUCCess of his/her college career. While most colleges
and universities offer orientation programs to aid the students in adjusting to
their academic courses, very little is done to help them with the dithcult
initial problems of ctiping with the language, adapting to the new culture,
and relating to people of various backgrounds and cultures. In the Intensive
English Prtigram at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, this problem has
been addressed through the implementation of a special cultural orient:int m
component. This paper will describe the voals and organization ot this com-
ponent and outline its development over the past two years. An evaluation
of the cultural orientation component will be given, and both foreign and
American student reactions will be presented.

The University ot Wisconsin-Milwaukee Intensive English Nograin is a
pre-enrollment priigram administered through the College ot Letters and
Science. The enrollment vanes each term, but the program averages from SO
to 90. students a semester. The language and cultural comptpathin ot the
students in the program is approximately 10. percent Arabic speakers, 10
percent Spanish speakers, and the remainder a Mixture ot speakers of IS
different languages. Approximately N.? percent are learning English tor aca-
demic purposes as opposed to 40 percent tor career advancement. Sonw ut

the latter intend to return to then native countries while others will remain
in the local community.

The program is divided into tour skill areas (grammar, writing, reading,
and oral skills) and classes meet tiltir hutirs dads. Five eight. eeL sessiiins are
ottered a year (two each semester and one in the summer). Rased on initial
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placement testing, students are assigned to appropriate ability levels within
the program. The cultural orientation component that we will address here
has been incorporated into the curriculum of the Intensive English Program.
One oral skills class each week (with the exception of the first and last week
of each session) is devoted to a cultural-orientation session.

The purpose of the cultural-orientation program is threefold: ( for the
international students, to develop a better understanding of American culture
and values; (2) for the American participants, to develop a better understand-
ing of the varied cultures of the international students; (3) for all participants,
to stimulate a non-judgmental appreciation of all cultures and cultural differ-
ences.

The cultural orientation program consists primarily of weekly sessions on
various topics chosen to stimulate discussion of cultural differences. Although
these group sessions take place during the regular oral skills class hour, instead
of the regular teacher being present in the room, it has been arranged for
Anwrican students to join the class that day as discussion facilitators and
participants. The facilitators are seniors or graduate students who are earning
independent study credit through either the linguistics or communications
department for their work with the program. The participants are students
from the communications department's Intercultural Communications class.
These students are involved in the project as an extra-credit option for their
class. Their participation in these sessions as participants and the paper that
they write about their impressions fulfill the requirements for their extra-credit
project. This inter-departmental cooperative aspect of the program is one of
the principal reasons for its success. The involvement of these student peers
as cultural informants instead of teachers allows the discussion session to take
place in a inure informal, less threatening atmosphere.

The overall running of the program is taken care of by a committee made
up of members of the IEP staff who have volunteered to work on this project
as a part of their normal teaching/administrative load. This committee meets
weekly to handle the organizational needs of the program (selecting facdita-
tors, dividing students into the discussion groups, scheduling, etc.) and to
prepare/revise the discussion materials.

What follows is a description of how the program has evolved and been
adapted to better suit students' needs. We will also address the issue of
evaluation and how we are trying to Judge the success of the program.

The orientation program lasts 12 weeks and is based on a series of small-
group discussions concerning intercultural issues. The discussions take place
during the regularly scheduled oral skills hour ot the Intensive English Pro-
gram. The groups are kept small in size; a typical composition would he one
facilitator, three American participants, and seven international students.

As mentioned earlier, the American students involved may participate in
one of Iwo ways: as a discussion group facilitator or as a participant of the
group. The group facilitator\ role is to guide the group triiin an ,,bjeLnee
pt,int of view, ensuring that everyone has an equal tprOrtlinitV to contribute.
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to raise appropriate questions, and to point out cultural differences, and in
general, to keep the discussion moving in a productive manner without
interjecting his or her personal opinion. As participants in the discussion
group, American students play an equal and similar role to that of their foreign
counterparts. They are, in a sense, contributing to the discussion as cultural
informants expounding that point of view as a representative of the respective
culture.

The reason it was decided to employ other Americans as facilitators and
group discussion participants, rather than use the teaching staff of the Inten-
sive English Program, was to allow the students to feel at ease and speak
openly and honestly on sensitive issues. We felt that this change was necessary
to enable students to relate on an equal basis with their American counter.
parts. This atmosphere, for a variety of reasons (out of politeness, respect, or
fur), does not always exist between students and teachers in the classroom.
So, in fact, during the cultural orientation discussion hour of the week, the
regularly scheduled teacher is not present, and the discussion group facilitator
solely directs the class.

During each of the 12 weeks, there is a different topic for discussion. Some
of the topics were decided upon on the basis of demonstrated student needs
and others were ones that the project committee le it needed to be included.
Recurring themes and questions such as "Americans are cold and superhcial,"
"Why do families kick their children out of the house when they're 18 years
old?" "People from that country never bathe," and "Chinese people don't
love their children," prompted us to include topics on the ideas of friendship,
the family, and stereotyping and prejudice. Along with the discussion of the
family, we provide the opportunity to spend a weekend with an American
family for those students who want to participate in a home stay. This home
stay component allows our students to get a glimpse of American family life
an..I also provides them with a contact within the community. Other topics
that our committee fel, needed to be included in the discussions were expel,
iential learning (the idea of experiential vs. academic learning, identifying
!cal ning resources, setting goals and doing regular self.evalution), culture
shock (the stages a person goes through upon entering and discovering a new
culture), language, and nonverbal communication. Discussion strategies and
guiding questions are provided for the facilitators for each topic. However,
we try to keep the guidelines broad enough so that both Americans and foreign
students can approach the topic from a variety of angles.

The topics are generally ordered in terms of how much personal investment
is required on the part of the group members. Those topics which involve less

risk and investment are giver early in the semester, and a conscious effort is
made to establish understanding and a sense of security in the group. Specific
activities designed to develop group cohesiveness are organized in each group

to build this type of group dynamic. Later in the semester, when there is a
feeling of mutual acceptance, topics which involve personal and tultural
values and beliefs can more easily be discussed.
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As an end to this general description section, there are two aspects of the
program that should be mentioned, although they no longer exist. We feel
that the experience that led us to review our program will be instructive for
others trying to set up similar programs. The two major changes have to do
with recruiting and training of facilitators and the dropping of an initial set
of discussion topics on basic survival skills in a new culture.

When the program was first devised there was a perceived need for work
with the newly.arrived students on such basic things as banking, the city bus
system, and finding housing. We therefore set up a Phase I during which the
group discussions would be devoted to these topics. It was thought that
students who were not new would be able to help with providing information
for those who were. In the first running of the program, several weeks were
allotted for this Phase I. In the second and third runnings, in response to
reactions from both the foreign students and the American students, Phase I
was progressively shortened. By the end of the third time through, it was
obvious that our original conception of Phase I was simply wrong.

It is not that newly arrived students do not have spedfic, powerful problems
dealing with a strange banking system or renting an apartment. However, it
became clear that trying to help with the solutions to these kinds of problems
in a group discussion could not work. The problems that students had of this
nature usually needed more than discussion to solve. Many times the students
had family or friends to help them, someone from their own culture who had
the experience to understand and mediate. Much of the time the new students
were shy and reluctant or embarrassed to discuss these problems in a group
setting. Often, the more experienced students were not happy devoting time
listening to and dkussing things they felt they did not need. For ail of these
reasons, Phase I was drastically reduced by the time we began the program
the fourth time. Basically, it has become indivithav oriented, ad-hoc coun-
seling whereby a student with a particular problem cFn be helped by one of
the staff or by an experienced facilitator.

As for the second major revision, the sources for 7ecruiting facilitators, as
well as the training they receive, have undergone some serious changes since
the initial program. In the early days, we felt thut we could get by with people
who were basically interested and willing to take on the responsibility of
working with a group. At that tinw both facilitators and participants were
recruited from the same undergraduate intercultural communications class
offered in the department of communications. The students were given extra
credit points for their participation in our cultural orientation program.

As we gained more experience with our program, we increasingly realized
the crucial nature of the t'acilitator's role. We also realized that it was not
realistic to expect undergraduates, often in their first encounter with petple
from other cultures, to be capable of handhng this role as effectively as it
should be. We are now recruiting as facilitators only graduate students with
intercultural experience and/or experience in small group leadership. We have
also instituted a required day-long training session t'or facilitators to tamiliari:e
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them with the particular needs of a program like ours. As has been mentioned,

the facilitators now receive course credit (Independent Study) for the work

they do with us. The American student participants (non-facilitators) in the

groups continue to be recruited from the undergraduate class in intercultural

communications.
During the first several sessions that the cultural orientation component

was a part of the Intensive English Program, there were no formal evaluation

sessions conducted. However, regular evaluation devices were incorporated

into the sessions beginning with the fall 1983 semester. They were a part of
the program both in the middle and at the end of the semester and took place

in three ways: (1) a discussion session to help the groups focus on evaluation

of group as well as individual goals; (2) a written self-evaluation by participants

(both foreign and American) and facilitators of their experiences during the

sessions, including any personal development that they recognized; (3) a
written evaluation by the facilitators of the program sessions and topics in

order to help determine their value and appropriateness.
In addition to these written instruments, we have incorporated inure regular

meetings into the Cultural Orientation component. We now have meetings

every two weeks for the facilitators and the project organizing committee in

order to distribute discussion group information and maintain a flow of feed-

back with regard to the successes and failures of the groups.
There have also been a variety of comments offered by students, facilitators,

program developers, and instructors from both the Intensive English Program

and the Communications Department. Many of these have already been
discussed since these were the instigating factors for the changes that have
been made from program to program. Such factorz; as the elimination of
survival needs and the changing of topics, through both addition and modi-
ficiation, are examples of the way in which the evaluation has had a direct

effect on the cultural orientation.
There are still changes that need to be made in the cultural orientation

program, and the committee is continually evalua, ing both the negative and

positive statements received regarding the pmgr:Am. The most formidable

negative factor early on was the very high demand on staff time compared ro

the number of hours the students were actually involved in the program. This

problem has been solved in part simply by running the program over several

semesters and becoming more efficient in its planning and implementation.
Another factor has also contributed to the elimination of this particular
problem. The use of trained graduate student facilitators has greatly reduced

the amount of time spent by the staff in troubleshtx)ting and clarifying.

On the positive side, as a result of ',he evaluation process, we discovered

that the program has been successful in initiating the beginning of non-
judgmental understanding not only of American culture and values, but also

of the variety of other cultures represented by our English as a Second Language

students. We have presented both foreign and American students the oppor-

tunity within a non-threatening environment to discuss openly their concep-
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tions of and questions about each other's cultures and values, as well as an
opportunity to look actively at and explain their own cultural values.

Evidence of the success of the program comes through verbal and written
evaluation from both American and foreign students. Participants have
repeatedly expressed an interest in continuing with their same groups, feeling
that they have developed a rapport with these fellow students during their
group sessions. Foreign students completing the cultural awareness discussion
groups in one session of the Intensive English Program have requested that
new topics be added to the program in the next session so that they can again
participate. Students, particularly the American students, have expressed an
awareness of their own growth in self-contidence and a new feeling of comfort
and ease in cross-cultural situations.

The positive feedback that has been received from the students involved
seems to point to the success and value of the program. The following
quotations from program participants illustrate reacti.ms to the program by
American as well as foreign students:

One of the things I discovered about getting along with people from
different cultures is that although all of us live in the same world but we
have many different customs between each other. We can learn many
things that we have never imagined. (Silvia Burrel, Mexico)

In a sense, I came to the English as a Second Language discussion in
hopes that I could contribute something to the discussion (perhaps
something of a self-centered nature), but instead, I found myself listening
and learning about cultures and perspectives that I could learn only by
intercultural contactor direct intercultural experience. I cannot say
that I learned any one specific piece of knowledge or information, but
perhaps I unlearned more than I learned. I feel that intercultural contact
is a probable remedy tor humanity's social disease: "hardening of iht.
categories." I only wish that I had more time and oppoctunity to admin.
Aster this remedy. (Susanne Lise I luth, United States)
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INSTITUTIONAL APPROACHES

Intercultural Communication as an
Integral Part of an ESL Program:
The University of Southern
California Experience

MICHAEL MAGGIO
University of Southern California

CHARLES W. GAY
Temple University-Japan

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, interest in application of Carl Rogers'

(1951, 1961) non-directive chent-centered counseling to the advisement ot

foreign students led to the development of the Intercultural Conununications

Workshops (ICW) by the National Association for Foreign Student Affairs

(NAHA). The purpose of these workshops was "to increase mutual awareness

among the participants of the role their cultural backgrounds play in influ-

encing their values, their behavior, and tLir perceptions of the world around

them" (Althen 1970). Intercultural Communications Workshops were con-

ducted on a number of individual campuses and also in joint workshops which

included students, faculty, and staff from several campuses.

At about the same time, English language programs were seeking to provide

natural communicative settings in which their students could speak English

and improve their proficiency in the language while they were discussing

matters of interest to them and to their fellow students. Even befile the

current research and theories of affectivity, faculty of English language pro-

grams realized the importance of affective factors in their classrooms. They

knew that more natural conversation would develop if the students were

allowed to discuss topics that directly concerned them.

At the University of Southern California (USC), a semester-long lCW was

developed as part of the curriculum of the intensive English program. This

part of the curriculum was called the "intercultural conversation" (IC) class.
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The class was two hours per week and thus only a small part of the 25 hours
in the intensive program, but those two hours turned out to be a very popular
part of the program for students. They looked forward to the informality and
to the chance to speak with American students. The class has been an integral
part of the program ever since.

The class is designed to create a comfortable, relaxed atmosphere. To this
end, it nwets in a lounge rather than in a traditional classroom, and coffee
and cookies are served to promote a feeling of sharing.

American students form an integral part of the program. Their presence
allows the international students to meet their American peers with whom
they will eventually need to interact on a daily basis. The American partici-
pants are not peer teachers. However, they serve as both linguistic and cultural
models, pro-iding the international students with valuable information that
can only be learned through direct experience.

A typical IC class begins with a warm-up exericse which actively involves
the participants mentally and physically. Lining up in alphabetical order, for
example, requires the participants to review the English alphabet and to
interact with the other participants. Warm-up exercises are usually related to
the topic of the session and help set the tone.

The warm-up exercise is followed by an experiential exercise which focuses
on the topic of that session. The participants may be asked to gather infor-
minion from the represented cultures, or they may be placed in situations
which force them to experience the dynamics of a cultural problem. Occa-
sionally, some participants act as observers, taking notes on the process ot the
interaction and later reporting to the whole grump.

The experiential exercise is followed by a debriefin.' which feelings are
checked inn and observations regarding the interaci,on are made. Through
this debriefing the participants make discoveries about themselves, the other
participants, and the cultural dynamics they have just experi iced. This
debriefing is followed by a general discussion on the implications of what has
been observed, and then by other, practical exercises whic-h give the partic-
ipants a chance to apply what they have learned.

This format has been found to produce a maximum learning experience
because it tocuses on kith the cognitive and affective domains. Originally.
the IC class was !mire information oriented. The student, were given handing,
with viicabulary lists, questions for discussion, and other informatain that was
telt to be pertinent at the tittle. I lowever, It Was tound that these handouts
detracted from the experience. tocusmg the students attention on linguistic
concerns rather than on cultural ones. A, a result, the issues were dealt With
on a ciignitive level while the affective level was minitili:ed.

Culture shock, like any other minimal problem, needs to be dealt with
on an emotional level. Intel lectuali:ing ignilres the gig level reac tains and
leaves the victim ot culture shock w it h no emiinonal out Ict resolutiiin.
this reasi in. experiential exercises are used ill the R : class whenever possible.
These own ises allow the age, ti%-e domain to be tapped and expliired and,
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when combined with more cognitive activities such as discussions, bring the
participants to a greater awareness of their experience.

Experiential exercises are arranged progressively in terms of the level of
self-disclosure. As trust and group rapport develop, the exercises become more
demanding, and the participants are allowed to experience the unknown and
often threatening dynamics of other cultures, hut in a safe, controlled envi-
ronment. Participants are never forced to reveal snore than they want to.

Over the years in which IC classLs have been offered at USC, a wide array
of topics has been dealt with. In recent years, those topics have been narrowed
down to what are considered the most essential. Here is an outline of the IC
class currently offered each semester:

1. Introduction. Students become acquainted with each other. They are
given a chance to show how much they know about the countries represented
in the IC class.

2. Hobbies. Students continue to learn about one another. They share
their interests and learn what they have in common.

3, Crime. While the focus is on crime in the United States, students share
cultural perceptions on crime and punishment. Students then develop lists of
ways to live safely and securely during their stay in the United States.

4. Foreign Student Problems. Problem-solving activities are used which
deal with specific problems that foreign students have. Students are asked to
rank solutions. Students then generate their own lists ot' problems that foreign
students encounter. These problems are discussed and possible solutions are
proposed. This session allows students to see that they are not alone in having
adjustment problems. It is also very enlightening to the Americans.

5. Verbal Communication. This session deals with the problems inherent
in verbal communication. The Rumor Clinic (Pheiffer and Jones, Vol. 111 is
used to get the session moving. While the major problem for foreign tudents
is understanding and speaking in a foreign language, students come to realize
that even native s-,eakers have trouble communicating. Ways tor more effec-
tive verbal CA Immunication are discussed and practiced.

6. Nonverbal Communication. This session focuses on proxemics, eve
contact, and gestures. Differences are experienced and then ct Impared and
contrasted.

7. Perceptioos. This session begins with personal perceptions and leads
into cultural perceptions. Paul B. Pederson's Map Exercise (Weeks. Pederson
and Brishn 1982) is used to introduce the concept ot ethnocentrism.

8. Stereotypes. Through Allen/Maggio\ Breaking Cultural Stereotypes
Exercise (Pfeiffer and Jones, Vol. IX), students experience what it is like to
be stereotyped by others. They also see how :uhers ted about being stereo-
typed. Students are then given a chance to break stereotypes and to corret t
nusconcept ions that others have about their culture.

9. Learning and Change. The Learning and :.i( I_ani2e ExerLise (Weeks,
Pederson and linslin 19s2) is used to ,issess the ettect of change on pertor-
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mance. This leads into a discussion of culture shock, and students are given
a chance to share their own experiences.

10. Marriage and Family. Differences in marriage customs are shared. Roles
of men and women in different cultures are discussed.

11. Impressions. Present perceptions of group members about each other
are compared to their first impressions at the beginning of the semester.
Cultural as well as personal bases for these impmssions are explored.

12. Description. Lyra Srinivasan's Cross-Cukural Study Prints are used to
explore physical manifestations of a culture (Srinivasan 1977). Students are
asked to bring objects from their countries, and the meaning and uses of these
objects are discussed.

13. Values. The Parable (Hoopes and Ventura 1979) is used to discuss
value differences. Critical incidents (Hoopes and Ventura 1979) are then
used to introduce differences in values across cultures.

14. Emotions. Emotions are discussed on a general level. Students then
share their own feelings, particularly those dealing with their experiences
living in the United States and dealing with people from other cultures.

15. Closure. The group's progress over the semester is discussed and its
termination is dealt with.

Student reaction to IC class has generally been very positive. They like the
casual atmosphere, enjoy the various topics, and are happy to meet American
students. Here are two typical reactions that students have had to the IC
c lass:

Class is very free and comfortable. I like free talking so I like this class.

I like this class because it is a friendly class. I made many friends here.
And it taught us many things which are very important, but we always
miss them in our daily living. In this class I learned a lot about foreign
cultures which I have never heard of before. Though it is a class it seems

a conversation at home to me. I feel comfortable and relaxed in this
class. I like the American teachers and American students in the class.
I think 1 started to like America from this class.

As can be seen, the IC class has had many positive Oleos on the students.
Since the class deals with cultural dynamics, it helps the students, most of
whom have just arrived in the United States, deal with the effects of culture
shock. The students begin to understand the dynamics of what is happening
to them, realize that they are sharing common problems, and begin to deal
with anger and confusion. Their feelings of loneliness and isolation are thus
minimized. Instead of placing blame on some outside entity such as the ESL

piogram or unfriendly Americans, they begin taking responsibility for their
own feelings.

The American Language Institute employs two tmeign student advisers
(FSAs) who are also trained ESL instructors. The IC class is normally facili,
tared by those ESAs rather than a regular taculty member because the FtiAs
are trained to deal with cultural adjustment, can easily detect a student who
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is having problems, and can help him/her in the class and privately in the
office before things get out of control. Because of his/her function as an FSA
facilitating rather than teaching the clas,., his/her role as helper is readily
perceived by the students. This tends to give the students a positive attitude
towards the program. Facilitating the IC class has become an important part
of the FSA's role at the American Language Institute because it gives a type
of student contact which is essential to his/her role as adviser. Without that
contact, student problems would remain unknown.

However, the IC class need not necessarily be facilitated by an NA, and
regular faculty members have been trained to lead it. The senwster-long
training is based on the trainees' attending the IC class as particpants so that
they can experience the class on the same level as the students. This experi-
ence is then debriefed each week in an additional one-hour session which
includes the trainees and the FSA only. In this session, the material used in
that particular week's IC class is discussed in detail as well as student reaction
and trainee reaction to it. Relationships among students and between students
and trainees are also talked about with particular emphasis on such concepts

as who leads a group and why and who dominates a group and why. In this

way, trainees discover their individual group behavior and how it affects group

interaction. Thus, democratic and authoritarian leadership styles are looked

at in depth. In the writers' opinion, democratic leadership is essential for the

success of an IC class, for it alb aNs students to learn at their own pace, make
discoveries as they are ready to, and take responsibility for themselves. How-

ever, it is also important for the facilitator to recognize his/her own leadership

style and to be comfortable witb it.
The American student participar, on the other hand, are not trained. It

is very important that they be the N .s of the international students, and any

training would upset the balance of the relationship. I lowever, these partic-

ipants ar.! carefully chosen. A nonce is posted in the work-study office briefly

describing the position and the qualifications. In order to be qualitied, can-

didates must be work-study recipients (for budgeting purposes only) and should

be native speakers of English. This native-speaker stipulation serves two

purposes: a linguistic one, providing our students with native-speaker input;
and a cultural one, providing them with a model of American culture. Occa-

sionally, international work-study students are employed. However, their

English should be exemplary and their experience with American culture such

that our students can learn mimething from them.
Each candidate tor the position is interviewed by the facilitators. The

interview is used to determine the amount 14 interest the candidate has in
working with international students. While no experience with international
students is required, it is imp want that the candidate be sincere in his/her

commitment to attending the IC class on a regular basis And that he/she be

truly interested in learning abolit other CUlhires and in meeting people with

very different backgrounds and points ot view.

rl
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Those candidates who meet the facilitators' standards in the interview
process are hired. They are briefed as to who the students are and what their
purpose at USC is. They are also given a brief description of what to expect
in the class. Otherwise, they are given no training and are thus allowed to
experience the class on an equal footing with the international students.

In a class of about 15 students, an attempt is made to present a balanced
picture of American culture. To this end, the facilitators try to employ men
and women, minorities and non-minorities.

While it is difficult to find American participants, the success rate with
those who have been employed has been very high. The American students
generally learn as much from the IC class as the foreign students and often
request to attend a second semester. However, experience has shown that
using the same student for more than two semesters results in burnout.

As was mentioned above, the IC class is a two-hour block in a 25-hour
intensive level English class known as ALI 200. Thus, only students who
place into level 200 or who come up from the lowest level ever get to
participate in an IC class. Students who take IC class, then, have either just
arrived in the United States or have been here for on.: semester. Because of
time constraints, students who place into the intermediate and advanced
levels never get to take an IC class, although cultural adjustment is sometimes
discussed at those levels. While it is recognized that these students also have
adjustment problems, it is felt that they have enough proficiency in English
to bP deal more effectively with cultural adjustment, and those with
severe adjustment problems are referred to an FSA. In addition, students in
these levels are taking classes in their academic department so that they are
being exposed to Americ.ns and American culture. The intensive level
students, on the other hand, are isolated from American students because of
their lack of proficiency in the language and because all their time is spent in
English classes. The IC, then, is much more important for these students and,
with the presence of their American peers, serves as a bridge to regular
university life.
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TEACHER SOLUTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

Culture Partners in Symbiotic
Education: U.S. and Foreign
Students Learning Together

VERNIE DAVIS
Guilford College

Symbiosis refers to the relationship between two dissimilar organisms in close

association, especially when the relationship is advantageous to both. Such a
relationship is possible among foreign and American students when an edu.

cational Mstitution views the presence of foreign students as an asset to the
college community while being concerned about the hngauge and academic

needs of both. This paper suggests that by developing such a relationship
between institutions (or departments within the institution) it is possible to

create a learning environment for both groups. Since the paper is written by

a professor of anthropology rather than by a representative of the language

center or international education office, it may be particularly helpful in
presenting the perspectives of those with whom ESL leaders and professionals

in international education may want to join to enhance the benefits of

symbiotic relatihips.
This paper describes a project which pairs U.S. students in an intniductory

anthropology course with international students studying intensive English.

The "culture partners" are provided with a structure within which to learn
from eadi other to discover cultural meanings using the anthropological

research approach of the ethnographic interview. The anthropology students

are instructed in the principles and methods (if ethnographic interviewing in
their anthropology class and are assigned this project as one of their course

Although the projeti s describeti br the Associate Projeswr j Socullogr/Arahropologry at

Guilford College. a uits deteliped jointly uith Ake: Shahbaz. Director of the lruer.Link

Language Colter. km intensive ESL arta imoitation program at the i :lillege)
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assignments (see Appendix for project handout). They are required to set up
interviews with their assigned culture partner for one hour per week for nine
weeks. They keep detailed notes of their interview and use these notes to
write an ethnography On some aspect of their partner's culture. The English
language students are required to participate in this project their first semester
and may elect to repeat it their second semester if there are enough students
in the cultural anthropology class. There is a high rate of students choosing
to repeat the experience. The lnter-Link Language Center director spends
one class period on orientation and collects names and phone numbers of
interested students. The anthropology course spends three class periods on
the project and has one class reading related to the project. The amhropology
professor assigns students their partners and deals with any problems locating
partners at the outset. Thus, the program involves minimal administrative
effort on the part of the English language cenwra fact which, in retrospect,
seems to indicate great foresight on the part of the Inter-Link director.

There are several reciprocal benefits to the project, each of which nicely
demonstrates the validity of the West African proverb "the left hand washes
the right." Not only do the two sets of students have the opportunity to learn
about the culture of the other, but the interactive process of the project allows
them to make important discoveries about their own cultures as well. The
international students have a language partner with whom to practice English
while they discuss culture, and the anthropology students are able to learn
about ethnographic research and the importance of gaining the insider's
perspective. Finally, as pointed out earlier, such joint projects reduce admin-
istrative and instructional time for instructors and administrators in both
mst itut ions.

A key element of the project has been the focus provided by the anthripIogy
c lass. The course stresses the importancc of ethnograhpic research which seeks
to learn about a culture and describe it from the punt of view of the partici-
pants of the culture. "Rather than study people, ethnography means /earning
Inna people" (Spradley 1979: ;). One of the goals of this project is to help
students learn what this kind of research is like. Prior to presentation of the
assignment, students have looked at culture as knowledge and have explored
how culture influences our perceptions and understandings. They thus under-
stand that a central ,;oal of hm ugraphy is not only to avund imposing one's
own cu It ura I interpretat tons and understandings, but to seek to discover those
meanings that are important to the culture one seeks to understand. They are
instructed to begin their interviews with what Spradley has termed a conscious
attitude of ignorance. "I don't know how the pc( ple ot Cushing, Wisconsin,
understand their world. That remains to be discovered" (Spradley 1979: 4).

The students are instructed to use Spradley's approach to interviewing to
elicit what Spradley calls Grand Tours and Mini Tours. To get the details
considered important by the Lultural guide, the anthropology students must
let the Lultural informant ix tint out the important highlights of his or her
own culture. In this case, students focus on lite histories, explaining what it
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was like to grow up in their culture, The students are instructed to keep
detailed notes to which they can refer when asking for more information
about items mentioned in the grand tour. These follow-up questions lead to

the mini tours. In this method, it is important that the categories ofdiscussion

and the questions asked come from topics initiated by the informant so as to
avoid asking questions based on one's Own categories of meaning. In this way,
the interviewers are assured of discovering concepts meaningful to the culture

they want to learn about rather than framing issues in the context of their

own culture. Students inevitably question this process at the tnitset since they

cannot imagine ahead of time where it might lead them, but they gain an
appreciation for the approach as they engage in the project. As one student

put it:

My ethnographic interview was not at all what I had expected. I

anticipated a small man with dark complexion, eager for the chance to
make an American friend. Enter a person six feet tall, two hundred and

fifty pounds, light skinned and not the least bit interested in me or my
country. What happened to the Lebanese guy I had signed for? I just
could not believe the stereotype I had so carefully built could be that

misconstrued. . . . The important questions I had intended to ask turned

out to be so trivial that I was too embarrassed to even mention most of

them.

Since accurate records are important in ethnographic research, the anthro-

poh)gy students are required to submit the If nows for comments and e v a luat it m

after approximately three interviews. Throughout the nine-wt ck period, a

few minutes of an occasional class period are spent asking students about their

interviews and helping with problems. Discussion of problems helps the
students better learn the method of ethnographic research and provides an
opportunity for them to lean, from each other. One student, concerned that

her culture partner from the Gaza Strip kept talking about all of the wars

instead of his life history, came to discover through class discusssion that this

history WaS his life. Not only did this particular Palestinian and the American
Jewish student learn a great deal through each other, hut class discussion

allowed these discoveries to be shared with others in the class.
Toward the end of the nine weeksi class period is spent explaining how

to analyze interview notes to discover cultural themes. Spradlt1 (1979) has
several helpful chapters devoted to this issue. Students are asked to bring a

list of themes to the next class. Discussion ot these themes in class turthei

shares cultural discoveries with the rest of the class, helps remind students

that they must he careful about generalizing from their one cultural ink irmant,
and helps prepare them for presenting a written ethnographic description that

focuses on a cultural theme.
The benefits ot this project are several. In tact. students engaged in the

project pert eive additional benefits beyond thow envisioned by the pn t

designers, and students in the anthropology course have been highly enthu-
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siastic bout this project in the end.oftlw-semester course evaluations. Recently,
a student carried out an independent study to evaluate this project. Using the
strategy of "illuminative evaluation" as developed by Par lett and Hamilton
(1972), she conducted ethnographic interviews with both sets of participants
to discover benefits they perceived.

The U.S. students benefited by (1) karning about a particular culture, (2)
becoming aware of new cultural perspectives, (3) helping a foreign student
practice English, (4) learning an important research strategy in anthropology,
and (5) learning to take responsibility for their own learning. Frequently, the
U.S. students were completely unaware of the existence of the country of
their culture partner. Many students admitted that they had no idea where
the country was on a map before the interviews (Harrison 1984). Besides the
factual knowledge about a particular culture, students were able to learn
firsthand one of the themes ot the cultural anthropology coursethe sign&
cance of culture on perception. Discovering these perspectives for themselves
was a valuable experience for the students. One student observed in her
ethnographic report that the project affected her understanding of her own
culture. "Not only did I learn about her culture, but it made me think about
my own. . . " Another said, "It was a little bit difficult for me because I had
to interview a Palestinian and I'm Jewish. So for me, I had to re-evaluate
things of my past. But it has opened up my mind. I've never heard the other
side before" (Harrison 1984:6). Harrison also learned that several of the U.S.
students took pride in their role assisting someone learn English (though this
was never an explicit part of the assignment) and that they took personal
satsifaction in the improvement in English communication they observed
with their partners.

Otw of the stated objectives of the project is to help the U.S. students
learn abt.qt anthropological research by direct participation. This project
helps those who may never take another anthropology course learn more
about the perspective ot the discipline and serves to interest others who had
not previously planned to major in this held. Whether or not they do further
work in anthropology, it serves to help students discover that all learning does
not come from books and helps them take a intim proactive relatitmship to
their learning.

Benefits Ri t he internat ional students are (11 being able to talk ak nit their
own ctlittlre ti an .American who is a willmg listener, (1) learning ak nit
American culture, ( 3) having an opportunlr% to practice English, (4) devel-
oping auttmoinv in interact me with a stranger without their English-language
teacher, and (5) being able to make a new friend. Mans of the student,
expressed their pleasure at being able to talk ak nit their countil to a North
American. They telt that North Americans have little knowledge akait their
Lountries and welcomed the off( at unity to clear up steroitvpes. As oiw
student put it: 'IN course we are livim with Americans, but we don't have a
long time to tall. ,ibt)tit onr ulnae. We want Amerk an, to km l\k dbi nit the
dunes we have. . . . It is important to make Mir Lutintr km,wn here- (liar-
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rison 1984:4), Another said, "I accepted the interview because I like to talk
about my country, my customseverything about my country--as much as
possible. I am really proud to be from my country, especially when I am so far
from it" (Harrison 1984:4).

Although the interview focuses primarily on the cultures of the interna-
tional students, the interactive nature the method leads to many discoveries
about U.S. culture. The international students make many observations based
on the interaction with their American culture partners, e.g., differences in
the meaning of friendship and the cultural freedom to talk about everything
politics, religion, customs, people, education, family, etc. Because they are
discussing culture, it is easier for these topics to be discussed with the North
American students. Frequently the friendships lead to contact outside of the
interviews and include such activities as shared meals and trips to share sonic

aspect of U.S. culture.
Ikcause the interviews are in English and because the international students

do a substantial part of the talking, there is considerable practice in commu-
nication in English. Topics of discussion are usually different from those in
English classes and thus stimulate the learning of new vocabulary. The inter-
views provide a semi-structured setting which facilitates what for many of the
international students is their first substantial communicanon in English with
someone other than their English teachers. They approach the project with
nervousness and trepidation and gain confidence in interacting with a North
American.

Finally, many friends are made. As noted earlier, the international students
are sometimes disappointed to learn that the American concept of friendship
can terminate quickly and that the relationship is, in some cases, limited to
the assignment and ends wher. the obligation ends. Nonetheless, friendships
have frequently develiped that have led beyond the assigned nine-week
project, and both the U.S. and foreign students have tt mild it easier to meet
and interact with others on campus as a result of the project. They learned it
was acceptable to be ignorant and that it was exciting and fun to ask questa ins

and learn.
A note of caution may be .idvisable. Because Kith sets ot students in a

project such as this are human beings wal their own cultural biases, inter-
personal styles, and individual interests, there is a greater potential tor tie rsonal
problems than with more usual assignments such as library research protects.
Btith sets of students should be prepared to be cid .tura11 ..y sensitive SO as to be

able to identify and correct cultural misconceptions. kir example, the mean-
ing of body language doter, from culture to cultureind students may send

)nverbal Messages that are misinterpreted. Boredom, anger, sexual interest
are prune areas tor misunderst,mding. A Ithtiugh tnaiw cimt mnulnL tnendships
have developed from this assignment , int ernat tonal students silt ni'.! be warned

not to be disappinnted it the "triendship" dia., not continue atter the assigned
proict t. By alerting students to potential ha:ards, maintaining close k.ontat. t

ir feedback trom both sets of ttudents, and entour.iging students to turn
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misunderstandings into cultural learning situations by discussing them openly,
project supervisors are able to prevent serious problems. It is also recommended
that students be versed in ethical principles of ethnographa. research regarding
their responsibilities to each other (see Spradley 1979: 34.39),

One of the most striking aspects of the project is the fact that everyone
benefits f.1 a significant way. Not only do both sets of students benefit, but
both :lets of administrators have part of the work done for them by the other.
No one is left feeling that he/she is doing all of the work or all of the giving
while someone else collects the benefits. There are other ways to establish
this type of relationship. The Inter-Link Language Center at Guilford initiate4
projects with residents at a nearby retirement home to create grandparei
grandchild relationships between retired senior citizens and intemationhi
students and with American stui'unts studying foreign languages as language
partners. Again, there are symbktic benefits for all parties. With sufficient
imagination, there is probably no end to the possible projects that could be
set up, each involving very little administrative effort on the part of the
language center. Such symbiotic relationships in cultural education might
even serve in the long run to provide models for more symbiotic relationships
in cross.cultural politics and economics.
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Appendix
Ethnographic Research Project

Student Instructions

The Interview
Life histories are a form of ethnographic research. Like all ethnographic

research, the goal is to learn about a culture and describe it from the point of
view of the participants of the culture. "Rather than studying people, ethnog-
raphy means karning from people" (Spradley, 1979:3). Life histories are one
of several approaches used by anthropologists to collect and present ethno-
graphic data. Life histories are particularly useful in helping us learn about
the life cyclewhat it is like to be born in and live each phase of one's life
in a particular culture. However, since cultural in.titutions touch the lives of
mdividuals, I think you will be amazed at how much yoi, can learn about
cultural institutionssuch as familks, marriage, education, religion, values,
economics, and politicsby learning about the lives of particular people.

Steps to Follow
1. 1k certain that the goals of ethnographic research are clear in your

mind. As with all ethnography, the researcher seeks to avoid imposing his or
her own cultural interpretations and understandings but rather seeks to discover
those meanings that arc important to the cuhure under study. Ethnographic
field work starts with what Spradley has termed a conscivus attitude of igno-
rance.

2. Make arrangements to meet with your culture paaner who will serve as
a cultural informant. An informant is a person who shares information. I

-..ecommend yin. choose someone from a culture as different as possible from
your own, about which you presently know nothing but which you would be
interested in knowing about. I will pair you with a student from Inter-Link
who has volunteered to be interviewed. Tell him/her the nature of your
assignment and ask if he/she will let you interview him/her. Set up a time
and place where you have privacy and an hour to an hour and a half of time
for each of nine meetings.

3. Conduct ethnographic inwrviews. Ethnographic interviews consist of two
parts: Grand Tours and Mini I ours. To get the details considered important
by the informant, you first must ask for a grand tour. Let the informant be
the guide who points out the important highlights. You can later return to
the highlights mentioned by the informant and ask for a mini tour of each of
these.
a. Grand Tour. To get the informant to give you the grand tour, ask him

or her to tell yt Hi abiait his/her life as a child or ask himfher to tell you what
it was like to grow up in hisiher country. Write as much of what he/she says
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as possible, trying to write everything in his/her words. Don't interno to ask
questions. If he/she asks you to guide him/her, tell him/her to share what seems
important to himself/herself. Remind him/her that you don't know what
features are important.

h. Mini Tour. After your informant completes the grand tour, you can ask
him/her to go back to parts he/she mentioned and give you the mini tour of
these, that is, to provide more detail. When you ask these, choose terms he/
she used in his/her earlier grand tour and ask him/her to tell you more. This
may take one or two follow-up meetings. It is possible to conduct mini tours
within mini tours. Just remember that the questions you ask should be used
to help elucidate or provide a more complete picture of the topics he/she has
brought up. Avoid asking questons based on your categories of meaning.

4. Take thorough notes during the interview. It is important that you take
down all information in the words of the informant. Do not try to summarize
by putting things in your own words, or you may lose important meanings.
Key phrases in the grand tour will be very useful for your coming back to the
ideas in the mini tours. Exact wording is crucial to the analysis of the data
which will be explained later.

5. Remember at all times to adhere to the ethical principles in anthropo-
logical research listed by Spradley.
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TEACHER SOLUTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

Friday Lunches: A Program of
Cross-Cultural Interaction

RICHARD ROBYN
Ashland College

Otte of the simpkst, cheapest, and yet most effective of the international
programs at Ashland College is the Friday Lunch Program started in October,

1980.
Dedicated to the idea that cross-cultural communication seems to work so

much better over a meal, the program brings local elementary and secondary

students together with foreign students on the college campus for a series of

lunches and conversation. Since each series typically involves some 30 foreign

students and twice that number of local pupils, and there are tOur series each

year, there may be as many as 300 participants each academic year in this
particular program of cross-cultural interaction.

The mechanics of the program are really quite simple. The participating
American and foreign students are prepared with names and hographirs of
their partners and possible nipics of discussion, brought together in the college

cafeteria on a prearranged Friday. and paired off tor an hour of lunch. Because

of the reality of numbers and for ease I if communication, there are typically

twl, American kids tor each toreign student. The same groups are then broueht

together at the sanw nme for the nxt mi. Fraws so that there is a continuity

to the developing relationships.
The school pupils are organred by the coordinator of gated programs

with the Ashland City Schools, Mr. 1)avid i nyalka. This job 11.1%1 dees

locating inNlested teachers and pupils trim) grade six in the the sevv-.

elementary schools or from the Junior high school. Permission tn p..-ents

and principals is then secured. "The response kis been excellent," le RT u ts,

"Parents have been very coiiperanve, paving for the lunches and ik ins; the

time to bring their children tic the cafeteria. Some even ,tav and take I.. tures."

Tea. hers are encouraged to prepare their pupils tor the interat non by having
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them write autobiographies for exchange, by doing some research on the
countries of their partners, and by preparing questions about life in the foreign
culture. There is pre- and post program sharing of the experience in the
classroom.

The cost of the lunch is paid by the participants. For the local school
pupils, the parents pay. In case this poses a problem, the gifted program of
the Ashland School System would pay. For those foreign students who are on
the college meal plan, cost of the lunch is already included and no more
payment is necessary. Those not on the meal plan are expected to pay. If this
is a problem, the student is not required to eat, bin may still participate in
the program. Trar:sportation of the school pupils is done by the buses of the
school system. There are no transportation costs for the foreign student since
the program is on campus. These are virtually the only costs associated with
the program besides paper for occasional handouts.

Initially a voluntary activity for the foreign student, the Friday Lunch
Program has proved of such pedagogical value that it has become a required
part of the intermediate and advanced listening/speaking curriculum of the
Ashland college Center for English Studies (ACCESS), the campus IEP.
Friday Lunch activities replace the regular listening/speaking class for that
day, and there are pre- and post-lunch classroom activities to support the
cross-cultural interaction. The character and number of these classroom achy-
ities will vary depending upon the linguistic level of the students and the
familiarity they may have with the program from previous participation;
however, the following schedule of activities excerpted from the program
teacher's manual gives an indication of the possibilities:

I. l'irst week of ACCESS session (usually three weeks before first Friday
Lunch encounter). Assignment: Write a 1-2 page autobiography, to be passed
to the elementary school pupil. (Note: the autobiography can be done as a
writing assignment in the writing class.)

2. Monday of the first Friday Lunch Program meeting (class nine: 5-10
minutes). Teacher reminds students about the program, tells them that tune
in Thursday's class will be devoted to discussion/answering questions. If any
immediate questions need to be answered at this time to relieve anxiety or
misunderstandings, it may be wise to take the time to answer them now.

3. The class hetOre the tirst meeting (class time; 5.20 minutes). Discussion
and question/answer period. There may be some anxiety on the part ofcertain
students, and this is a good time to offer suggestions and reassurance. Discm.
sum can center around the following topics: the mechanics of the meeting
(time, place, procedures), remembering that this is a series of three meetings
all with the same pupil(s). Conversation topics: Usually conversation at the
first meeting will center around introductions, family intOrmati,m, school life,
etc. Students with previous Friday Lunch Program experience can help flesh
out this part of the diwussum. If the pupils' autobiographies are available.
this wi add help in the discussii,n. Students may need to he reminded about
the purixise ot the program and how best to take advantage ot the situatitin.
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4. The clas., after the first Friday Lunch Program meeting (class time: 20-

30 minutes). Discussion and question/answer period. The discussion can focus

on topics brought up during lunch. This can be useful for everyone to hear,
to compare notes, to generate ideas on topics. Students can describe their

partners, their families; relate other information, the most unusual/funniest
thing that happened, their reactions to the pupils, unusual vocabulary words,

etc. lf the teacher attended the Friday Lunch Program and picked up any
particular problems in pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar, or topics, this

could be a good time to bring them up and take care of them in a structured

way. Students may need some time to ask questions or bring lip any problems
they may have encountered. Often, "veteran" students can help in answering
the questions. Now is the time to remind students about the next meeting.
Usually, realia is part of the second meetingthey can bring such things as

stamps, coins, origami, postcards, pictures, traditional clothes, picture books,

etc. Possible assignment: prepare a short presentation using realm, to present

in class the day before tlw Friday 1.unch Program.
5. The class before the second meeting (class time: 5,30 minutesl. A

reminder about the program and about realia. Offer a discussion ahnit possible

topics, problems. Students may or may not need a discussion; they may or

may not make a reai.a presentation. Possible homework: report on partner

walia.
6. The class after the second meeting (class time: 5.20 minutes). Depending

on honework assignment, teacher/student interest in particular topics, or
problems/brelkthroughs, this discussion could be a short or long orw. By this

time, the partnets are getting used to each other and so may not need a great

deal of guidance or help. On the other hand, since they are getting used to

each other and have probably touched on a great variety of topics, this could

be a good time to explore certain topic!: in greater depth or new topics the

students hadn't considered. Possible assignment: Lhoose a topic, prepare ser;es

of questions, interview the partner, report back.
7. The class before the third meeting (class time: 5,10 minutes). A reminder

abo:., the third meeting. Students can bring cameras to this last meeting; they

ma ilso expect their partners to take their pictures. Students are also encour-

aged to take the addresses and phone numbers or their partners and to contact

them during the break or anytime in the future. A discitvsion can be offered,

short or long.
8. The class after the third meeting (class rime: 5- I0 minutes). A final

period of discussion, short or long. A long discussion could center around

what the students learned frorn this series or the Friday Lunch Program, a

recapitulation of topics covered,

Conversation Twics: A Partial List
In any one discussion period, the teacher may not want to exploit the kill

range of topics available to the students in a conversal ion situation ot the
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kind offered by the Frklay Lunch Program. Instead, picking and choosing
from the following (partial) list of possible topics, the teaclwr can spread out
these topics over the three weeks of the program:

1. Introductions: greetings, self-introduction, introducing a friend, steps
in an initial conversation. Compare to introductions in their countries.

2, School Life: typical day, length of classes, subjects studied, favorite
teacher (and why), size of class, facilities (gym, library, cafeteria, etc.), lunch
(kinds of food, length of lunch period, cost), homework, study periods, extra-
curricular activities, differences betwten this year's level and last year's,
the principal (description, what he does), attendance policy, textbook (can
the pupil bring one to look at?), recess. Compare to school life in their
countries.

3. Play, Recreation: vacations (describe, cianpare sites visited), favorite
sport (to play and to watch), school parties, slumber parties, TV (how many
hours/week, favorite shows and why, etc.), video games, sports heroes, rules
of games/sports, typical weekend activities. Compare to sports/recreation in
their countries.

4, Friends: boyfriends/girlfriends, what is a friend? how many friends should
you have? what do friends do together? Compare concepts of friendships to
those in their countries.

5. Food: favorite food, food at school, food at home, different food they
have tried. (:ompare to ft md in then. countries.

(1. Jokes: tell a joke, practical jokes, riddles, puns. Tell a joke from their
culture.

7. Family Life: si:e of family, brother and sisters (ages and descriptions),
father (description, occul.ation), mother (description, oompation), grand-
parents (description, whert they live, how often visit), chores, pets, lilies o
the house, descripthin it the hinise. Cinapare to fatmly lite in their countries.

8. Growing up in Ashland: llow long have the pupils lived in Ashland,
limn things to do here. (Make a list: this can help the foreign student discover
the town, nearby sites.)

9. Future: what do they want to be when they grim. up (athl why), looking
forward to junior high or high school (ditterences trom sixth grade, teachers
they have heard about, subjects, extra-curricular activities). (:Limpare to their
own future goak.

The program has benefited kith international and clone wary; ondary

student programming in a variety ot ways. The cultural interchange has been
an obvious benefit: tlw American pui 'dN. soine lit whom have never travekd
outside ot Ohio, learn ak tut foreign oratories and lulstonis firsthand, and
have the opportunity tor an extended konversation with .1 permit, whow
nalk111.11 language is not knghsh. The international students have .1 Chance
III learn aknit the lives ot %limn; Americans. a group too often not met or
heard trom in their stay in America. TheN have the opportunitV NI practice
voglish In .1 structured et informal setting, with ,I "rear (I-V., not a pri ttes
sit Mai ethic at Asiwrican. This creates an unusual Ihtemilt; situation: a
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different method of speaking, strange accents, new vocabulary, all taking
place in a "real" (noisy) setting. The opportunity is there to practice structures,
pronunciation, vocabulary, conversation strategies, and topics learned in the
classroom or to learn and explore new ones not ciwered in the class. ;he
cross-cultural interaction that takes place provides an opportunity to learn
about aspects of American life too often missed in textbooks or in the typical
college foreign student experience: elementary school life, family life, play
and recreation, food, growing up in Ashland and in America, and many more.

Resides linguistic or cultural benefits, positive attitudinal changes can occur.
For the bold student, aided by a sympathetic teacher, the program can offer
a release from the classroom, a chance to explore entirely new areas in his
education. For the timid student, also supported by the teacher, there is the
challenge of overcoming shyness, of learning self-reliance in conversations,
of putting newly learned patterns into practice. Potentml attitudinal changes
may include a greater self-confidence, higher self-esteem, a brighter outlook

on American life and customs, and a more positive feeling about English
mastered and towards education in AC'CESS.

There are other benefits that have come as a result of the program's oiler-
ation that, while welcome, are not central to the program itself. Students tell
of friendships begun, sonwtimes of host family invitations, and pm-pal
exchanges. One Venezuelan student, casually remarking on an upcoming
birthday, was surprised by an invitation to the elementary school for a parry
in his honor. An increased interest in language learning has been another

result: for the foreign students, learning and practicing casual conversational
English; for the elementary pupils, an increased enrollment in foreign language
classes. Publicity has also been one result: the local newspaper published
prominently a picture of a Kuwaiti student at a lunch showing his country's
money to two American pupils.

While providing many benefits, the program also presents problems at
certain times for some foreign students. It is not always easy to carry ott au
hour's conv.Isation with a stranger from a foreign country who is not ytiiir
own age. Feelings of anxiety, boredom, frustration, and fatigue can surface.
Teachers and program administrators need to be aware ot this so that these
normal reactions do not get out of hand.

Perhaps the best way to deal with this IN for everyone involved with the
program to recognize that putting the proper perspective on feelings is .1 major

task fOr persons, and especially young persons, in a cross-cultural situatii
Presenting challenging situations that mai arouse a range of feelings from tear
ot the unknown to impatience with repetition can provide catalysts to help

students not only learn key pt ants ot knowledge about others, but also learn
about themselves as well: their strengths and weaknesses, and what they need

to do to succeed in 41 certain place and tune. It we and our students accept
that, then any "problem" that conies up is in reality only a -challenge- to)
OveNtsnie.
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TEACHER SOLUTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

A Fusion of Traditions: Family
Folklore as a New Method for
Teaching Composition within
Intensive English programs

EVE CECH
University of Florida

Composition teachers generally agree that students should have some per-

sonal interest in and knowledge of the subjects they are asked to write about.

This need is especially crucial for the foreign student who is faced both with
learning the target languageEnglishand with managing an intelligent
development of a topic he may or may not know anything about, while at
the same time learning how to interact within the context of a new cultural

experience. As many of us have discovered, it is quite difficult to select
composition topics for foreign students that will draw on their existing knowl-

edge, he personally meaningful, acknowledge the cross-cultural bridges the

students are constructing, and also be suitable for sustained writing in English.

But subjects based on the personal and cultural experience of the writer are
inherently meaningful, and some composition theorists (Macrorie and Elbow

tOr instances) argue that such a personal involvement between writers and

their material is indispensable to the writing process. In addition to addressing

the writing process itself, the emphasis on writing topics that deal with
personal experience gives the students a chance to he an authority on a subject

in an environment where they (in this case foreign students) daily confront
the shortcomings of their expertise in our language and culture, and where

the required interaction with a new culture and its language can be over-
whelming, frustrating, and, at times, resented. As we know, some foreign
students will resist and defend against totally immersing themselves in a new
language and its culture because such an interaction implies for them, either
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literally or unconsciously, the loss of their own cultural identity and language.
As Stevick (1980) observes, "the preservation of the self-image is the first law
of psychological survi eal,"

By sressing assignments of a personal nature, this basic cultural and psy .

chologiol struggle can be significantly eased. With these considerations in
mind, I have developed a writing course and a general approach to teaching
composition within intensive English programs that stress cross-cultural come
munication by drawing tbeir subject matter from the life and heritage of the
individual students, their families, their cultures, their traditions, Central to
this course is a book of family folklore which the students create and which
relates the history and folklore of their families by means of a series of writing
assignments, including narratives involving family members and their How
raphies, definitions offamily customs, process descriptions of family activities,
and the like.

By "family folklore book", I mean an actual, illustrated book, written and
designed by students to document their family history, family traditions, and
family lore. (Franccha Butier, professor of English at the University of Con.
necticut, uses the family folklore book in her undergraduate English courses.
I am indebted to her for providing the basic modd for this kind of assignment.)
in the anninincement for the Smithsonian Institution's recent touring exhi-
bition of family folklore, Amy Kotkin, the curator of the exhibit, defines
"family folklore" as a collection of "stories, traditions, customs, expressions,
and artifacts that represent the creative ways in which families preserve their
shared experiences. Family folklore represents .,w larger panorama of life and
as such is a valuable source of social and political history." (This statement
appeared in the general announcement sent to museums concerning the
Touring Smithsonian Institution's Family Folklore Program. For additional
information coniact the Family Folklore Program, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D.C.)

The writing of a faintly folklore book or us alternative project provides a
rich source of lessons concerning such grammatical items as the use appro
priate narrative tenses, correct pronoun references, parallel sentence ',true-
RII es, punctuation rules, and the myriad other elements which comprise clear,
effective writing. However, I first applied the folklore book to the teaching
of ESL composition because I felt that, however imperfectly written it might
be, the process of creating such a book wa- an exercise in the essence of
communication. Stevick (1976), among others, argues for the importance or
creating a meaningful context for learning and for memory retentiiin, one in
which a student is able to communicate treely, without feelings of self-
consciousness or inadequacy. Thus, in the writing of the folklore book, the
students write about the values and achievementsind stquetimes the struggles
and limitations, of tilt chat shaped theirs. Often the students recount
these family stone, with subtlety, dignity, and poetic power. For example,
one studtmt wrote about the hero,: exploih of an older brother who had
bniught "fragrance" to the family name; another poignantly recalled her
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father's account of being sold into slavery as a young child in Java; and a
Mexican student wrote about a widowed mother who singlehandedly reared

and educated six children. In the process of evoking a family storysorne of
them powethilly moving, some hilarious, some quite ordinarythe snident
learns an indispensable lesson in the target languagehow to create a nar
tative voice in it.

For those students who feel that the subjects involved in writing a fa.aily
history are too sensitive or too personal to share with an entire class, I have

devised the "Cultural Calendar of Events" as an alternative assignment to the

"Family Folklore Book." The cultural calendar asks the students to research

and write about more general topics in the folklore of their cultures without
necessarily focusing on the writer's family. See Part II of the Appendix for a

list of some of the subjects that can be included in the cultural calendar.
Ultimately, the teaching of English composition via a family folklore book

calls for the use of the English langauge as well as the evocation of the personal

voice of the writer. And it is the discovery of this personal voice that Macrorie

(1970) identifies as the central task in teaching American students how to

write. Moreover, the family folklore book not only provides a context for
teaching the elements of written discourse to foreign students, but it does so

while preserving the students' dignity and identity while they are finding a
new voice in a new language, In the process of this development, the students

contribute to their teacher's and their fellow students' understanding of this
personal and cultural idewity. It has been my experience that when students
discuss and critique each other's work in the course of writing their family
histories, they undergo what Peter Elbow (1973) considers to be an essential

part of the writing process: they teach themselves and each other about writing

clearly and effectively. Furthermore, when the students present their books

to the class as a whole at the end of the course, these personal expressions

have built bonds of understanding and tolerance between students who may

have begun the course as cultural antagonists. For example, when an Arab

student discovered that he shared with his Lain American classmate the same

proverbial wisdom about not "awakening" potentially volatile situations ("Let

sleeping dogs he"), they suddenly found they had something to talk about

together. English, then, becomes the common meeting ground for different
cultures, tamiliesmd personahnesthe place where people meet other

people in the priicess ot ciimmunit. atmg something very important about

tlwmselves to one another, in a voice that is Kith comprehensible and unique.

I laving provided this intriduction, this moon &etre tiir such an approach,

let me explain in specific terms the method I have adopted for teaching

compiisition through the vehicle of the family folklore boi k.
('n the first day of the essignment, I hand out copies ot the Folklore Project

Outline (Appendix). We discuss the two possibli: pr.,jects the family tolklore

Kiok and the cultural calendar ot eventsand add to the list of u Tics in the

outlin... The sridents chi one of the projects, and they arc then asked to

prepare an outlir,. tor it. In the Case of the tamily folklore book, the outline
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consists of the names of family members (three generations), which are later
presented in the book itself as a family tree. Next, the students are asked to
sekct several family members about whom they will write individual biograph-
ical sketches. Finally, students choose tqlwr topics from the outline for the
text of their folklore book. The students discuss their outlines with the
instructor, augmenting and rearranging them when necessary, and then using
them as the tables of contents for the books they will be writing.

After the introduction of the folklore book assignment, the class begins its
study of the six forms of written English discourse (narrative, definition,
pnicess, cause and effect, comparison and contrast, and classification), fusing
the knowledge of these formal English structures with the content of family
or cultural lore. Much as in a traditional English composition class in which
grammar, logic, and rhetoric are the major concerns, considerable time is
spent discussing and analyzing the purpose, grammar, organizaton, and style
of the given form (Corbett 1971). For instance, if I were to assign students a
definifion composition, I might ask them to define a proverb, noting that
they should begin their discussion with a thesis statement (an essential idea
that is, of course, applied in teaching each of the composition forms). I would
then ask them to give an example of a proverb from their households and
explain it, since many proverbs do not translate from one language into
another. Finally, I would ask them to comment on the general validity of the
proverb based on their experience and observations of life. In reading this
composition, I would again look for all the traditional marks of good writing
a logical organization with clearly presented ideas, interesting and pertinent
examples, and a lucid writing style. Working with my comments as well as
those of other students in the class, the writer would then revise the compo-
sition, repeating the process as necessary. As composition teachers we know
that the process of revision is arduous enough for readers working in their
native language, but the possibilities for frustration are compounded for some-
one who is writing in a new language. However, this process often becomes
a challenging, exciting endeavor with the faimly tolklorc book because here
the students are writing about people and matters that are extremely important
to them. Indeed, the ()illy "problem" that I have encoutuered with revisions
of the folklore book assignments is that the students find that they have much
more to say than the medium (or the semester) permits.

I follow essentially the same procedure in teaching the remaining cotnpo,
sition forms, making each ot tlwse forms relevan, to our central purpt
writing the folklore book. In addition to helping the students select a topic
for writing, the instructor will need to integrate lessons about pertinent omts
of grammar, organization, and rhetorical eletw:nts with the particular corn,

t ion n am being taught. Thus, tor example, when teaching the pi-, icess
composition form in which students describe such activ,toes as how to tap a
rubber tree, how to repair a piece of pottery, or how to arrange a marriage,
the instructor will also) need to present and explain the the% ot active and
passive voice constructions, imperative sentences, and the need tor establish,
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ing a chronological order of events. In short, while the subject matter centers
on family and cultural folklore, the basic instruction is the same as it would
be for any composition course. During the course of preparing these compo-
sitions, especially as the students are reading and critiquing one another's
works, they disclver at first hand the necessity for these formal composition
rules.

The family folklore hook offers the student a rich variety of assignment
possibilities, all of which are close to his experience and all of which also give
him valuable practice in using and understanding the staudard forms of English
composition. For example, a comparison/contrast assignment can be based
on a discussion of the character differences between two family members or
by contrasting solenm and joyous family holidays. A cause-and-effect com-
position could deal with a traditional family value that has significantly
influenced the student's life. A classification composition can bt based on a
description of the various stagcs of life that occur within a student's family
and culture, drawing on the student's family members as the illustrations for
each of these life passages. Or, a student could classify the kinds of occupa-
tions, amusements, houses, or dress of three generations of family members.
These are just a sampling of the kinds of assignments that can be generated.
The students themselves, I have found, will provide many additional ideas
for their writing. Many will be eager to illustrate their written assignments
with drawings, photographs, calligraphy, and other graphics, and at times
will incorporate actual artifacts, such as a cherished piece of family lace, a
small carving, or other important mementos.

The obvious academic benefit to the students doing the family folklore
books is that they learn and hone their composition and research skills. Often
a student will need to establish a correspondence with various family members

to collect the necessary information about his or her family. Frequently,
students may have to do research in the library about their cultures to find
and learn the English vocabulary to write about them. In the personal realm,
the benefits are equally significant, For in the process of creating the family
folklore book, the students establish themselves in a generational continuum;
they create a valuable family document; they become spokespersons for their
cultures, building a bridge of understanding between themselves, students
from other cultures, and the teacher. As you know, teaching composition is
difficult, hut with the family folklore book, this process becomes, for both
teacher and studeut, an exciting, deeply rewarding experience in which the
students can discover their voices, and you, the teacher, get the distinct
pleasure of hearing them.
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Appendix

I. Family Folklore Project Outline
1. A family tiee
2. The history of how your family came to settle where it did
3. How your family got its name
4. Stories or anecdotes about your family members, interesting, unusual or

famous individuals. Unusual experiences of family members.
5. Proverbs which are spoken in your family, especially by grandparents and

Other older members of your family
6. Superstitions that are told in your family
7. Songs, poems, or tales that are handed down by family members
8. Games that are played by family members
9. Traditional jobs or work that your family is known for

10. Family rituals and celebrationsmarriages, births, deaths, etc.
11. Recipesinclude occasions when the roods are served
12. Family propertyland, farms, houses, businesses, factories. etc.
13. Family heirlooms
14. Family valuesdiscipline practices, rewards for accomplishments, par,

ticular virtues
Please note: Use family photos, illustrations, or drawings to illustrate your
btioks!

II: Cultural Calendar of Events
Discuss events in your country and region during the year

2. Decide on seasonal or monthly calendar
3. Include some of the following information

a. Stories associated with months or seasons
b. Rituals, celebrations, and festivals
c. Songs
d. Games
C. Fotids associated with seastins
f. Jokes and riddles
g. Weather lore (stories akiut the seasons)
h. Social customswhen do marriages usually take place.' when does

school begin!
4. Childrengeneral stories, stones about school, holidays, customs or events

that honor children
5. Teenagersapply the same questions as you woukl to the section on

children
O. Family apply thy same questions as vou would to the section on Lhildren

Remember that the senses ot sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell will help
remmber events trout your lite and your culture.
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TEACHER SOLUTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

Peer Telephoning Promotes
Interaction and Harmony

CAROL HARMATZ-LEvIN
Ueorgetown University

One of the most unpredictable factors in trying to establish a productive
mood in a language classroom is the way in which stutb.nts will get along with
each other. Teachers can facilitaw a relaxed, non-threatening atmosphere in
a variety of wayswith their personal styles of behavior, communicative
exercises, and circular seating arrangements.

The potential for tension, nonetheless, is very much a reality in many ESL
classrooms. Negative attitudes, stemming from a number of factors, may be
harbored by many of the students. First, there are feelings of insecurity that
arise from linguistic adjustments that students have to make. For perhaps the
first time in their lives, students are unable to express themselves. Many of
them are successful achievers; some are accomplished professionals, and now
they are reduced to feeling child-like and inadequate. Even with years of
secondary schi,ol English behind theta, students must now perform under the
stress of perhaps an intensive program ot language study, or at least a program
in which they are expected to do niore than sit back and absorb. Second,
there is culture shock. Adjustments need to be made to being in a foreign
country and to being in a classrimm--possibly atter a long absence from it.
Being away from one's family imd friends may also exacerbate adjustment
problems, as well as a new climate, new food, and the myriad of stimuli
encountered in daily living. Third, being in a classroom that is multictdtural
adds further possibiline,. tor tebsion. Since this ma, be the first time many
st.idents find themselves faced with other foreign nationals, they may need
to deal with stereotypical expectations ot others behavior its well As till' wav
other students perceive them. The political issues between Taiwanese and
mainland Chinese, between Arabs and Israelis, and between Koreans and
Japanese surface in ESL classrooms.
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With all of this potential for tension, focusing on the group as a learning
unit becomes increasingly difficult. The group, however, is a key to successful
classroom interaction. If the students are in an interactive situation, there is
no alternative other than facing the group daily. Language is, after all, an
interactive skill; it cannot be internalized if students feel isolated from or, at
worst, antagonized by fellow students. Earl Stevick (1976) has underscored
the importance of providing a learning situation in which students need not
be defensive, but rather, receptive, Furthermore, the focus of classroom
teaching needs to be shifted from the teacher as the giver of informathm.
Students need to serve as active language models for each other; as a group,
they need to support and correct each other and take responsibility for their
learning.

Getting students to invest themselves in the learning they have undertaken
is the issue I needed to address when teaching a small group of adult EFL
students in a twenty.hour.a-week university program. In the third week of a
seven.week session, the problem was made apparent by the inconsistency
with which homework was being prepared, the lack of enthusiasm for doing
group or pair work, and the quiet, unsocial break times. The clas :. vas not
functioning well as a group. Certain students did not work effectively when
placed in the same small group, and random grouping consistently resulted in
problems. Therefore, as part of my lesson planning, I set up small group work
carefully and took into account nationality, language background, personality
conflicts, and language proficiency.

When I was announcing my divisions one day, a usually cooperative student
solemnly looked at me and shook his head. I had obviously not made the
correct choice of partner for him. I was so tired of juggling that I didn't respond
immediately, but another student noticed the impending disaster in those few
seconds. She abandoned her partner, grabbed the unwanted match and sat
down.

The problem was solved, but later in the class perhd when only half of the
students had prepared luanework, I knew that I had to modify my classroom
management procedures. At this pant, I set up a system of telephoning for
the class. On the krard I wrote each student's name, phone number, and a
peritd of time when they chose to he available to speak tna the telephone. It
was difficult to pin some students down, but waking and retiring h, wrs ided

guidelines. As a h(nnework assignment, each student wa., to call two others,
one ot wht)m did not speak the same native language. Students asked me
what they had to talk about; I said that it didn't matter. In tact, I only wanted
them to make contact.

The next day I recorded the nanws ot who had initiated calls to whtan.
did not reprimand those who had net called or who had nto,.k only one, and
I accepted attempts which yiekled only a busy signal. I made the same
assignment on three consecutive days and once more a week later.

['hiring this tune several remarkable things happened. First, there was
considerable ih.ilter when I entered the classnxim on the tollowing day. A
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male Saudi student who had called a Venezuelan woman had had to deal with
her young daughters first. Not only was there healthy giggling and oral
language practice in the few minutes before class, but the Saudi was excited
about getting to know a classmate's family. A one-dimenskmal relationship
had become more human.

Second, all of the students participated in the assignment actively. Those
who had not called anyone on the first night initiated two and sometimes
three calls on the next two nights. Furthermore, students did not call the
same classmates repeatedly. Classmates from a wide crosssection of language
backgrounds were approached; friendly, safe students were called as were the
quiet and the aggressive ones. By the third night, much to my surprise, the
student who had refused to work in the pair I had arranged for him actually
called the classmate he had rejected; on the next day, the gesture was returned.
After three nights of assigned telephoning. neadv half of the class continued
the activity on their own on the

What I had at first considered a . Jea was, in fact, the push that
these students needed to break the t,:o. tuat had been inhibiting their
success as a group. Linguistically, they were .ncouraged to practice their new
skills outside the classroom. Those who felt i.thibited by being in a classroom
were exposed to a task that extended learning beyonl the sometimes confining
four walls. The assignment was challenging, and yet, since it was done on a
peer level without teacher evaluation, it was not threatening. Various human .

istic needs were fulfilled as well, and as a result, adjustment to a new situation
eased. Students began to view e other as multifaceted human beings, and
cultural stereotypes became les:, rigid. Above all, the akence of family and
friends in the United States was eased, if even Just a little, by the awareness
that classmates could care about classmates.
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TEACHER SOLUTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

Cultural Assumptions, Frames,
and the Allowable Economies of
English: A Cross-Cultural Problem

SALLY STODDARD
University of Nebraska.Lincoln

Members of every cultural group share a common knowkdge based on the
defining characteristics of the community. If a nwmber of a particular group,
in speaking or writing which is addressed to fellow members, makes this
information explicit, it is redundant. To avoid this redundancy, the infor-
mation is made implicit or simply taken for granted. The Importance of this
for persons from another cultural group (such as foreign college students in
the United States) is that they are excluded from fully understanding what
they read or hear. For these students, reading textbooks and listening to
conversations and lectures can he frustrating because they do not have enough
cultural knowledge to adequatdy infer the information which is implicit.
lkcause the problem is greatest for written English where students cannot ask
for clarification from the writer, this paper addresses a change in approach to
reading. (Writing is also involved, but the implications are too extensive to
consider here.)

Basically, implicit cultural assumptions are a cognitive problem. That is,
what is not explicit may he non-interpretable to non-mime speakers because
they have not acquired appropriate knowkdge frames (Minsky 1975) for
particular aspects ot the unfamiliar culture, or the knowledge frames they do
have are madquate. Some examples ot written English texts will illustrate this
point. Harper Lee in setting the scene in To i1L ti Miwkingbird says, "Maycomb

County had recently been told that it had nothing to tear but fear The
unstated agent for the passive verb had been told is "Franklin Roosevelt,"
which is common knowledge to Americans, but not to foreign students. That
is. their frame ot knowledge based on their experience is inadequate to
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interpret the agentless verb. In this case, the interpretation is critical to
placing the story in the 1930s. Likewise, Eric Sevareid in This is Eric Sevanil
speaks of hearing the "shriek of brakes, the heavy throbbing of the one-a-day
Braniff airliner into Monet, the shattering sirens born of war. . ." The
interpretation of these definite noun phrases depends on knowledge franws of
the United States (i.e., on referents that are not explicit prior to that point
in the text), knowledge which foreign students could not be expected to have
acquired.

Grammatical structures (such as those above) allow the reduction of what
the writers assumed to be cultural "givens." These structures are chosen for
their stylistic effects on a native speaker audience. Stylistic economy of explicit
information is possible because of deletkms and/or substitutions, as when the
agents of verbals and of passive verbs are deleted from a text; or when "definite"
noun phrases are substituted for their frame node; or when pronouns are used
with or without explicit referents. However, even a good understanding of
these grammatical structures will not solve the non-nativt. speaker's confusion
because deletion and substitution also result from employing metaphorical
extensions and various lexical choices. In sum, then, knowledge frames,
grammatical structures, and lexical devices work together to reduce redun-
dancy for native speakers of English even though the process increases the
task of interpretation for ESL students. Clearly, ESL students need to under-
stand the nature of the problem and to learn different strategies for coping
with it in order to avoid continual feelings of inadequacy.

A sound approach to modifying the reading strategies of our students will
point out to them the fact that much that is written in English is understood,
not because it is physically in the written text, but because readers bring
certain kinds of knowledge to the interpretation process. In other words, our
students need to understand the importance of what is not stated, as well as
what is stated, to better comprehend what they read. The method described
here concentrates on inferential strategies to "bridge inferential gaps" (Clark
1975). This means students must develop their powers of inferring from
explicit data given in the text. (Lawrence 1972 has invaluable suggestions for
getting students started in the process.) Here, knowledge frames are used as
vehicles for more sophisticated inferencing. Where students already have
established frames, the frames may be inadequate and need fleshing out; where
they do not have appropriate knowledge frames, of course, appropriate frames
neetl to he establislwd.

In order to understand how knowledge frames operate, a lesson may start
by asking students to simply list everything that comes to their minds when
they are presented with a cultural phenomenon such as "shopping center."
ln.any given class, the students' knowledge of that which suburban dwellers
in the United States take for granted will vary in kind and generally will be
quite limited (and some of it may be misperceptions). For the knowledge
frame node "shopping center," the student might list such things as: paved
parking lot, small stores, food stores, shoppers, gas station, barbershop, bank,
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cars, and so on. (These lists rarely will be as sophisticated as those of American
students whose experiences of shopping centers may trigger such additional
items, perhaps, as: sidewalk saks, midway rides in summer, Santa Claus at
Christmas, teenay,cz,' hangouts, Coke machines, specific kinds of stores, and
so on.)

The next st.:p is to take the shopping center frame and pin it into a context
from literature, such as Loren Eiseley's essay, "The Brown Wasps," where the
following sentence appears;

One day as I cut across the field which at that time extended on one
side of Mr suburban shopping center, I found a giant slug feeding from
a runnel of pink ice cream in an abandoned Dixie cup.

Here, the context presents the frame "shopping center" in a setting which
probably is not at all familiar to ESL students because they have not liv-d in
this country long enough to watch a suburban development evolve. If students
again make lists of all the features that interface with the shopping center
frame, they will need to use their powers of inference. In so doing, they will
ne 2d to push their thinking beyond the obvious. Some questions suggested
by the teacher may help them in this process. When did this happen? What
was the writer doing? Why was the writer cutting across? What has happened
to the field? How do we know that something has changed in regard to the
field! Why does the writer say "our shopping center"? Why would a giant slug
be found there! What season of the year was it? How do you know? What do
you suppose a "Dixie cup" is? Where was the cup? What do you suppose a
"runnel" is? Why was the ice cream pink? Why were the cup and ice cream
there? And so on. The questions direct the students' attention to the rela.
tionihip and interaction of the various frames and subframes. Once students
fill in the gaps in the information, a whole scenario begins to evolve, and
they realize that much of what they thought they "didn't know" they really
do know or are able to interpret logically.

This technique can be applied to readings for ESL classes (such as those in
Johnson 1983) or to textbooks in classes wh.ch are likely to have cultural
bases (e.g., political science, art history, geography of the United States).
Learning to do the kind of thinking required to bridge inferential gaps can
affect foreign students in several positive ways. First, they will understand
why sonw parts of the texts they read do not always make sense. This tinder,
standing will reassure them that their basic intelligence is not at fault; rather,
it is their lack ot appropriate reading strategies. Second, they will, with
practice, be better able to cope with cultural gaps as they arise and to minimize
the lapses. Third, they will have increased their powers of interring from all
kinds of input data. Finally, our students will gain a greater appreciat It )n tor
the nuances ot another culture.
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TEACHER SOLUTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

The Fear of Speaking:
Communication Anxiety in
ESL Students

ARMLDA C. REITZEL
Humboldt State University

High kind positive St11.04(.011 contribute to the learning ot
second language, but a hIgh level of anxiety may seiond lant8i,We
at:WU:anon (Krashen 1)81). Foreign ESL .itudents who are highly communi,
came in their own languages and cUltlires I1131' INeciime .0 Anxious during
speaking situations in English kit they heLomt. physit All\ tense and Cliii
nt many reluctant to ci,innuinkate. Intensive English program teachers need
to understand the phenomenon ot Lommunii. anon anXlet %Indents

and know ot ways to deal with this problem.
This article llhoows the tear of speakini, that Ilkiln ESL Nnident. expero

enCe. l'irst. Communicatain anxiety Is defined. Sesond, the ,11 In Mitt 11

communication anxiety May tteCt ESL student are explained. Thad, strat
egies tor helping ESL students vert.ullle their tear tit ,peakini.,, .ire dest ribed .

anxiet% refer, to the level ot apprdwiition, in regard to
sommunicative mterat non. that is o intense and 1,owertul ". . . th.a ii
become, debilitat lye. inhibiting ettet nye sell t: spression- (Ad Icr and Rodm,in

10). Soine anmet% about speaking ituat ion I natural tor native
ers It Elli1lIsh %tell a tor nonnative Nrcaker. ht. term

imam anon anxiety" is used IN% soul:man:anon scliiihrs to indkatc leVels

tear whiLh are ahnt,rniall high and lead to physi, al amid cmotional turmoil.
In order to avoid suth turtnoil, those sulk:ring truth tummillik,ition

ithdraw trom or retuse to enter into situations.

A major lash ir ontribut lliL it) It )11 .11i\Ict i111 ong LSI. students

k 1.1 rill' "I'll lira! h thWhl. people who II.I C been suddenk

transplanted ahryad" (Oben.; 107').4 Man% h 'IT WIlers erenent e hal 111.1%
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he called the "everything is awful stage" of culture shock (Dodd 1982:99
101). The familiar signs and patterns of verbal and nonverbal behavior are
different in or absent from the new culture. ESL students might become
confused or misunderstand what native speakers are saying. The students
might inadvertently offend native speakers by the inappropriate use of non-
verbal or verbal cues. Such confusion may cause anxiety.

The result of high levels of anxiety is "cultural fatigue" (Donahue and
Heyde-Parsons 1982). "Fatigue is a natural result of such a continued state of
alertness" (Barna 1982:329). Foreign students may become enuitionally and
physically exhausted due to the "infinite series of minute adjustments they
must make in the new culture" (Szanston 1966:48). This exhaustion could
result in a "withdrawal" or "fleeing" reaction in which the foreign students
avoid speaking the second language and interacting with 1,ative speakers.
Such a reaction slows down the process of learning English.

Intensive English program teachers can help their students overcome com .
munication anxiety so that their progress in learning English does not come
to a standstill, a situation which could lead to further anxiety. The remainder
of this article describes mane approaches that ESL teachers Carl use in their
classrooms. These approaches are (1) educating the students about culture
shock, (2) using modeling in the classroom, (3) working through a commu .
nication anxiety hierarchy, and (4) using oral interpretation and drama in
the classroom.

The first recommended strategy is us educate ESL students about the com-
mon phenomenon of culture shock. Even highly motivated students may go
through a peraid of cultural conflict, the "everything is awful stage." No
matter how much reading a foreign student may have done about the host
caaintry, lw/she will not know about all the nuances of meaning possible in
the host country's patterns of verbal and nonverbal communication. He/she
will not know. about all the cultural values and assumptions that lw/she will
encounter when interacting with host nationals. Students can better cope
with their physical, emotional, and psychols veal conflicts and exhaustion if
they understand what culture shock is, can identify its various stages and
symptsims, and know how to deal with it. By knowing what they are expert-
enci lg. students will have an easier time handling the ambiguities of inter-
cultural communicaron. l!nderstanding the source of stress can help !athletics
learn the skills whhh will enable them to cope with culture shock and
communication anxiety.

The s.,.cond strategy is the use of mustkline to develsp the students' skills
in recsignizing and in using the csumnunicat ion patterns ta the him country.
Mshiels can give students images of interactit alai behavior that they can
imitate in the ilassrooM and later use "in the held." The students could watch
fi lms and videotapes of nativc speakers in various situatitins. Videotapes of
media interviews, situation comedies, and even AN up operas contain a wealth
(a information abt communwatisin pAtterns. Atter %. ai him; the inodels,
the students Lould role plat, similar situations. Them: role -pla lug sessisins
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could be videotaped so that the students could compare their actions with
those of the model. The rationale behind the use of modeling is to clear up
some of the "unknowns" of interacting in a new culture.

Another approach to demystifying some of the mystery of the new culture
is the third suggested strategy: working through a communication anxiety
hierarchy. Teachers devise a sequence of communication situations which
range from slightly stressful events, such as ordering a hamburger at a fast-
food restaurant, to increasingly more stressful situations, such as giving a
speech about one's country to a community organization. Each situation in
the hierarchy is dealt with one at a time, starting with the least stressful event.
Students read and practice dialogues which reflect how to handle the inter-
actions typically found in that situation. After the students are familiar with
the communication patterns called for, they write and practice their own
dialogues. They receive feedback from classmates and their instructors. The
final step is to place the students in an actual situation where they have to
use what they have been studying. For example, the students could actually
go to a fast-food restaurant to order their meals. This could he a class outing
so that the students have peer and teacher support, 13y practicing the situation,
the students should feel comfortable, and their anxiety about the interaction
should not be debilitating. After the first situation is successfully completed,
the students go on to the next situation in the hierarchy.

A fourth approach to helping students overcome their communication
anxiety is the use of oral interpretation and drama. Oral interpretation involves
the practiced oral reading of a piece of literature. The students have the
opportunity to work on pronunciation, practice intonation patterns, and
develop a general ease in speaking in a non-threatening atmosphere (Russo
1983). Drama is useful in teaching interpersonal and small group communi
cation patterns in the host country. The skills learned through oral interpre-
tation and drama can be transferred to everyday situations outside the class-
room setting.

Communication anxiety is a phenomenon which many foreign students
experience and, because of its debilitating effects, should be dealt with in the
intensive English program classroom. ESL teachers can help their students
overcome their fear of speaking in English by educating them about the
phenomenon of culture shock and by teaching them interactional skills through
a variety of experiential approaches. Language learning can be enhanced as

the students' anxieties are lowered to more natural levels.
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TEACHER SOLUTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS

Conducting Research in the
Community: Fine Tuning
Language Skills While Learning
American Culture

LYNNE ACKERBERG AND ELLEN D. COMER
Macalester College

Although the goal of most intensive ESL programs is to improve students'
fluency in English, we believe that this is not sufficient to enable foreign
students to compete successfully in an American undergraduate program. Our
work has shown us that the language-learning experience should be combined
with explicit cultural instruction designed to provide the students with specific
information about life in the United States and to increase their understanding
of American alues and behavior. Foreign students are often at a disadvantage
in American classrooms because, by virtue of their being foreign, they do not
possess the sanw cultural references as the American students. The addition
ot a cultural component to the regular E!..1. program aids the students' adjust.
ment process while simultaneously providing a very natural ,ipportunity tor
language practice.

Within a course on American culture it is extremely important to provide
the students with balanced views on the United States and to allow the
students ample opportunities to test tiw validity ot the generalizations made
in class. An assignment which allows students to test their assumptions about

a particular aspect of Amencao culture and to show their ability to tunction
in the English language is ..n original , conducted by each
student on some facet ot contempwary American lite.

Specifically, students are asked prepare an oral and written report over
a two-month period on an aspect of American culture which they wish to
explore in detail. They ire asked to synthesize intormation gathered twin .1
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variety of Nes. For advanced level students, these sources come from the

library am, college community as well as from the Minneapolis/St. Paul
area. Intermediate students are not required to use sources from the library.
This project provides an opportunity for students to test the validity of the
information taught in class, to develop the skills needed to locate, organize,
and synthesize information accumulated from a wide range of sources including

interviews, and also to become better acquainted with the Twin Cities.
Early in the semester we present the goals of the project and a series of due

dates and spec ificiations for the final report. Then sta.ients choose and narrow
their topics and form the preliminary questions they intend to answer. In
small groups, they present their topics and questior s. This group process hekos

generate additional questions, clarify questions, and provide a real audience
for the student researcher. With a specific audience in mind students are more
likely to he concise and clear.

With a preliminary topic decided upon, the next step is to gather resources.
Finding resources in the community is not a very difficult task. People cofl .
tacted by our students generally agree to the interviews and enjoy the exile'
rience. Following are some examples of community resources:

I. Teachers and students' friends, acquaintances, and relatives: This is
the richest source.

2. Members of the school or college community. Interviewing faculty and

staff has the added benefit of acquainting students with the culture of the
school.

3. Alumni files. Alumni offices of many schools and colleges maintain lists

of alumni willing to serve as resources to students.
4. Public school community resource files. Public schools also maintain

lists of cinamunity remiurces.
S. Newspaper announcements. Local newspapers regularly announce

speakers on a wide range of topics. We continually clip and tile mimes and
affiliations of resources,

6, Representatives of the city, county, and state governmental agencies,

special interest groups, and the media have been willing to be interviewed
by our students.

We find that students are highly motivated to practice language activities
which will prepare them for successful interviewing. Moreover, interesting
cross.cultural discussion about appropriate social behavior occurs els students

anticipate conducting the interviews.
Language functions related to setting up. conducting or following up on

interviews are suggested in the Appel elx, Information Intemews. 11w amount
and kind of preparation students need in order to conduct enective interviews
will, of course, vary with the needs of the group.

In order to successfully set up an interview, students may benefit from
practicing introducing themselves on the phone, giving directions to the
college, and setting up or changing appointments. To conduct successful
interviews, students may need practice paraphrasing questions in case the
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interviewee does not understand the questions, changing the topic, asking

for additional information, or asking follow-up questions. St mrces of such
exercises are included in the Reference Section. (See Akiyaina 1981; Lee

1983; Keller and Warner 1980a, 1980b; Jones and von liaeyer 1984.)
Questions arise related to appropriate social behavior when interviewing.

Students are toncerned ahtnit what kinds of questions are polite and which
should be avoided; what topics are appropriate for small talk; how long small
talk should continue; how the interviewee should be addressed, especially if
the person is older; where an appropriate meeting place might be; who pays
for coffee if the meeting takes place in a restaurant; and finally, whether the
person should be sent a gift in appreciation for the interview.

Students benefit from conducting practice interviews and from role-playing
difficult interview situations. Here are some sample situations: (1) an inter-
viewee rambles on in response to simple questions, (2) An interviewee takes

control of the interview, asking questions instead of respi.nding to them, or
CI an interviewee answers questions in single-word answers. We have also

rivpared an interview on videotape which students analyze, pointing out the
strengths of the interviewer and suggesting ways the interviewer could be
more effective.

An important step in ..iny research process is evaluating the credibility of
the sources. In this project as well, students should become aware of the biases
of the po pie they interview and the extent to tt hich these biases color their

data.
The form of the final ,..:port will depend on the students' level and the

language skills emphasized in the class. Our course on the intermediate level
emphasizes listening, speaking, and writing, so our students both write up
their results and present them orally to the class. Advanced level students
research their topics in the library, consulting traditional sources such as books
and periodicals. Roth intermediate and advanced level students present oral

reports first. Then, responding to feedback Irom the class and teacher, they
write a tirst draft. Finally, after discussion with the teacher, students write a
final draft.

Students were acti ely involved io thew prtbjects and generally pnkluced
high quality reports on a variety ot topics such as: The (reat l)epression: !low
It Affected Minnesotans; The Life and Problems of Vietnanwse Refugees in
the Twin Cities; Cr, iss ultu ra l Marriage; and The Role ot Sports for Women.

The ct mtac ts in the community which students established while doing this

project provided them with an opportunity to confirm, mt kitty, or retute
assumptions that they held abtait an aspe, t tit American culture and to test

what they had learned trtml their texts and teachers. In add It u in, the entire

process ot preparing tor and conducting interviews and reporting their findings

provided a natural opportunity tor students to use English.
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Appendix
Handout on Information Interviews Given to Students

Prepared by Nancy Tel lett-Royce, Career Development
Center, Macalester College

Information interviews
An intimation interview gives you a chance to gather information from

someone. Many people are very willing to be interviewed. There are several
steps you can take to be sure that your interview is successful for you and the
person you interview.

Setting up the interview.
I. Ask tin an interview. Write out what you wanr ro say.

a. Introduce yourself.
b. Briefly explain your project.
c. Mention the name of muneone who sent you.
d. Tell how long you expect the interview to take.
e. Arrange a time. Suggest several times that you will be available.
1. Arrange a place. Be sure you know where you will be meeting. Take

down the address and ask for directions if im are not sure how to get
there. You may decide to do your interview by telephone. If so, arrange
a nme to call them that will he convenient.

Example: I kilo, , my name is I atli a student
at tticalester. Viiur name Was given to me by at the Macalester
Alumni Association. I am taking a course called , and one
of my assignments is to do an information interview. W,m1d you be willing
to Meet With the tor about
with you about

minutes! I would like to talk

At the interview
1 lmr, k.uce yourself ag.un.

Shake hands.
(Aim ha a tew nunutc, ak wit the weather or Qett Illg hi the int..rview.

4. I ntru dike t nir

S. Ask the ilerson tor rernussum to take hilly.. of tape the interview. Lxplam
dim the purpiise of the tare i% to hell, %till remember what wa% %aid.

6. Re %We von have a written list of question,.
a. Cll. ter Vt nit questions. All questions [elated to one topiL should be

Asked together.
b. Make sure I fli haven't .i.sked tot, man% %,e, nil que.si

L Al 411ne op,n-ended Pleq it inh. "WhAt do vou think abumt .

d. Phrase ,piestions one or t'ki)W,iNh ill L ase the per, )11 ,locs not understand
the que,tion.
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c. You can ask for repeats. "Would you pkase tcpeat . . .

1. Ask follow-up questions. "Can you give me inure details about . . ?"

"Do you have anything else to add about . . ?"

g. If !he person answers another question, steer the questions back to the

topic .`That's interesting, but could you tell me more about . . .?"

h If the interviewee asks you personal questions which you do not wish

to answer, you can decline. "I would really rather not answer that

question. "
i. If the interviewee seems uncomfortable, ask him about it. "Are my

questions too personal?" "Is this hard for you to talk about?" If the

answer is yes, ask less personal questions.
7. When you are done with the interview, thank the interviewee for the time

he/she spent with you.

After the InteMew
Follow up the interview by sending the person a thank.you note.

Example;
Date

Dear
Thank you for meeting with me on The information you

gave me was very helpful. I have enclosed a copy of my paper.
Sincerely,

Name
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Selected Annotated Bibliography
and References

JANET C. CONSTANTINIDES
Univ .y of Wyoming

The works listed below were chosen because they have been used successfully

by me and others in setting up cross-cultural awareness workshops or in adding

a significant cross-cultural component to an ESL program or class. Most of

them are readily accessible to the relative beginner. Those which are appro-

priate only for someone who has had significant experience in this arca are so

noted.
I feel compelled to add a strong word of caution: Many exercises or act

which are suggested for cross-cultural awareness training involve the partici-

pants in activities which focus on differences in values, beliefs, attitudes, and

world views. The conununication of these differences often results in threat-

ening and defensive behavior. If the activity or exercise is not handled

carefully, it may have an importantly negative effect. Consequently, I submit

that those who wish to include a cross-cultural conqxment in an ESL program

or class must have first carefully planned that component, taking into account

not only the intended ianconws but also the possibilities for the compo.sent

to produce negative reactions and results. Cross-cultural experiences are

potentially very powerful. To approach them in any but the most serious

manner is, in my opinion, extremely dangerous. Any person who wishes to

act as a cross-cultural trainer must fiNt of all have realized what it is be

intercultural personally. Thus I have included some works here on the defi-

nition and meaning ot "cross.c ultura I."
The following list is by no means complete. It contains only matenals

which I know have been used with success.

Theory and Background
The following two books are the ones that I consider to he most useful.

especially tor the person new or relatively new to the area. Both provide an
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excellent introduction to the field of cross-cultural communication, especially
as it impacts on the educational process.

Althen, Gary, ed. 1981. Learning across cultures: intercultural cinnmunication
and inwnuitnnial educational exchange, Washington, D.C. National Associa-
tion for Foreign Student Affairs, ERIC Document Reproduction Service No.
208 790.

This material is a must for anyone new to the field. It contains chapters on
the dynamics of cross-cultural adjustnwnt, crtiss-cultural counseling, English
language teaching, communication and problem-solving across cultures, learning
concepts and theories, and learning styles, as well as examples of how to
involve foreign students in providing cross-cultural learning for Americans.
There are excellent bibliographies at the ends of the chapters.

Pusch, Margaret D., ed. 1979. Multicultural educa6on: A cross cultural tranung
approach. La Grange Park, Ill: Intercultural Network.

Originally designed for faculty in teacher education programs, this is another
invaluable resource for ESL teachers and administrators. The discussions of
the theory of intercultural communication and the detinitions of culture and
class are among the most readable available. The section on teacher training
provides suggestions which can be adapted to in-service training for ESL
faculty. There are also some teaching strategies and evaluation procedures.
Most valuable of all is the excellent amunated bibliography.

Another work which many people have found useful, especially as a good
introduction to the area of cross-cultural learning, is the following one. Several
articles from this work are cited in the foregoing chapters, attesting to both
its worth ond its readability.

R.W., ed. 1977. (uhure leanung: Unice/us, aplicatums and research.
Hawaii: East-West Center.

As the title indicates, this collection ot articles originally published in
Topics in Culture Learning plus three others is divided into three sections: (1)
"Conceptualization of issues in culture learnmg"; (2) "Ftnmal educational
programs"; and (3) "Empirical research."

Training
Most ESL program, need to provide some cross-cultural training tor the

faculty and staff. lf you are considering designing and carrying out your own
training program, the following books are a g ii id place to begin. Again, I
want to issue a warning: Exercises and experiences used in cross-cultural
training can be very disturbing, even threatening, tor some people. They
should be used only by people who are cogni:ant of the dangers and prepared
to deal with them. Anyone particularly interested in cross-cultural training
should be aware ot the Society tor Intercultural Education, Training, and
Research (S1ETAR, c/0 Diane L. Zeller, Ph.D., 1414 22nd St. N. W. ,

Washington, D.C. 2007),
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Casse, Pierre. 1981, Training for the cross-cuhural mind. Washington, D.C.
The Society foi Intercultural Education, Training, and Research (S1ETAR).

This work contains numerous exercises which can be used in cross-cultural
training. Some are aimed at those new to the idea of cultural differences;
others are meant for the cross-culturally sophisticated and should be used with
care. A model training program is outlined.

Weeks. Wil1am H., et al. 1977. Manual of structured experiences for cross-
cultural Washington, 1/ C.: S1ETAR.

This mactu,d contains 59 structured exercises which pertain to initial grtnip
experiences, dynamics of communication, clarification of values, identifica-
tion of roles, group process, recognition of feelings and attitudes, community
interaction, brainstorming tasks and problems, and mahiple objectives. Many
will be useful in providing in-service training for ESL faculty; others may be
adapted to use in the ESL program or class.

Classroom Activities
In addition to the those activities given m Section Iii of this volume, two

more sources follow for activities which can be used or easily adapted to most
any ESL classroom,

Donahue, Meghan and Adelaide H. Parsons. 1982. The use of rokplay to
overcome cultural fatigue. TESOL Quarterly, Vol. 16, No. 3 (September),
359-365.

Roleplay develops an empathetic atmosphere and teaches ctinversation
rules; it also permits meniners of a group to work together, make objective
(bservations, recognize and accept differences in cultures, adapt to a new
culture without losing identity, and articulate appropriate questions and state-
nwnts in a given situation. This article defines cultural fatigue and discusses
eight steps of roleplay (warm-up through summary) with purposes and pro-
cedures for each step.

Gaston, Jan. 1984. Cultural awareness teaching tehritqiws. Brattleboro, Vt.:
Pro Lingua Associates.

This "text" contain, 20 "techniques," arranged according to states in
intercultural adjustment, which the author developed for use in an intensive
English program. There N a good mtnduction, settaw, the contest for the
use uit the techniques. Many contain suggestions for follow-up activities using
discusqon, role plays, skit-, or writing assignments. They need a culturally
sensitive and aware teacher tor successtul use.

Materials on Specific Cultures
One area of great concern in providing .ross-Lultural inkrmat II in in an

ESL classroom is knowing something about the cultures trom which our
students come. The references below, though by no mean, complete, provide
stmie beginning points kir gathering intormation abt 'tit various culture,.
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Donovan, Katherine C. 1981. Assisting students and scholars from the People's
Republic of China: A handbook for cmnnumity groups. Washington, D.C.:
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs. ERIC Docunwnt Repro-
duction Service No, ED 213 616.

This numograph gives the background of attitudes, expectations, and pro-
files of students. It describes how to organize a commuMty program and gives
exampks of specific programs: greeting, housing, food shopping, banking,
etc. There is a guide to the pronunciation of Chinese names, a brief history,
and a list of international stuk!ent services and organizations working in specific
areas for U.S.-Chinese relations. It also includes a reading list. Much of this
information is adaptable to the ESL program or course.

Fieg, J. and J. Blair. 1975. There is a difference: 12 ir:ercultural perspectives.
Washington, D.C.: Meridian House International.

Included are capsulized discussions of the points of cultural differences
between Americans and persons from Brazil, India, Japan, Kenya, Turkey,
Colombia, Indonesia, Ethiopia, Jamaica, Iran, Egypt, and Nigeria. In addition
to being a good source for specific information which might be used in cross-
cultural awareness workshops or activities, it also contains very perceptive
analyses of American culture as well.

Kitao, Kenji. 1979. Difficulty of intercultural conmiunicatum between Amencans
cold Japanese. Doshiva University, Kyoto: Doshiva Literature No. 29. ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 191 328.

This work discusses specific cultural differences which inhibit understanding
between the two cultures in terms of signs and associations with them. It
prnvides examples of activities (Le., breakfast), idioms, and cnmmunication
patterns as well as value systems which are culturally related. Culture deter-
mines how much speakers reveal of themselves in topics of conversation and
ways of self-expression. Japanese sometimes feel communicatively invaded
while Americans are annoyed at the prospect of never getting past the for-
malities. Included are examples of differences in the ideas of physical contact,
time, place, human relations, tone of voice, and sex.

Parker, 0. 1976. Cultural chtes to the Middle Eastem studem. Washington,
D.C.: AMIDEAST.

This work does exactly what the title primuses it will: it provides social and
cultural background and characteristics of students from the Middle East.
AM1DEAST publishes a number ot very good materials about the Middle
East, including a bi)ok on the educational systems of 18 Middle Eastern
countries. For information, write AM1DEAST, Information Services, Box 3,
1100 I 7th Street, N. W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Stewart. E.C. 1972. American cultural patterns. A cims-eultural perspective.
Washington, D.C.: Ss wty tor Intercultural Eclucation, Training, and Research.
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One problem many of us have in working in cross-cultural situations is

being aware of and understanding our own culture. This book gives a good

foundation in that area,

Other Sources of Interest
De Armond, Murray M., M.D. 1983. Mental health and international stu-

dents, NAFSA Newsletter, Vol. 34, No. 6 (April/May, 1983), 137ff.

Because ESL teachers deal most directly with international students, it is

important to be able to serve as an "early warning system" for potential
problems. This article uses three case studies to illustrate how personal prob-

lems and cultural disorientation can lead to physical problems, the causes of

which may be particular to foreign students. Ability to recognize these prob-

lems can be very useful to the ESL teacher. Suggestions are made for dealing

with such cases, including how the ESL teacher can help.

Heaton, James. 1978. Teaching culture as a second language: l'rivate culture

and kinesics. English Department (ESL), University of California, Los Angeles,

Calif.
This paper describes video documentary techniques developed to help

foreign students be aware of culture-specific nonverbal communication or

body motion (kinesics) and social and personal space (proxemics). It describes

an American repertoire of eyebrow positions, mouth positions, types of nods,

hand motions, etc. which occur with speech. It also references video lessons

various people have put together to illustrate cross-cultural nonverbal coin-

municat ion.
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